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ABSTRACT

TUGA is a program which converses in Portuguese to

provide a library service covering the field of

Artificial Intelligence.

The objective of designing the program TUGA was the

development of a feasible method for consulting and

creating data bases in natural Portuguese.

The resulting program allows dialogues where the

program and its users behave in the way humans normally

do in a dialogue setting. The program can answer/ and

question in pre-defined scenarios. Users can question/

answer and issue commands in a natural and convenient

way/ without bothering excessively with the form of the

dialogues and sentences'.

The original contributions of this work are: the

treatment of dialogues. the adaptation of Colmerauer's

natural language framework to Portuguese, the particular

method for evaluating the logical structures involved in

Colmerauer'e framework, and the library service

application itself.
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The program is implemented in Prolog, a simple and

surprisingly powerful programming language essentially

identical in syntax and semantics to a subset of

predicate calculus in clausal formw
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"The world of
has a model
in the world
expressions.

thoughts

of sentencesr
words, signs".

G. Frege
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I declare that this thesis has been composed by myselft

The work done on the development of program TUGA, while

based upon Colmerauer's framework and Dahl's program, is

my own and makes a number of original contributions, as

discussed in Chapter 3".

Signed,
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PREFACE

This thesis describes a program, called TUGA which

converses in Portuguese to provide a library service. It

applies techniques developed in Artificial Intelligence

(AI) and Linguistics*

The objective of TUGA is to provide users with

information on an AI library. The program acts as a

librarian by guiding the user in the classification of

new documents and in the creation of new categories in

the standard classification. The program acts as a

library's secretary by giving details about the document

collection and the classification system, and by adding

or deleting new documents or categories.

A guide to the text follows so that the reader may

select the essence of the work and skip the accessory

material i.

Chapter lv "Introduction", provides a brief

overview, covering all the important aspects of the work,

including the nature of TUGA, research objectives,

history of the work and original contributions'.
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Chapter 2, "The user's view of TUGA", gives a survey

of what TUGA does for the user. It concludes with a

description of the method of classifying documents.

Chapter 3/ "Design--the main ideas embodied in

TUGA", discusses the main issues which were involved in

the development of TUGA, such as the way dialogue is

analysed, Colmerauer's framework, definite clause

grammars and the algorithm used to evaluate logical

structures. The chapter ends with a brief discussion of

the logical system which is used to represent Portuguese'.

Chapter 4, "Implementation", describes how TUGA is

organized into modules, how it works and how it makes

decisions. The main procedures are described, with

commentary on some representative clauses^

Chapter 5, "Related work", sets TUGA in the context

of similar research carried out in AI•

Chapter 6, "Suggestions for further research",

discusses the present limitations of TUGA and introduces

several plans for future extensions*

Chapter 7, "Conclusion", summarizes the program's

accomplishments and its social implications.

Appendix 1, "The logical system for representing

Portuguese", presents the syntax and semantics of the

logical system behind Colmerauer's framework, and the
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definitions of some Portuguese articlesu

Appendix 2, "A brief survey of PROLOG", is intended

to make this text self-contained, by providing the reader

with a resume' of the programming language used to

implement TUGA.

Appendix 3, "Listing of TUGA", is a complete listing

of the programs

Appendix 4, "Examples of dialogues", presents

several examples of using TUGAv

Appendix 5, "Glossary of abbreviations used in

program identifiers", provides their meaning, and it

helps the reading of the program;.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

TUGA is a program which converses in Portuguese to

provide a library service for the field of Artificial

Intelligence (AI)w

TUGA allows AI workers, even naive computer users,

to ask questions, classify documents, and make

bibliographies based on an AI system of categories and a

document collection. In addition, the user can make

changes in the document collection, and also modify the

classification by inserting new ground categories. In

certain situations, the program takes the initiative by

posing questions to the user. It lets the user's answers

constrain the program's subsequent response by making

proposals about the appropriate classification of a

document. It gathers document specifications, it

diagnoses incomprehensible sentences, it expands the

internal dictionary of Portuguese, and it creates the

stock of knowledge shared by the program, and its usersw

All of this is done in straightforward natural

Portuguese.
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TUGA relieves the user of the burden of learning a

programming language or query language, or the formats of

the data base. By having two levels of grammar, one for

individual Portuguese sentences and the other for

dialogues, the program knows various natural ways that a

library's user may refer to the particular objects of the

library worlds Also, it knows the specification of each

document, and the system of classification. And, it can

translate a user query into a logical structure which is

interpreted in terms of the contents of the data base;

An appropriate answer is thereby generated according to

the query form and to the retrieved data items;

NL sentence • > logical structure *-> answer

+

data base

The processing of Portuguese queries is done in two

successive stages:

trans lation: each user's query is transformed

into a list of words and punctuation marks;

syntactic plus semantic analysis is performed over

the list in order to translate it into a logical

structure; a dictionary containing approximately 400

words supports that analysis; the dictionary

consists of a selection of general Portuguese

vocabulary and A1 vocabulary of single and compound
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English terms; and

ii) evaluation; the logical structure is evaluated

over the knowledge base; an answer or a question is

generated according to the truth value found and the

data retrieved; the knowledge base contains the

document collection, the set of current relations and

properties giving access to the collection, the

classification system and the class ification methods

The motivation for constructing TUGA came from the

difficulty of solving rapidly the two principal problems

in any library service: finding an old document and

classifying a new document. In TUCA, a document is

classified according to an evolving system of categories,

on the basis of information supplied by the user together

with information explicit in the document—namely, the

references in the document text to other documents.

This task is a worthwhile subject for research

because a library service i3 widely needed, because the

library problem has a good and automatic solution, and

because the mode of communication is natural. A computer

user wants to have access to data dispersed through

manuals, like any library user—the AI library is just an

example. TUGA performs functions normally accepted as

being carried out by human beings. These functions

display routine performances and cognitive abilities,

allowing users to explore easily the amount of data.



Users express their requests in a natural way, by

conversing in Portuguese (Coelno,1979b)t

The history of this work started in 1977 at

Marseille, after discussions with Colmerauer and Dahl.

Colmerauer had defined an interesting natural language

subset to be used as an instrument to create and consult

data bases (Colmerauer,1977). His framework is a general

approach for translating a natural language sentence into

a logical structure-. Dahl had implemented Colmerauer's

framework by writing a question answering program,

consisting of two parts. The first part, the translation

stage, was implemented as a definite clause grammar. The

second part was responsible for generating answers by

evaluating logical structures against a data base

(Dahl,1977). The overall communication, between the

program and its users, involved two sorts of languages:

the user's language which supported the exchanges with

the program, and the programming language which

communicated the program to the computer. Dahl's program

was written in Prolog, a programming language based on

predicate logic and developed at Marseille

(Rous sel,1975)w

Natural Language —> Colmerauer's Logic --> Prolog
framework
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Our work, while based upon Colmerauer's framework

and Dahl's program, makes a number of original
/

contributions, including:

-- the treatment of dialogues, ie.;
natural language above the sentence level;

-- the treatment of Portuguese
by adapting Colmerauer's framework;

— the evaluation of logical structures
by a particular method;

-- the library service application and

— method for classifying documents;

The Colmerauer framework has hitherto only been

applied to single and isolated sentences; In TUGA, the

natural language communication is characterized by a

mixed initiative and contexts. Models of dialogue and

the kind of typical exchanges in a library world are

integrated into a grammar of dialogues.

Colmerauer's framework is adapted to an environment

of a real and useful data base of medium sice where the

user's language is Portuguese. The logical system for

representing Portuguese has been tested over three

conversational worlds personnel identification

(Coelho,1977)> civil engineering legislation

(Cotta&Silva,1973), and in the library service itself.

Besides a comprehensive and rigorous definite clause

grammar of the fragment of Portuguese involved, a

deductive retrieval system, and a virtual relational data
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base are embodied in TUGA* A particular method for

evaluating logical structures is proposed. The method is

suited for relational data bases.

The library service is for the first time considered

in AI, as regards the construction of a program running

natural language dialogues. The service is supported by

a method for classifying documents. It consists of

getting a list of categories for a maximum of three

references, quoted in the bibliography of the document to

be classified. The user discusses the content of that

list, and may propose alterations to it*

TUGA is written in Prolog (Warren,1S77a) running on

DEC-10 systems at the University of Edinburgh, Scotland,

and at LNEC in Lisbon, Portugal-.
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CHAPTER 2

THE USER'S VIEW OF TUGA

21 . FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM DOMAIN

The problems covered by TUGA belong in general to

the library world> and in particular to a certain library

services

The problems are solved through dialogues between

the program TUGA and its users. These dialogues occur in

a precise and closed environment. It is characterized by

the given knowledge sources and the kind of services

delivered, by the kind of problems and questions arising

currently in a library world, and by our motivation to

develop a facility to improve the access to the

literature needed during research activity. The library

covers a restricted field — Artificial Intelligence> but

could easily be extended to other fields.
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2.1,1, THE LIBRARY WORLD

The 1ibrary world for TUGA is defined by>

i) a body of pre-defined information—the given
data} and

ii) the kinds of questions which may be
asked—possible user goals.

The given data constitute the source material to

support a certain class of dialogues} and it consists of

two knowledge sources:

(Gil) - The collection of documents in Artificial
Intelligence

Each document (book or paper) is described
by the following attributes: author*
collection number,- title, publisher, date of
publication, classification categories and
bibliography (ie. references in the
document to other literature in the same

domain)> and by whether it is a book or a
paper'.

(Gi2) - The classification system for Artificial
Inteliig ence

The classification system is a tree of
categories* each one defined by its location
in the tree;

The definition of the functions of the program

depend on the kind of question which may be asked in a

library. The function of TUGA is deliver, receive and

gather information. The possible user goals are:
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- to get information about the document
collection and the classification system>
either by inspecting each informational unit
or by searching for related units
{information receiving)

- to add (or delete) a document from the
collection (information gathering)

- to add (or delete) a new category from the
classification system (information
gathering)

- to classify an unknown document (information
delivery)

2.1.2. THE LIBRARY SERVICE

Program TUGA provides a specialized service by

making information available to an AI community*. The

main purpose of the program is informing and providing

answers to questions, and encouraging the use of those

materials. By encouraging the users we mean all the

motivation to explore a certain collection in an easy>

fast and gratifying way;

The library service is user-oriented and is defined

by a user-program relationship. The user must make known

his needs for information in such a way that those needs

can be fully met. He must know not only how to ask

questions before answers can be given> but also how to

interrogate the program about its knowledge in order to

achieve his goals;

(Gol)

( Go2)

(Go3)

(Go4 )
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The program behaves either as a librarian or as a

library's secretary. The librarian is an information

specialist able to assist the user while he is asking

questions about documents. The librarian presents the

user with a classification system and a classification

method which are used either to provide information or to

guide an . exploratory search of the library. The

library's secretary is a "go-between" who only provides a

user with information (question with answer)> either

explicit or implicit in the document collection;

2 *. 2 ; THE DOCUMENT COLLECTION

The prototype document collection has 46 items (21

books and 25 papers), and includes the AI publications

which were most frequently referenced in IJCAI-77 (cfi

Sigart Newsletter no.65, 1978)> and also well known

works. Each document is described by the following

attributes;

whether it is a book or papers
author;
number;
title ;

publ isher ;
year;
classification categories;
bibliography1.



2.3'. THE CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

The classification system is an open-ended scheme of

42 categories hierarchically arranged) where each

category may be subordinate to at least one broader

category. New categories may be inserted by user

initiative to improve the system;

The classification system mainly covers the field of

AI> the subject of the document collection) but viewing

AI as a part of a broader field, the Computing Sciences.

The system also shows their connection with related

disciplines) such as Linguistics and Logic. The classes

of system categories embrace AI basic methodologies and

techniques and their current major application areas

{Nils son>1974)w Their organization follows the ACM

proposal for the categories of the Computing Sciences;

The classification system is presented in the figure

below.
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7 Fig »1

Classification system for Artificial Intelligence

2.4'. THE CLASSIFICATION METHOD

The classification method we have adopted is based

upon the classification assigned to the bibliography

referenced in a document. The program asks for a maximum

of three references and proposes a set of selected

categories as the classification for that document. The

user may accept it> or change it through deletion of any

category and insertion of more appropriate ones-.
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This method is based upon the interaction of two

points of view: i) that of the program/ which knows the

classification ascribed to the referenced bibliography of

the document collection stored in the data base/

and ii) that of the user/ who knows the content of the

document to be classified? some of its references and/or

the classification system* The classification of a

document is considered as a problem whose solution

involves the cooperation of program and user/ through a

conversational process. So> the problem-solving ability

is divided between the two participants'. The program's

ability is essentially directed to attaining a first

solution for the problem statement/ to discussing it with

the user/ and to checking the reliability of a second

solution to be proposed by the user1.

In brief/ the classification method consists of the

following steps:

The program asks for a maximum of three known
references of the document to be classified; the
user may know only one or none!

The program proposes to the user a set of
categories for the classification of the
document; the final set is obtained by
eliminating the redundant ones: the repeated
ones and the ones placed above some listed
category. When the program does not know any of
the references given by the user/ it asserts its
inability to classify the document/ and accepts
any classification proposed by the useri.

The user may ask the program about its knowledge
during the classification process-.
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— The user may accept the proposal or modify it by
suggesting at least one different category; the
program inspects the new set and rejects any
unknown category.

The following two dialogue segments/ between the

program (p) and one of its users (u)/ exemplify some

aspects of this classification method;

Dialogue 1

u-Classifique "Experimental
learning model"!

p-"experimental learning
model" e' desconhecido!

Quer ainda classifica'-lo?

u-Ok;

(Classify "Experimental
learning model"!)

("experimental learning
model" is unknown!

Do you still want to
classify it?)

p-Vamos classifica'-lo! (Let us classify it!
Por favor; de-me o titulo Please give me the title of
de uma referenda do documento one reference from the
em questao. document in question.)

u-"Artificial intelligence";

( "artificial
intelligence" is known/ and

p-"artificial intelligence"
e' conhecido; e

esta' classificado:
r.as categorias:
12—"artificial intelligence".
Por favor de-me o titulo Please, give me the
de outra referencia do title of another reference

is classified under
the categories:...

documento em questao.

u-Nao tenho mais nenhuma.

p-Esta' bem!
Vamos utilizar o metodo de
classificacao que consists
em sugerir coir.o categories
para o documento em questao;

from the document in

questionw)

(I have no mere.)

(All right!
Let us adopt as a

classification method
one that consists of

suggesting as categories
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as obtidas da referenda fornecida of the document

pelo utilizador! Assim> in question) the ones
proponho que o documento obtained from the reference
fique classj. ficado nas given by the user! Thus) I
categorias seguintes: propose that the document
12'. be classified under the following
Por favor faca a sua escolha tendo em categories : 12•.
atencao as categorias sugeridas Please choose
e as que julgue mais apropriadas according to the

suggested categories and the
ones that you think most

appropriate.
De-me 3 .categorias no maximo! Give me a maximum

of three!)

u-12/ 111 e 1224;

p-O documento ficou (The document was classified under
classificado nas categorias: the following categories:
12—"artificial intelligence",
111—"language translation and linguistics" e
1224—"artificial intelligence systems and languages";

Dialogue 2

u-Ciassifique "A structure
for plans and behaviour"!

(Classify "A structure
for plans and behaviour":}

'a structure pi an: f II
\

and behaviour" e desconhecido!

Quer ainda classifica'-lo?

a structure for plans
and behaviour" is
unknown!
Do you still want
to classify it?)

u-Sim, quero.

p-Vamos classifica'-lo!
Por favor de-me o titulo
de uma referenda do
documento em questao.

u-"Computational semantics";

p-"computational seraantics"

e' conhecido> e esta'
classificadc nas categorias!
1215~-"naturai language

(Yes, I do.)

(Let us classify it!
Please give me the title of

one reference from
the document in question.)

("computational semantics"
is known, and is

classified under the

following categories:
« « '• • V '• » £
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Please give me the title of
another reference from the

document in question.)

systems" e
312--" formal languages"'.
Por favor, de-me o titulo
de outra referenda do
documento em questao.

u-"Computer models of
thought and language".

p-"computer models of
thought and language" e'
conhecido/ e esta'
classificado nas categories:
1 21 5—"natural language '. ; .'.
systems" e
1222—"modelling and
representation of knowledge"-.
Por favor; de-me o titulo Please give me the title of
de outra referenda do another reference from the
documento em questao. document in question.)

u-HComputer power and human reason"'.

("computer models of
thought and language" is
known> and is classified

under the categories:

p-"computer power and human
reason" e' conhecido; e

esta' classificado na

categoria:
1215—"natural language
systems"i
Vamos utilizar o metodo de
class ificacao que consiste
em sugerir como categorias

para o documento em
questao; as obtidas das 3
referencias fornecidas

pelo utilizador!
Assim> proponho que o I
documento fique classificado
nas categorias seguintes:
1215; 312 e 1222.
Por favor> faca a sua

escol'na tendo em atencao

as categorias sugeridas
e as que julgar mais apropriadas.
De-me 3 categorias no
maximo!

("computer power and
human reason" is known/ and

is classified under the

category:

Let us adopt as
classification method the

one that consists
of suggesting as categories
of the document in question;
the ones obtained from the
three references given by
the user!

I therefore propose that the
document be classified

under the following
categories:...

Please choose according the
suggested categories and

the ones that you think most
appropriate;

Give me a maximum
of three!)

u-1222;

p-0 documento ficou classificado (The document has been
na categoria: classified under the category:
12 2 2— "modelling representation . ; . ; *
of knowledge";
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Por favor> deseja arquivar
este documento na Base

de Dados?

Please do you want to
store this document in

the Data Base?)

u-Ok;

p-Por favor* qual o nome do
autor do documento?

(Please what is the name
of the author of
the document?)

u-Sacerdotis

p-Por favor* qual o nome do
livreiro do documento?

(Please what is the name
of the publisher of the

document?)

u-Els evier;

p-Por favor> qual a data
de publicacao do documento?

(Please what is the date
of publication

of the document?)

u-19 7 7i

p-Por favor, qual
do documento?

u-1ivro.

e' o tipo (Please what is the type
of tne document?)

(books,)

p-0 novo documento no-. 47* (The new document no. 47 >
e a restante informacao and the additional
adicional> foi arquivado! information/ has been stored!
E que mais? And what else?)

2.5. PROGRAM REASONING

Program reasoning is handled by inference

mechanisms/ general or special purpose procedures/ able

to support its competence to converse.



— General problem reasoning

As examples of general purpose mechanisms we have

those dealing with:

(1) remembering and numbering the participant's
contributions

Each contribution (eg* a user answer) is numbered and

assigned to the corresponding participant/ allowing the

building of the dialogue history. Thus it is possible to

refer to the present state of the dialogue and to use the

previous contribution to take decisions. This facility

makes it easier for the program to understand or

participate in nested dialogues'.

(2) Answering constraint

Answering involves the output of data. Sometimes the

amount of data is very larger and it may be unexpected

for the user. In such case, it is convenient to output

only the first items> and then inform the user that there

are more data to be supplied-.

The following dialogue samples illustrate this kind of

mechanism (the token ' =>' indicates the program's

questions) :

u-Quais as categorias
acima de Prolog?

(What are the categories
above Pro1og ?)
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p-As cinco primeiras sao:
computer sciences/
computer sciences applications*
software^
artificial intelligence e
programming languages-.
Existem mais 21

=>Quer mais?

(The first five are:

There are two morel
Do you want more?)

u-Sim. (Yes.)

p-As restantes sao: (The
artificial intelligence tools e .uu

remainder are:

artificial intelligence systems and languages

u-Qual e' a bibliografia para "Artificial Intelligence"?
(What is the bibliography for "Artificial
Intelligence"?)

p-Os primeiros cinco documentos sao:
(The first five documents are)

livro no. 2 — "problem-solving methods in
artificial intelligence" >•

livro no. 6 -- "a computational model of skill
and acquisition"*

livro no. 7 -- "human problem solving"/

livro no. 10 — "computer power and human reason"
e

livrc no. 23 — "STRIPS: a new approach to the
application of theorem proving to
problem-solving".

Existem mais 3 documentos! (There are three more

documents!)

=>Quer mais documentos? (Do you want any more
documents ?)

u-Quero mais dois documentos. (Yes>I want two more

documents.)

p-Os restantes sao: (The remainder are:

artigo no. 25 -- "the CONNIVER reference manual" e
artigo no'. 27 — "planning in a hierarchy of

abstraction spaces"'.
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=>E que mais? And what else?)

The program knows that the output of data objects is

constrained by their number. The program outputs the

first five objects) states the number of missing ones and

interrogates the user about their output)

(3) Dialogue shifting

During a dialogue on a precise topic) the user may give

up> and restart a new dialogue)

u-Classifique "Explorations (Classify "Explorations
in cognition"! in cognition"!)

p-"explorations in cognition" ("explorations in
e' desconheciao! cognition" is unknown!

=>Quer ainda classifica'-lo? Do you still want to
classify it?)

u-Por favor, queroi (Yes) please.)

p-Vamos classifica'-lo! (Lat us classify it!
=>Por favor/ de-me o titulo Please, give me the

be uma referencia do title of a reference from
documento em questao. the document in

question.}

u-DesistOi. (I give up))

p-Ok. Vamos desviar-nos (Ok. Let us change
desta conversa! conversation!

=>E que mais? And what else?)
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The program recognizes whether the document to be

classified is known; In the case of a new document; it

interrogates the user to confirm his request/ and starts

its classification by asking pre-defined questions/ such

as that on the title of a reference;

(4) gathering missing information about the document

After the user has decided to store a newly classified

document/ the program is able to gather the missing

relevant document specification. The program knows what

to ask; and is able to respond to the user. The program

is also able to handle user changes of mind;

contradictions and repetitions occurring during the

corresponding dialogue; The following dialogue sample

illustrate some aspects of this kind of mechanism;

;

p-Por favor; deseja arquivar (Please; do you want to
este documento na Base de Dados? store this document

in the Data Base?)

u-Por favor; (Please.)

p-Por favor/ qual o nome do (Please/ what is the name of
autor do documento? the author of the dccuinent?)

u-Brazdil e 1978;

p-Por favor; qual o tipo do
documento?

u-artigo.

p-0 novo documento no; 50
com a restante informacao

(Please; what is the kind
of document?)

(paper.)

(The new document no. 50
with the other
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adicional foi arquivado!
E que mais?

information has been stored!
And what else?)

Program question on the year of the document was

unnecessary because the user gave that information with

the name of the author;

(5) handling the classification method

During the process of classifying a document the

program is able to simplify the set of categories of

its references. It verifies any repeated ones and it

consults the classification system to find redundant

categories/ ie. those situated above other categories

belonging to that set. A previous example of a

conversation presented to illustrate the

classification method/ shows this kind of inference

mechanism;

(6) diagnosis of incomprehensible sentences

During the dialogue the program may not understand the

user's sentence. This may be due to the following:

— the user has failed to type a word properly/

— the user has employed a word unknown to the

program; and

-- the user has adopted a syntactical construction

unknown to the program.
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Fcr the two first cases, the program discovers the

unknown word(s), asks the user about it(them), and is

able to increase its dictionary with the new word if it

is a proper noun. In the third case, it asks the user

to paraphrase his sentence.

The following dialogue sample illustrates the second

case:

u-Michie e' um autor? (Is Michie an author?)

p-Nao compreendo esta frase (I don't understand this
porque a palavra "michie" e' sentence because the
desconhecida! word "michie" is unknown!
Por favor> preste atencao *a Please, observe with
frase que escreveu! care the sentence you have typed!

=>Existe algum erro sintatico Is there any
na escrita da sua frase? syntactical mistake?)

u-Nao existe1. (There is none.)

p-Esta' bem! (All right!
=>A palavra desconhecida "michie" Is the unknown word
e' um nome proprio? "michie" a proper noun?)

u-E'1. (It is.)

p-Qual e' o genero de "michie"? (What is the
=> gender of "michie"?

u-Masculino (Masculine.)

p-A qual dos tipos> autory (To which type* author*
=>tituic, livreiro ou title, publisher or category^
categoria pertence a palavra does the word
"michie"? "michie" belong?)

u-Autorw (Author.)

p-A respostaa sua pergunta (The answer to your
sobre "michie" e': question about "michie" is:
Sao; So;)
; (ie. no known document
; has "michie" as its author.)
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— Linguis tic program reasoninq

A typical example of 1inguistic 'program reasoning is

the following dialogue consisting of an anaphoric

question with the program's answer:

u-Quem e' o autor do artigo?
(Who is the author of the paper?)

p-A sua pergunta e' indefinida!
Nao encontro nenhuma entidade que a satisfacaw
(Your question is undefined! I don't find any
appropriate entity*)

This dialogue illustrates another feature of the

program. TUGA evaluates the logical structure and finds

that the truth value is undefined. The question reveals

a definite noun phrase anaphora. The noun phrase 'o

artigo' (the paper) is meaningless in a context where no

paper has been suggested previously: the question is

isolated. Also there are no co-reEerence sentential

restrictions and the noun phrase cannot be interpreted as

referring to a certain paper. The presupposition

introduced by the definite article is solved but not

found•
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CHAPTER 3

DESIGN—THE MAIN IDEAS EMBODIED IN TUGA

3'.le ANALYSIS OF DIALOGUE

The organization of taking turns to talk is

fundamental to dialogue/ as well as to a program able to

converse. A formalism for the analysis of dialogue is

proposed/ and we examine its compatibility/ with the

representation of the history of dialogues between a

program and its users. Dialogue taking place in a

library world has structural properties/ and rules are

derived to form a grammar of dialogues. This grammar is

responsible for the organization of the possible

interactions in such a context-. However/ some of these

rules are general and may apply to other contexts. For

example/ rules for opening dialogues and for allowing

user initiative are general-. Rules are defined in terms

of semantic concepts, like requests or answers, which are

supported by sentences of natural language and analysed

according to Colmerauer's framework*.
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— A formalism for the analysis cf dialogaes

Let P be a set of participants and C a set of

contributionsw By a contribution act we mean a member of

the set P*C of participant-contribution pairs. For

ex ample y

<pl»cll>

is a contribution actf where pi and ell are the first

members of P and C* respectively*

Let S be a set of conversational states or

configurations* A conversational state s is a sequence

of at least two related contribution acts. For example*

ell

stands for the first contribution regarding the first

conversational state*

By a dialogue of length n we mean a member of the
h

set (PX C) of sequences of n contribution acts; and by

a dialogue we mean a member of the set

T=U{pxC)rt (n£N)
n

of dialogues of any length. Each member of a dialogue is

of the form

<s,<p*c>> {s £S>pCP*c6C)

which we identify with the triple

<p > s * c>
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For example,

T—{^pl>1,cl,2,c32>,<p2,2,c42>)

is a dialogue of length 4> with 2 participants, pi and

p2, 2 conversational states and 4 contributions;

We call E=Px Sx C the set of events, and any triple

<p*s*c> an eventi

A dialogue is a sequence of events> grouped into

units> and governed by rules;

The conversational units are the invariant

structures of dialogue: sub-dialogues, exchanges,

monologues and contributions;

A sub-dialogue (dialogue course or segment) is any

sequential subset of a dialogue*

Course= (x : {3 t£T) (xH t=0 and xUt£.T)}

An exchange is a set of two consecutive events,

concerning the same conversational state and two

different participants; A pre-defined exchange,

conducted by the program, is called an exchange pattern;

A monologue is a sequence of at least two

consecutive events, concerning the same conversational

state and the same participant;

Mon =U({p}X C)
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A contribution of a participant to a dialogue is a

sequence of his contributions;

The semantics of contributions covers the following

types: requests (statements, questions, and commands),

answers and remarks (eg. agreement)b

The underlying structures of the situations

occurring in a certain problem world determine the

organization of dialogue and its systems.

A grammar of dialogues is a set of rules of

dialogue;

Rules of dialogue state how participants understand

coherent dialogues* and specify the membership of the set

of legal dialogues K, such that

K C T

where T is the set of dialogues of any length;

Rules of dialogue define the class of coherent

dialogues and their attached models; They contain the

way contributions are put together.

A model is a system of dialogue defined as the

triple

<P,C>K>;

The core of any model is the set R of rules defining K;
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h. partIcqIar class of dialogues

We consider the dialogues occurring between the

program TUGA and its users in the library world. Such

dialogues are evolving dual processes^

goal-and-rule-oriented for sharing information between

the participants* They are dual because there are only

two participants at a given time; They are goal

oriented because they are carried on to satisfy, for

example, the following objectives:

i) to satisfy users' straightforward requests
concerning the document collection and the
classification system;

ii) to ask users about the library world (eg. the
author of a paper), for conversational guidance
purpose, and

iii) to present the user with proposed data (eg; the
document classification)r enabling him to choose
from or modify it;

They are rule-oriented because the conversational

units are governed by a grammar of dialogues which

determines the roles played by the program—the librarian

and the library's secretary, and by the user. The

grammar also allows the inclusion of several courses

inside a dialogue, such as topic shifts for simple

question-answering purposes;
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Consider a dialogue between the program and one of

its users, defined as a sequential organization of single

exchanges; The conversational description is represented

in the diagram of the following figure;

u-user

p-program
q -question
a-answer

Fig ; 2

Conversational description

The diagram shows the history of that dialogue. The

interaction proceeds in separate discrete steps from one

to another of a finite number of configurations. There

are three successive conversational states through time;

each one corresponding to a single exchange,

question{q)-answer(a) pair, conducted under user

initiative;

This history is described as follows;

T — { < u, 1 , ql 1 > , ^ p , 1 ; a21> ; u , 2 ; q 3 2 ^^ p; 2 , s4 2 ^ u, 3 , q5 3 ^ ;
<p,3,a6 3>}

ie. a dialogue of length 6; with 2 participants; the

user(u) and the program(p), with 3 conversational states

and 6 contributions (questions and answers). Note that

'q32', for example, means that the third contribution is



a question, referring to the second conversational stats.

Consider now the following segment of a nested

dialogue, concerning the classification of a document:

(1) u-Classifique "Explorations {Classify
in Cognition"! "Explorations in cognition"!)

(2) p-"explorations in cognition" ("explorations
e' desconhecido! in cognition" is unknown!

(3) Quer ainda classifica'-lo? Do you still want
to classify it?)

(4) u-Esta' bera. (All right.)

(5) p-Vamos classifica'-lo! (Let us classify it
(6) For favor, de-me o Please, give me the title

titulo de uma referenda of a reference from the
do documento em questao. document in question.)

(7) u-Qual e' o titulo do (What is the title of
Nilsson? Nilsson?)

(8) p-"artificia1 intelligence". ("artificial
intelligence".

(9) Vamos classifica'-lo! Let us classify it!
(10) Por favor, de-me o Please, give me the title

titulo de outra referenda of another reference
do documento em questao. from the document in

cues tion.)

(11) u-Nao tenho nenhuma. (I have none.)

(12) p-Esta' bem! (All right!
(13) Ja' que nao consegui obter As I could not get

nenhuma referenda, nao any reference, I don't
sei dar-lhe qualquer knownVfo give you any
sugestao! suggestion!
Quer ainda classifica'-lo? Do you still want

to classify it?)

(14) u-Nao quero. (No, I don't.)

(15) p-Esta' bem! (All right!
E que mais? And what else?)
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This dialogue presents a sub-dialogue and an

interruption due to the user. The sub-dialogue

corresponds to a dialogue model* which organises

interactions concerning the implementation of the

document classification method. The interruption is

presented as an exchange* nested in the sub-dialogue.

The conversational description* represented in the figure

below* shows the organization and levels of the dialogue*

There are three levels: one for the ordinary dialogue;

the other for the particular dialogue model; and, the

last one for the interruption. Numbers, placed on the

left of contributions* are used for referencing them to

the segment considered*

exchange 2 exchange 3

! CHANGE
j OF DIALOGUE : topic shift

Dialogue model of scencrio D
exchange patterns used: 2,3,5&6

u - user

p - program
g-question
a-answer
r-remark

exchange 5
,

exchange6

Fig w 3

Conversational description
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The history of this dialogue is described as

follows,

T={<u,l,qll>,<p,2 , a22>,<p,2 ,q32>,<u,2>a42>*
<p>3,r53>,<p,3 >q63>,<u,4 > q7 4 > > <p, 4,q84>,
<p,5,r9 5>,<p,5,ql05:>,<u,5,qli5>><p,6>ri26>>
<p,6,ql36>i<u,6>al46>;<p,l,al51>}

iew a dialogue of length 15, with 2 participants, the

user(u) and the program(p)> 6 conversational states and

15 contributions {questions(q)i answers(a) and

remarks (r) )

—A grammar of dialogues

The grammar of dialogues of program TUGA is a

complete and precise description of the properties of a

certain class of dialogues. The properties concern the

structures of the dialogues, occurring in a library

world, and organized as models'.

A dialogue carried out by TUGA has two participants,

the program (p) and its users (u), and therefore two

mutually exclusive states, the "agent* and the "passive

participant". Both participants may take the initiative

during the encounter, ie. the program may be an "agent"

or a "passive participant"'. The "agent" claims the turn

to speak at any given moment, 3nd plays an active role.

The "passive participant* does not claim the turn to

speak at any given moment'.'
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Considering two states for each participanr.r there

are four possible conversational states. However/ we

only consider two states: "agent" - "passive

participant" and "passive participant" - "agent"i {The

other two states represent in some sense a failure of

dialogue.)

The syntax above the discourse level/ presented

below/ characterizes only the class of dialogues

considered. For more details/ the reader is asked to

consult the program TUGAf and in particular/ its module

CONVER {see Appendix 3)'. This matter is discussed

further on in Chapter 4 ft

Grammar of dialogues

Syntax above the discourse level

<converse> —>

<converse> —>
<openinol>/ <converse>
<opening2>/ <conversei>

<convcrsel> — > <converse2>> <continue>

< converse2 >

<converse2>
—> <dialogue>
—> <monologue>

< converse 3 > —> <dialoguel>
<converse4> —> <decide>/ <dialcgue>
<converse5> —> <diaiogue2>/ <course>
<converse6> —> <ask_suthor>/

<ask_ publisher>/
<as k_date_of_publication>,
<ask_document_type>
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<converse7> —> <converse2>, <dialogue3>t
<converse2>

<continue> —>

<continue> —>

<continue> —>

<conversel>

<suspend>, <converse>
<close>

<dialogue> —>
<dialoguel> —>
<dialogue2> —>
<dialcgue3> —>

<user>» <program>
<p_questionl>, <dialogue>
<p_question2>, <dialogue>
<p_questicn3>; <dialogue>

<monologue> — > <user>r <aialogue>

<course>

<course>

<course>

<course>

<course>

■> <converse4>
■> <refusal>; <converse4>
■> <change>
■> <dielogue3>> <refusal>
•> <return>, <converse3>

<user> —•> <question>
<user> —> <fact>
<user> —> <comm.and>
<user> —> <answer>

< prog ram>
<program>
<program>
<program>
<program>

•> <response>
•> <response>,
•> <response>,
•> <respcnse>j
•> <respcnse>,

< converse 3>
<converse5>
< converse6 >

< converse7 >

Nw3>. We adopt the TUGA's predicates whenever possiblet

Let us consider only the first few rules in order to

make explicit their meaning, A general dialogue,

'converse'/ is defined as an opening followed by a
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sub-dialogue which may be followed by a sub-dialogue or

closed by user initiative. The user may also suspend

temporarily the dialogue without affecting it. This

feature justifies the existence of two kinds of opening:

one for the dialogue start and the other for the

re-start. A dialogue is simply a seguence of exchanges

or monologue, or is followed by several models of

dialogue. For example, dialogue on the classification of

a document is handled by dialogue model ' converses' ,*

dialogue on adding new documents is handled by dialogue

model 'converses'; Dialogue model 'converses' is defined

by rules 'course' which define several kinds of possible

courses during the interaction between program TUGA and

its users; Any of these dialogue models is served by

sets of exchange patterns; For example, 'ccnverse6' is

defined as a sequence of pre-defined program questions

whose order may be altered by user. This means that the

program can cope with single or multiple data, provided

in any order, and can avoid asking questions whose

answers were provided either implicitly or explicitly at

some earlier time. This particular model is also able to

deal with user changes of mind;

We use rules of interpretation, below the discourse

level; The rule3 of interpretation deal with what the

user does, eg. requests {statements, questions and

commands) and answers; Other rules deal with what the

program does, eg. answers, questions, and remarks
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(comments and agreements). Here are, for example, three

of these rules:

Rule—If the user makes a statement, the program

interprets it as a request for confirmatiom

Rule—If the user asks a closed question (form Q-S, where

S means the statement corresponding to the question) and

the program responds with an existential E (yes/no), then

the program is understood as answering the user with the

statement E—Si

Rule—If the user issues a command) then the program

interprets it as a valid request for an action A only if

the following conditions hold:

the request is ended with an exclamation mark*

and action A is one of the following

- classifying a document)

- generating a category

- adding data items and

- deleting data items;

The first two actions also cover the general purpose of

gathering information through a referent: the referenced

document or the classification'.
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3.2. THE COLMERAUER ANALYSIS OF NATURAL LANGUAGE

Colmerauer's framework (Colmerauer,1977) to natural

language analysis provides us with a method for

translating natural language sentences into logical

structuresi

The method consists of considering,

- elementary statements based on proper nouns,

- each article as a three-branched quantifier, and

- four precedence rules for governing the
quantification hierarchy problem.

Example 1: the sentence^

Hewitt is (a) writers,

constructed with a noun and the verb 'to be'

is translated into the formulae

writer(hewitt)

In general, verbs, adjectives and nouns introduce

properties with n arguments. For verbs, n may be equal

to 1 (intransitive verbs) or N+l (transitive verbs, where

N is the number of complements). For adjectives and

nouns n is equal to 1 or greater than 1 (relations, where

n is its n-arity). The arguments represent objects^

whose role in a sentence is the complement of a r.cun,

verb or adjective.
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Example 2: the sentence*

Hewitt writes a book;

constructed with a verb {'write')> a noun ('book') and

an article ('a')> may be replaced by the following

paraphrase >

where (1) and (2) are elementary statements;

This paraphrase is a loqical structure written in a

shorthand notation*

a(B;book{B),writes{hewitt/3))

and represented by the tree,

for a

B

such that
B is {a) book

it is true that
Hewitt writes B

(1)

(2)

a

B

B

Fig ; 4

Tree structure of a sentence

Note that statements (!) and {2) are translated into

formulae 'book(B)' and 'writes{hewitt,B)', respectively;
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The logical structure is the meaning of the

sentence, and each of its constituent parts corresponds

to the senses of individual words (Frege's principle)).

We shall refer to the representations of such meaning as

logical structures since the only aspects of meanings we

know how to represent rigorously are logical relations^

Each article o( introduces a three-branched

quantifier q, which creates a new formula from a variable

x and two formulae fl and f2,

q (x * f1 * f2 )

corresponding to the statement*

"for ot x such that el, it is true that e2"

where el and e2 are the elementary statements

corresponding to fl and f2w

Example 3: the ser.tence>

Hewitt writes a book for each publisher-.

constructed with a verb ('write'), two nouns {'book'*

'publisher'), and two articles {'a', 'each'), may be

replaced by the following paraphrase:

"for each P such that P is a publisher it is
true that for a B such that. B is a book, it is
true that Hewitt writes & for P"i

The sentence is translated into the logical

structure*
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each(P,
publisher(P),
a {B t

book{B),
writes_for{hewitt,B>P)))

and represented by the tree:

Fig * 5

Tree structure

The logical structure displays the following

precedence rule: "in a construction involving a noun and

a complement of this noun, the quantification introduced

by the article of the complement: dominates the

quantification introduced by the article of the noun".

Besides this rule> Colmerauer proposed three more

precedence rules:

-"the quantification introduced by the article of the

subject of a verb dominates the quantification(s)

introduced by the complement(s) closely related to

that verb"/ for example/ the direct and indirect

complements/ and other complements for specific

verbs;
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-"whenever a verb, an adjective or a noun has two

complements* the quantification is made in the

inverse order of the natural order of their

appearance; the rightmost complement generates a

quantification dominating the quantification

generated by the other complement";

-"the quantification(s) introduced by the subject

dominate(s) the negation" (exception: when the

subject is quantified by 'every' or 'each'* negation

dominates)b

Complex sentences involving relative clauses of the

restrictive type require a rule similar to the one

necessary for the treatment of coordinated statements;

Relative clauses are treated as ordinary statements: the

relative pronoun is replaced by the appropriate variable

and the whole is linked to the translation of the noun by

the conjunction 'and';

Example 4: the sentence*

Winograd wrote the book that is referenced in
"Psychology of Computer Vision".

is translated into the logical structure*

the(x*
and(isbook(x)*

isreferenced(x*"psychology of computer vision"))*
wrote(winograd * x))

and is represented as the tree*
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the

psychology of computer vision

Fig it 6

structure

Observe that the relative pronoun was eliminated and the

scope of 'and' is only a part of the sentence. The

conjunction 'and' operates upon a particular book, adding

the pieces of information asserted by the sentence*

3*2*1. ADAPTING THE CCLMERAUER ANALYSIS TO PORTUGUESE

Colmerauer framework was originally proposed for

French and English* Later on (Dahl,1977) adapted it to

Spanish and (Pique,1978) suggested a different semantics

for French articles'.

The adaptation to Portuguese covers the definition i

of articles, the double negation imposed by the use of

'nenhum' (no), the treatment of the conjunction or

disjunction of proper nouns, the conjunction of

statements* questions, common nouns and adjectives, the

use of the relative/interrogative pronoun 'quern' (who)

x X

Tree
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only with nouns that refer to humans, the particular use

of special verbs and adverbial groups/ and definite

articles with proper nouns. Examples of sentences/

occurring in the library world/ are presented in section

4; 4.1 to show a brief survey of Portuguese grammars,

The definitions of Portuguese articles (see Appendix

1) are slightly different from Colmerauer's and Dahl'sf

especially as regards the articles translatable by 'a'v

'no' and 'not all'* A new article 'the i' ('i' is an

integer) was introduced for the first time. The reason

for these differences lies in what we consider the

semantic interpretations of the Portuguese articles'.

Other articles like 'somebody'/ 'nobodv'i. 'any' and

'each' are handled by the definitions of articles *a'>

'no' and 'all the'> respectively*.

The use of 'nenhum' (no) imposes a double negation

in some situations/ characterized by the appearance of

particle 'nao' (not) i. This use is governed by rules

based upon the location of 'nenhum' in the sentence with

regard to the verb (see section 4.4.6)v

The treatment of coordinated proper nouns and the

disjunction of proper nouns is achieved through the

introduction of compound terms* such 33 'coord(x)' and

'disj(x)'/ in the vocabulary of the logical system (see

Appendix 1)* as it is explained in Chapter 4".
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Care is taken in the treatment of special verbs>

like 'to be'» The verb tense ellipsis for 'to be', very

common in Portuguese, is allowed, and the verb 'to have'

is defined carefully (see section 4 . 4 » 6 ) , taking also

into account constructions involving adverbial groups;

Proper nouns may occur either with the definite

article or without it. Both uses are allowed;

3;3; EXPRESSING THE COLMERAUER ANALYSIS AS A
DEFINITE CLAUSE GRAMMAR

We consider now how to express the Colmerauer

analysis, the translation of sentences of natural

language into logical structures, as a definite clause

grammar (DCG)t

DCGs (Pereira&Warren>1978), an extension of

context-free grammars, support the construction of the

translation machinery; which tries to capture some of the

syntax and the semantics of the Portuguese subset,

relevant for the application chosen. The translation

consists of the assignment of a logical structure as the

interpretation of every sentence. This structure is

composed of well-formed formulae of a certain logical

system, based upon an extension of predicate logic. The

grammar machinery is expressed as a set of definite

clauses of logic through Prolog grammar rules. It
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contains syntactic and semantic knowledge of the subset

of the natural language considered!

First/ we take into account only syntax and we

explain what the parsing of a sentence consists of*

through its representation in predicate logic as the

proof of inconsistency of a set of clauses

(Kowalski*1974; Emden,1975)» Second* we take into

account syntax and semantics and we present a simplified

grammar* able to analyse a small fragment of English. We

show how it is constructed, and how it parses and

translates a sentence!

Example 1: The parsing problem is formulated in the

following way: "given a grammar and an initial string

of words demonstrate that the string is a sentence*

(Knuth,! 971) i.

The problem reduces to the construction of a parse

tree for verifying whether the parsed string is

grammatical'. The parse is the path in the tree of goal

statements from the root (initial sentence) to the halt

statements

The specification of the parsing problem contains

the transcription of a context-free grammar* CFG, and a

representation of the string of wordsw
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Here is an example of a CFG {a simplified version of

TUGA's grammar)* defined by ten rules {!):

sentence —> noun_phrase, verb, complements;
noun_phrase ——> article, adjective, common_noun.
noun_phrase —> articlecommon_nouni
complements —> noun_phrase;

verb —> [writes];
article —> [the];
article —> [ a ] v
adjective —> [new];
common_noun —> [author].
common_noun --> [paper];

Each rule has the form:

non_terminal_symbol —> body;

where body is a sequence of one or more items separated

by commas. Each item is either a non-terminal symbol or

a sequence of terminal symbols. The meaning of the rule

is that body is a possible form for a phrase of type

non-terminal symbol; A non-terminal symbol is written as

a Prolog atom, while a sequence of terminals is written

as a Prolog list, where a term may be any Prolog term;

Grammar CFG covers sentences such as:

"the new author writes a paper"

To get the translation of each rule of a CFG into a

definite clause of logic, we associate with each

non-terminal a 2-place predicate (having the same name);

(l)The Prolog notation is herein adoptea(see Appendix 2);
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The arguments of the predicate represent the beginning

and end points in the string of a phrase for that

non-terminal. The ten rules of that CFG are translated

into:

(1) sentence { SO , S ) noun_phrase ( SO > SI) y
verb(SI» S2)>
complements{S2 kS)s

(2) noun_phrase(SO,S) article(SO,SI),
adjective(Sl,S2),
common_noun(S2,S)4

(3) noun_phrase ( SO 'T S) article ( SO > SI) p
common_noun(Si,S ) 4

(4) complements (SO, S) noun_phrase ( SO, S)-•

(5) verb(S0,S):- connects ( SO, writes ,S)'.
(6) article(SO,S):- connects(SO•,the,S)4
(7) article(SO,S):- connects(SO,a,S)w
(8) ad jecti ve ( SO , S) : - connect s ( S 0 ,■ new > S ) 4
(9) common_noun(SO,S):- connects{S0,paper>S)s
(10) common noun(S0,S):- connects(SO,authorrS)v

The first clause means "a sentence extends from SO

to S if there is a noun phrase from SO to SI, a verb from

SI to S2 and complements from S2 to S"s

We use a 3-place predicate, 'connects', to represent

terminal symbols in rules, where 'connects{SI,T,S2)'

means "terminal symbol T lies between points SI and S2 in

the string". The above sentence is translated into the

following set of unit clauses:

(11) connects(1,the,2);
(12) connects(2,new,3);
(13) connects(3,author;4)«
(14) connects(4,writes,5)4
(15) connects ( 5 , a, 6)-.
(16) connects(6,paper,7)4

where each integer tags the points of the sentence as
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follows:

"the new author writes a paper"
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Note that the representation of a CFG by clauses is

data-independent, because the actual representation of

the string to be parsed is not known by the clauses'.

Another alternative for the representation is adopted

in TUGA. It is characterized by tagging a point in a

string* not by an integer* but instead by the list of

symbols occurring after that point in the string. It is

no longer necessary to provide a separate 'connects'

clause for each symbol in the string; The first
A

representation appears here for easeVexplanation. In

Vcase of Prolog, the proofs with the two representations

will be essentially the same1.

The goal of determining that the string of words is

a sentence is expressed by the goal statement:

sentence{1 *7);

which becomes the root of the proof tree; The string is

in the language defined by the the grammar, iff the tree

contains a halt statement ( □ )* an empty assertion;

The parse is obtained by tracing the path from the

root to the halt statement, and by noting at each step

which clause was applied;
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The following figure illustrates the parse tree for

the sentence in question^ from top-down and

left-to-right, with four non-successful branches'.

connects (3,pcper,Sl),
verb(Sl,S2),
complements (S2.7).

- connects(5.the,SD.
od)ective(Sl.S2),
common- nocr\(S2,7).

O
foil

(15)

(6)

n connects (5,o,S1),
odjectiveCS*.(S2),
common-noun (S2.7).

. odjective(6.Sl),
common- noun (S1.7).

■ connects (6,new,SI),
common- noun (S1,7).

(15)

sentence (1,7).

> noun.pnrose(1,Sl),verb(Sl,S2),
complemenis(S2,7 X

<J>:-crticIe(l,S1), objective (SI,52),
common-noun (S2.S3), verb(S3,S4),
complements (S 4.7).

(J)connectsO.the.SD. cdjective (S1.S2),
common- noun(S2.S3), verb(S3,S4),
complements (S4.7).

:-odjective(2,Sl), common-noun (S1,S2),
verb (S2, S3), c omplements (S3,7).

(J)connects (2,newSi), ccmocvnoun(S1 ,S2),
verb(S2,S3),complements (S37).

;- com.mon-noun(3.S1),verb(S1,S2),
comp*err»erts (S2.7).

<J): - connects (3,outr>or,S1 ),vert>(Sl ,S2),
complements(S27).

(J);- verb (4,Sl).comp'ements(S1,7).
connects(4,writes,SD,complements(S1,7).

:- complements (5,7).

noun - pivase (5,7).

:- ortide (5. S1), common-noun(S1,7).

>:-connects(5.0.S1),common-noun (Si,7).

► :-common-noun (67).

(9)

A connects(6.paper, 7).

(15)

toil □

Fig u7

Parse tree

The parse tree shows the proof that clauses (1) to

(16) plus the goal statement are inconsistent. This

refutation is the generation of the parse. Note that any
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derived goal statement Ci+i is obtained from the

preceding one Ci in the sequence by

(1) matching> with some substitution 6 of the
terms for variables* the first literal A in
Ci with the literal A' in the conclusion

(left-side of the clause) of some clause C
of the set of clauses (1) to (16)* whose
variables have been renamed so as to be
distinct from those of Ci;

(2) deleting the selected literal in Ci* and
replacing it by the set of literals
constituting the hypothesis (right-side of
the clause) of C, and

(3) applying the matching substitution 9 to the
resulting clause.

Example 2: Let us consider a simplified grammar G which

parses English sentences and produces their

corresponding logical structures. We use now the

notation of DCGs which is an extension of the notation

used for context-free grammars. The grammar is

defined by two modules: the syntax plus semantics (it

corresponds to module GRAMMA of TUGA) and the

morphology (it corresponds to module DICTIO of TUGA);

For clarity* we have avoided the identifier

abbreviations of the actual TUGA program;

Syntax plus semantics

sentence(S) —> noun_phrase(NP,32,0)*
verb([subiect-X,..L],Ol)>
complements(L,01,02)
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complements([],0,O) —> [];

complements([K-N,.wL]>01>03) —> complements(L,01,02),
case(K),
noun_phrase(Nf02>03)w

noun_phrase(Nf02,04) —> article(N,01,02,03),
comn!on_noun ( [ s ub ject-N ,; ; L 3 > 01) »

complements(L103 > 04);

noun_phrase(PN»OfO) —> [PN]v { proper_noun(PN) }t

case(for) —> [for]>
case(direct) —> []fc

Morphology

verb ( [sub ject-A , for-P ] > i s_published_by (A f P) ) —> [writes]'.

common_noun( [sub ject-P] ,publisher ( P) ) —> [publisher]).

article<A,01,02,and(01/02)) —> [a]s

proper_noun( hedges)
prope r_noun(penguin)v

tJon-terminals are allowed to be compound terms in

addition to the single atoms allowed in the context-free

casei In the right-hand side of a rule, in addition to

non-terminals and lists of terminals, there may also be

sequences of procedures calls, written within the

brackets '{' and These are used to express extra

cotitions which must be satisfied for the rule to be

val id •»

A non-terminal symbol is translated into an N+2

place predicate (having the same name)> whose first N

arguments are those explicit in the non-terminal and

whose last two arguments are as in the translation of a
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context-free non-terminal; procedure calls in the

right-hand side of a rule are simply translated as

themselvesw For example, the rule

noun_phrase(PN>OfO) —> [ PN ] , { proper_noun(PN) } -.

represents the clause

ncun_phrase(PN,O,O>S0>S):- connects(S0>PN,S),
proper_noun(PN)v

The first grammar rule of G allows only for

sentences comprising a noun phrase followed by a verb

with possibly some complements'. The first grammar rule

for complements admits their absence (the terminal []

stands for the empty list), and the second rule defines

the sequence of complements as a string composed by

complement^ a case and a noun phrase;

Let us explain the role of the logical variable in

DCGs> a feature of logic programs; Different arguments

of different non-terminals are linked by the same

variable. This allows building up structures in the

course of the unification process;
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Consider for example the noun phrase "a publisher"

which may be parsed and translated by the grammar rule,

noun_phrase{N,Oa,Ob) —> article(N/OC/Od>Oe),
common_noun(N,Of)*
{constraints < Oa /Ob,Oc>Od,Oe,Of) } s

Note that this rule is a simplified version of G's

fourth rules. The non-terminal for a noun phrase has

three arguments. The interpretation of the last argument

Ob will depend on a property Oa of an individual Nj.

because in general a noun phrase contains an article such

as ' a'The word 'a' has the interpretation Oe >

and(Oc ,0d )

in the context of two properties Oc and Od of an

individual Ni The property Oc will correspond to the

rest of the noun phrase containing the word 'a', and the

property Od will come from the rest of the sentences

Therefore* Oe will contain an overall interpretation/ and

it is linked to Ob by the same variable. As Of is the

property of the common noun> it is linked to Oc by the

same variable-. Oa has the description of the properties

of N/ and it will depend on the properties coming from

the rest of the sentence. Therefore/ Ca is linked to Od

by the same variables

Note that each grammar rule takes an input string,

analyses some initial part, and produces the remaining

part as output for further analysiss
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Figure 8 illustrates the analysis tree for the

sentence:

Hodges writes for Penguin

where* for each node step* is shown which grammar rule

was applied by a label stating its non-terminalw Each

node has a number corresponding to its depth* The

analysis is done top-down and left-to right*

Fig8

Analysis tree

Figure 9 illustrates the sequence of calls of

the analysis of the sentence. The sequence is the

scanning of a tree of grammar rules whose root is the

goal — the sentence to be analysed* and whose nodes are

the sub-goals to be considered during the resolution of

that goal* Each call is marked by two numbers and by the
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name of the grammar rule used. The first number, placed

at the left, designates the step order in a linear

sequence of analysis steps. The second number designates

the depth of search'. The numbering is done top-down from

the root, level 1. number corresponding to depth, is

affected by a mark> or ' + '> where the means

beginning of the resolution of a sub-goal, and the '+'

means the successful conclusion of that resolution'. For

exampley steps 3 and 4 represent two attempts at the

resolution of the noun phrase 'hodges', using the grammar

rules ' noun_phrase" •» At step 3, the rule defining a noun

phrase as an article followed by a common noun is triedi,

At step 4, the rule defining the noun phrase as a proper

noun is triedw As 'hodges' is a proper noun, step 5

marks the success of the second attempt, and step 6 the

success of the analysis of the noun phrase.

The argument numbers stand for variables, and the

Prolog standard notation is used.

1 -1 sentence(91)

2 -2 noun_phrase(273,274,91)

-3 article(273,291,274,292)

4 -3 proper noun(hodges)

5 + 3 proper_noun(hodges)

6 +2 noun phrase(hodges,91>91)

7 -2 verb( [-(subject, hodges) , '. .2773,278)

8 + 2 verb([-(subject,hodges),-
by(hodges,312))

( for, 312 ) , is_published^_
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-2 complements( [-(for,312) ] , is_publ ished_by (hodges /
312 ) / 91)

-3 complements(is_published_by(hodges>312)>325)

+3 complements(is_pubiished_by(hodges,312),is_publi
shea_by(hodges,312))

-3 case(for)

+3 case(for)

— 3 noun_phrase(31 2 >is_published_by(hodges,312)>91)

-4 article(312>351>is_published_by(hodges,312)>352)

-4 proper_noun(penguin)

+4 proper_noun(penguin)

+ 3 noun_phrase(is_publishea_by(hodges,penguin) , is_p
ublished_by(hodges,penguin))

+2 complements([-(for,penguin)],is_publishea_by(hod
ges > penguin) >is_published_by(hodges,penguin))

+1 sentence(is_published_by(hodges,penguin) )

Fig v 9

Sequence of calls of the analysis

Step 20 is the final result of the analysis. The

interpreted sentence was translated into the formula

is_published_by(hodges > penguin)

Figure 10 illustrates which input(SI) and output(SO)

strings correspond to some step of the figure 9-. Note

that strings are represented as lists. For step 1 the

input list is the sentence to be analysed and the output

list represents the goal to attempt, ie'« the empty list*

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20
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For step 6, while the input list is the sentence to be

analysed, the output list hasn't the word 'hedges' which

was already analysed.

Step

1 SI = [hodges,writes kfor,penguin]
SO S5 [ ]

2 SI = [hodges,writes v for,penguin]
SO = 272

3 SI = [hodges,writes > for,penguin]
so = 290

6 SI = [hodges >writesifor,penguin]
so = [writes^for,penguin]

7 SI = [writes,for,penguin]
SD = 276

8 SI = [writes,for,penguin]
SO = [for,penguin]

9 SI = [for,penguin]
so = [ ]

10 SI = [for,penguin]
so = 324

11 SI = [for,penguin]
so = [for,penguin]

12 SI = [for,penguin]
so = 327

13 SI = [for,penguin]
so = [penguin]

14 SI = [penguin]
so =s [ ]

20 SI = [hodges >writes,for,penouin]
so = [ ]

Fig .10

Input and output strings of the analysis
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3.4. EVALUATING THE LOGICAL STRUCTURE

The understanding of a sentence is the computation

of a truth-value by evaluating its logical structure over

a data base of facts and rules, according to a certain

logical system, based upon predicate logic. The

understanding of a question consists of finding instances

of the corresponding declarative sentence which are true.

The logical structure operates as a program whose meaning

is given by rules of interpretation which provide its

execution. The data base describes a certain situation

in which the value of the logical structure, combined

with the data items retrieved, supply an answer. The

logical system adopted differs from predicate logic in

that its quantifiers are more adjusted to the semantics

of a natural language, the variables can denote both

individuals and sets, and there is a third truth-value,

undefined, besides true and false (see Appendix 1).

An example is presented to illustrate the processing

behind evaluating a logical structure.

Example 1: consider grammar G presented in section 3.3

and a simplified algorithm for evaluating the logical

structure. This algorithm is only the data base

verification routine 'look_up'.

Data base verification

look_up(LS,true) :- LS,!.
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look_up( LS / false) '.

Intensional data base

is_published_by(A#P) book(A,_>^>P>_)k

Extensional data base

book (hodges >1 /logic # penguin >19 77 ) t.
book(bartlett,2 >remembering,Cambridge>1932).
book(culicover > 3 / syntax > academic^1977)w

The evaluation of the logical structure (LS) is

carried out by the Prolog proof procedure^ and consists

of showing whether or not LS is logically entailed by the

data base. An answer is derived according to the result

of that evaluation. If a proof is found, LS is a logical

implication of the data base and a 'yes' answer is

produced. If no proof is found/ the goal 'LS' fails and

the completeness (in principle) of the Prolog proof

procedure justifies the 'no' answer'.

The figure below shows the sequence of calls for the

queryt

Does Hodges write for Penguin?

The notation is similar to that adopted in section

3t3> and parsing calls were not considered in the

following figure#
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-4 pn(hodges)
+4 pn(hodges)

w

-4 pn(hodges)
+4 pn(hodges)

.

V

+2 prop(pub_of_aut(penguin,hodges))
W
r*
•

;

-3 look_up(is_published_by(hodges,penguin),400)
-4 is_published_bv(hodges,penguin)
-5 book(hodges,401,402,penguin*403)
+5 book(hodges,l>logic,penguin,1977)
+4 is_publishea_by(hodges,penguin)
+3 look_up(is_published_by(hodges,penguin),true)

t

»

»

Yesw

w

»

k

Figi.ll

Sequence of calls for a query

The query was translated into the following formula)

which is used as a goal

is_published__by (hodges , penguin)
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The result is true, and thereby the response 'Yes.'

is delivered to the user;

We consider briefly two algorithms for evaluating

the logical structure) before explaining our own; The

one proposed by (Colmerauer,1977) consists of decomposing

the logical structure into elementary formulae which are

evaluated according to the semantics of a logical systemi

Evaluation is done upon sets of individuals, following

the hypothesis: "the n-ary properties introduced by

verbs, nouns and adjectives apply to sets of

individuals"!. The other algorithm implemented by

(Dahl,1977) follows closely Colmerauer's proposal, and is

supported on the concept of domain, viewed as a set of

individuals. The data base, a collection of explicit

domains, is not of&relational type;

Our approach to evaluating the logical structure

rests upon the modification of the scope of the above

hypothesis; and on the organisation of the data base;

Colmerauer's hypothesis was re-written as follows:

"the n-ary properties introduced by verbs, nouns and

adjectives apply to individuals and to sets of

individuals"; The formulation of this hypothesis is

closely related, but differs from Colmerauer's. From a

linguistic point of view, the individual is considered as

a set with one member, just as Colmerauer suggests. From
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a computational point of view, individuals are selected

from the data base one by one, and not as a set, and

relations over sets are verified by testing them on all

possible combinations of values in the argument

positions.

Colmerauer considers that properties do not apply to

individuals but to sets of individuals, and he argues

with two reasons:

- not all properties of sets can be reduced so
easily into properties ranging over individuals,
especially those involving notions of
cardinality; and

- a property on individuals can always be
expressed in terms of a property on sets by
repres enting an individua1 as a set of
individuals with cardinality 1.

These reasons were adopted by Dahl who added a

semantic advantage regarding the implementation of the

Colmerauer's framework:

- the possibility o-f organizing the world as an
hierarchy of domains, where each is a set of
individuals.

The introduction of the concept of domain has,

according to Dahi, three consequences:

(1) reference, as regards searching for data, is
done to domains and not to individuals;

(2) a better definition for the arguments of a
relation (indexing on domains may support a
faster searching);

(3) a solution for the negation problem
(negation is viewed as the complement of a
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set) w

These arguments are debatable* We note that

Colmerauer's hypothesis depends on the kind and

organization of the world considered^ and not on

cardinality. The open world recommends a hypothesis

based on sets, and the closed world a hypothesis based on

individuals. The open world is defined as the one where

the only answers to a query Q are those which are

obtained from proofs of Q given a data base as

hypothesis. The closed world is defined as the one where

certain answers are admitted as a result of failure to

find a proofs The different points of view are brought

up by the nature of the world. In an open world, the

data base is viewed as a theory, because it is

constructed as the new incoming facts arrive: the

appearance of a property opens a set of individuals, and

only the subsequent dialogue specifies their nature

(Pasero,1976)w In a closed world, the data base is

viewed as an interpretation, because the individuals are

completely specified {Coelho,1979 a)8

The experimentation with our program TUGA, working

within a closed world, proved that for simple sentences

like

Artificial Intelligence is a book by Nilsson.

the reference to domains^ considered as explicit sets of
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individuals, provokes a large searching process which

increases when the facts of the data base increase. This

is precisely the opposite to what is suggested by

(Dahl,1977), but her data base was so small that the fact

was not obvious1. This finding justifies that domains

should be defined implicitly as relational properties and

that their arguments may refer either to single

individuals or to sets of individuals. This option

involves a verification of properties and a treatment of

negation that differs from Dahl's> and we discuss them

further on in Chapter 4.

Example 2 : consider the following sentence?

No publisher has an author;

which is translated into the logical structure?

represented by the tree of figure 12.

no

xi publisher o

xl x2 author havr

I /\
x2 xl x2

Figw12

Tree structure

The logical structure, as produced by program TUGA, is

the following one:
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not (
for(XI>

and(publisher(XI),
for(X2>

and(author(X2),
have(Xl, X 2 ) );

card(X2jgreater,0)))>
card(Xl,greater>0)))

The logical structure is composed of well-formed

formulae of our logical system, and is represented as a

tree structure with seven blocks, as shown in figure 13.

Note the presence of predicates 'not', 'for', 'and',

'card' and 'greater'; Their combination supports the

translation of the meaning of articles 'no' and 'a';

according to the definitions presented in Appendix 1;

not

and

author have

i /\
*2 6 XI x2 7

Fig;13

Block tree structure

The evaluation of the overall logical structure is

the computation of its meaning by instantiating its

variables and calculating its truth-value. It is done
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top-down and from left-to-right/ as follows:

(i) The truth-value of the structure is the negation

(see the negation table in Appendix 1) of the truth—value

of block 1 (dominated by 'for');

(ii) The truth-value of block 1 is obtained by

evaluating block 2 (dominated by 'and')> and by checking

whether its result is compatible with the cardinality

definition of the quantifier standing for 'no't

(iii) The evaluation of block 2 consists of all the

possible instances of block 3 over the data base* and for

each of them; the evaluation of block 4 (dominated by

'for') v

(iv) The truth-value of block 4 is obtained by

evaluating block 5 (dominated by 'and'); and by checking

whether its result is compatible with the cardinality

definition of the quantifier standing for ' a't

(v) The evaluation of block 5 consists of all the

possible instances of block 6 over the data base, and for

each of them; the resolution of block 7 over the data

base;

(vi) The value of 'xl' is the list of all publishers who

have authors; and the value of 'X2' is the list of these

authors;
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A final note on the logical system adopted, which is

based upon a three-valued logic. The motivation for such

a system was given by the inadequacy of classical logic

for treating certain articles) such as the definite

article 'the'. The definition of truth of this article)

represented as a three-branched quantifier 'the(x,P*Q)'t

depends on two conditions of truth: one about the set X

of x's satisfying the property P; and the other about

the property Q specifying the domain of x's.

val[the(x,P,Q)]=true if X={x | P} is a unit set
and val(Q)=true

val[the(x,P,Q)]=false if X={x I P} is a unit set
and val(Q)=false

val[the(x,P,Q)]=undefined if X={x ! P} is an empty set
or a multiple element set

or val(Q)=undefined

Note that the third value undefined is only generated if

P is false or Q undefined^

However, our definitions of Portuguese articles)

like Colmerauer's and Dahl's> are weak as regards the

generation of the third value undefined'. Only the

definitions for articles 'the' and 'the i' may cover

meaningless situations ) because a conditional is presentw-

Undefinea appears when the cardinality is false or the

value of statement 'e2', corresponding to formula f2 in

q(x>fl*f2)> is undefined. A new definition of articles)

proposed by (Pique,1978)> overcomes the weak treatment of

meaningless. He considers these definitions based upon
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the straightforward use of complex quantifiers, like

'a(x>P>Q)% and that 'p' represents a presupposition.

The value undefined for 'a' is generated when the value

of 'P' is false and the value of 'q' undefined.

The logical system adopted is more restricted than,

for example^ the three-valued system of

(Lukasiewicz,1966), because it represents a compromise

between formal logic and the linguistic meaning of logict

The logical operations such as 'and'> 'if* 'not', 'equal'

and 'greater' are only defined in the semantics of closed

statement formulae, which are the possible single

components of the logical structure of a natural language

sentence. The logical tables are constructed with a

three-valued logic and a total ordering, which has not

the value undefined between the other two values* as it

is usually adopted for logical systems having conjunction

and disjunction-. A reason for tlnis is the compromise

stated above on adequacy criteria-. The tables show two

facts: 1) the operator 'if' is formalised as a

linguistic presupposition rather than as the usual

implication* therefore it can not be defined upon 'and'

and 'not', and 2) de Morgan's laws are not verified. In

fact* there is no disjunction defined as a maximum

between truth values* because it is not clear how logical

disjunction can stand for linguistic disjunction. We

observe also that the operation 'if' is different from

the presupposition considered by (Keenan,1972). But the



tables for negation and conjunction are similar to

Keenan's ones;
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CHAPTER 4

IMPLEMENTATION

4 1 V ORGANIZATION OF THE PROGRAM

TUGA is a program organized into modules. This

modularity ensures that some modules remain the same when

the subject matter changes, and that a module may be

improved without affecting the others or the design as a

wholeb

©

NB. Circled numbers point the direction of the natural
language processing

Fig .14

Modular organization of program TUGA
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TUGA consists of seven modules: INPUT- CONVER,

GRAMMA, DICTIO, DBMS, DBASE and OUTPUT {see Appendix 3).

Module INPUT handles the natural language input

sentences by transforming the sequence of written words

and punctuation marks into lists of words and marks, and

it checks whether every word is known1.

Module CONVER is the supervisor, ie. the high level

control structure of all processes occurring during a

dialogues. It is called by users and it processes all the

exchanges* either by taking the initiative or by giving

it to them: a grammar of dialogues is responsible for

all kinds of interactions between the program and its

users. It calls the module GRAMMA for analysing the

sentence, deciding upon its result to accept or to refuse

it'. In the case of accepting it, it calls the module

OUTPUT to interpret it, and to prepare the appropriate

answer* remark or questions

Module GRAMMA handles a definite clause grammar

(DCG)• It takes a list, representing the natural

language input sentence and applies several knowledge

sources to yield a logical structure that contains all

the information for a semantic interpretation. It is

able to extract from a set of possible readings the

appropriate reading; The grammar, being able to generate

all and only the sentences of a subset of Portuguese*

recognizes if the input sentences belong to that subset,
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and it establishes a relation between the written

sentence and its meaning'.

Module DICTIO contains the language specific

knowledge about the written input and output sentences,

ie'. a dictionary with the required lexical items to

support common dialogues in the library world'.

Module DBMS evaluates the logical structure by

decomposing it into single components'. Each one is

verified by consulting the data base either to find or to

relate the individuals belonging to the arguments of each

corresponding relation!.

Module DBASE contains domain-specific knowledge

—the library^ defined by the explicit facts about the

document collection and the rules for deriving the

implicit facts, and the classification system—and

ability to make deductions and connect facts in the

subject domain, such as the classification 'method.

Module OUTPUT handles the formation of answers)

remarks or questions to the user. It calls the module

DBMS to evaluate the logical structure, and according to

which it chooses and it generates the appropriate output

form.
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4.2; THE DATA BASE AND ITS ORGANIZATION

The library data base (module DBASE of program

TUGA), is a closed set of objects regarding our document

collection/ and formally represents the library world;

It is a virtual relational data base, represented in

predicate logic. It is relational because data items are

organized as sets of similar tuples of items; where each

set is a relation and access can be made through any

combination of items; It is a virtual data base because

it also consists of rules {!}; A rule defines a relation

which is not present as a set of tuples, and therefore

operates as a data base access function by providing the

possibility of answers which are not explicitly present;

The collection of sets of similar tuples is called the

extensional data base, and the collection of rules is

called the intensional data base;

We use the clausal form of first-order predicate

logic as the abstract representation of a virtual

relational data base. Terms of logic represent objects;

the unit clauses represent facts and non-unit clauses the

rules;

{1} The relational data base according to
consists of sets of similar tuples only,
actual relational data base;

(Codd/197 2)
and it is an
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The elementary facts or objects of the library world

that constitute the extensional data base are organized

in predicate logic as sets of unit clauses. There are

two sets: one for books (relation 'book') and another for

papers (relation 'paper');

Example: the 7-ary relation 'book' is written in Prolog
as a set of unit clauses,

book(winston;1, 'psychology of computer vision','mcgraw
hill' , 1975, [1214,1216,1222],[3,4))fc

;

.

•

This unit clause has the following

reading:"Psychology of Computer Vision", book no.l of the

collection, was written by Winston and published by

"McGraw Hill" in 1S75; it is classified under categories

1214, 1216 and 1222, and has documents nos.3&4 as its

bibliographyv

The arguments of the 7-ary relation 'book'

corresponding to the author, number, title, publisher and

year are constants (ie; a single value for a particular

domain); The other two arguments corresponding to the

classification and bibliography are sets of constants

(ie. lists of values);
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relation could be represented as the following

book

out tit pub yea cat ref

Winston 1 psycology of
computer vision

mcgrow
hill

Yd75 1214,
1216,
1222

4

.
;

Fig-.15

Description of 'book'

The objects of the library closed world are

classified into categories/ called domains^ A domain is

essentially a relation providing a way to access a

certain set of objects/ one by one'. Each domain is

identified by three arguments/ its name/ its hierarchical

representation and a variable for receiving the result of

the access to the relation where the objects are stored*

The variable/ by receiving each member of the set/ may be

considered as the implicit representation of the sets.

The relationships of the identified domains for the

library world are organized into a tree data as

shown in figure 16w

This

table >
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doc

a'
out pub

Fig.16

Hierarchy of domains

where 'doc' means document, 'typ' type* 'boo' book* 'art'

paper* 'aut' author* 'tit' title, 'pub' publisher, 'yea'

year* 'cat' category and 'ref' reference;

Example: the domain of authors is defined in Prolog by
its declaration

domain(aut* aut([]) *A) author(A);

and by the auxiliary relations*

author(A) author(A*_)w
author(A,T) book(A,_,T A>_'1*_)

paper (A, _,T,_*_,_*_) '•

K.B, Anonymous variables are written in Prolog

Such a definition of a domain allows the implicit

identification of its members through the variable 'a';

The term 'aut([])' defines a fragment of the hierarchy of

domains by meaning that below node 'aut' there is [], iew

no other node. For the case of a domain placed higher in

the hierarchy tree* the hierarchy representation may or

may not contain the description of the tree from that

node to the terminal node;

boo art
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Example: the domain of the library world types has the

following hierarchy representation:

'typ(V)'

where 'v' means a variable to be instantiated either

with authors* *aut([])' or publishers* 'pub([])'* ie»

'typ(aut([]))' or "typ(pub([]))'

The organization of objects into domains, and the

subsequent arrangement of these domains into a

hierarchical structure, is a device for constraining a

broad class of individuals. This implements the notion

of a variable restricted in range to some set of values,

or to values having some property. 1 he system of domains

is a device to make a distinction between different sorts

of individuals. It acts as a guide for the further data

base search and as a filter for the rejection of

syntactically ungrammatical and semantically anomalous

strings

The rules are essential for accomplishing data base

queries which correspond to the interpretation of natural

language requestss

Example: the 2-ary relation 'published_after' is written
in Prolog as the following set of 2 clauses:

published_after(T,Yl):- year_of(T,Y)> Y>Y1v

year_of(T,Y) :- book < T Y ?
paper(; *i*T,; ,Y*^*i)i
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with the following reading:"'t' is a document title

published after the year 'Yl' if there is a document

with title 't' published in the year 'Y' which is

greater than the year 'Yl'";

In the query;

"Quais os livros publicados apos 1975?
(What are the books published after 1975?)

the word 'publicados' (published) introduces the 2-ary

relation 'published_after' where the argument

corresponding to title(s) is a variable; and the argument

corresponding to vear(s) is a constant and equal to

'1975'; The query is interpreted as the search for all

possible titles (books) published after 1975* The

variable gets instantiated with the possible set of

titles (the empty list* one or more individuals);

In the figure 17 is shown a fragment of the

organization of the library data base with special

emphasis on domains; objects and relations (see the

glossary of abbreviations used in program identifiers in

Appendix 5)v
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hierarchy at
domains

wions: authar
ojt.at.boa*
pub-Of-tit
pub-Of-OL*
pub.ct-bco*
yecr.of
year,out
yrar.tjt.pub
category
reference

j /understanding~\
I (nature* ianguogey

! (academic press)

| (lQ72)
I (l11, 1215. 312)

(22, 31 , 34, 43)
[__booV

Fig ^17

A fragment of the library world:
domains, objects and relations

4.3; THE KNOWLEDGE BASE AND THE CLASSIFICATION METHOD

The knowledge base (module DBASE of program TUGA) is

the set of processes and associated data structures which

provide the program with a particular kind of information

and with reasoning-. This information deals with

domain-specific knowledge, the classification system for

AI and the classification method. Reasoning covers the

classification method implementation, the ability to

generate new categories for the classification system;

the storage of new documents by asking for the missing

data items; and some support machinery for running

dialogues'.
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An essential feature of TUGA is that every fact

about a document (eg; its author) or the name of a new

category supplied by the user is represented in a

standard way. Unit clauses/ such as 'book' and 'paper'

for documents and 'cat' for categories/ are created and

added to the existing data base-.

Example: the category 'natural language systems'

is defined in Prolog by the unit clause:

cat('artificial intelligence applications'>
121»
'natural language systems'>
1215)'.

with the following meaning: "the category 'natural

language systems' has the number 1215, and is an

'artificial intelligence application'"t

Higher level structures/ such as those which

classify and generate categories/ are built by Prolog

clauses referencing this uniform knowledge base. These

structures are called by the overall control structure;

and according to the grammar of dialogues/ cause

questions to be asked about missing facts1. For example;

during the process of classifying a document/ the

structure classify is only called after obtaining all

facts (titles of the documents referenced) known by the

user'. It handles this information by eliminating

redundant categories/ and by proposing a list of

categories for the classification of the document-. But/
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in case of rejection, the structure engages an

interaction with the user by asking new questions. If

the user proposes categories by himself, a test is made

to check whether they are known to the classification

system1. New categories can therefore be created by the

structure to generate categories, and can be archivedw

4 s. 4; THE FRAGMENT OF PORTUGUESE GRAMMAR

The linguistic part of TUGA is formalised as a DCG

which handles a subset of Portuguese syntax and

vocabulary relevant to the domain of dialogues in a

library environment is

The grammar satisfies the two main criteria for

being an adequate model of an interesting subset of

Portuguese. Firstly, it is able to distinguish the set

of well-formed sentences from its complement. Secondly,

it associates an adequate logical structure with each

sentence1.

In this section we describe the aspects to be

considered in writing the DCG for a subset of Portuguese*

covering current dialogues in a library world;

First* the dialogues are analysed in order to bring

out the kinds of linguistic constructions involved and

the basic syntactical categories; Second, the words
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occurring in the dialogues are classified into two

groups: the core vocabulary (articles* prepositions*

adverbs, etc.)* which are domain independent and useful

for all other domains of dialogues; and the peripheral

vocabulary (nouns, verbs and adjectives)* which are

domain dependent* Third, the words are defined by taking

into account their participation (function* form and

meaning) in the dialogues. Fourth* the regularities

observed in the linguistic constructions—how they are

formed and understood—are synthetized into grammar

rules, which correctly recognise the structure of

Portuguese sentences;

4 ; 4. 1; BRIEF SURVEY OF PORTUGUESE GRAMMAR

It is useful to present Portuguese grammar by

briefly surveying the main features of its syntactic

component, leaving the arguments and the details to the

next subsections* where its implementation is discussed'.

In doing so* we also present the sort of sentences

occurring in the library world. The main words*

associated to each feature, are underlined.

^^ Variety of 1inquistic constructions

statement: "Artificial Intelligence" e* um livro de
Bilsson o qual foi publicado em 1971;
("Artificial Intelligence" is a book by
Nilsson which was published in 1971.)
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question: Quantos artigos existern?
(How many papers are there?)

command: Classifique "Artificial Intelligence"!
(Classify "Artificial Intelligence"!)

Negative interrogative forms

Nao escreve nenhum autor para a "Academic Press"?
(Doesn't any author write for "Academic Press"?)

Nao escreve ninguem para todos os livreiros?
(Doesn't nobody write for all publishers?)

Quern nao escreve para todos os livreiros?
(Who does not write for all publishers?)

Double negation imposed by the use of 'nenhum' (no)

Nilsson nao tern nenhum livreiroi
(Nilsson doesn't have any publisher.)

Nilsson nao escreve para nenhum livreiroi
(Nilsson doesn't write for any publisher1.)

Elsevier nao e' o livreiro de nenhum autor.

(Elsevier is not the publisher of any author.)

Elsevier nao tern o titulo de nenhum autori

(Elsevier doesn't have the title of any author.)

Coordination of statements and questions

statements: Nilsson escreveu a "Artificial

Intelligence", e
"McGraw Hill" e' o livreiro de Nilsson.

(Nilsson wrote "Artificial
Intelligence", and
"McGraw Hill" is the publisher of
Nilsson;)

questions: Quais sao os autores conhecidos, e
qual o livreiro de Nilsson?
(Who are the known authors, and
what is Nilsson's publisher?)
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Coordination of proper nouns

subjects: Nilsson e Charniak sao autores.
iNilsson and Charniak are authors.)

complements: Os livreiros dos autores sao a "McGraw
Hill" e a Elsevier.

(The publishers of the authors are
"McGraw Hill" and Elsevier.)

prepositional Os autores dos livros estao publicados
complements: na Freeman e "North-Holland".

(The authors of the books are published
by Freeman and "North-Holland".)

Coordination of common nouns and adjectives

nouns: Quais sao os autores e livreiros
conhecidos?

(Who are the known authors and
publishers?)

adjectives: Quais sao os autores conhecidos e
classificados?
(Who are the known and classified
authors?)

Pis junction of proper nouns

complements: Quais cs artigos de Warren ou Kowalski?
(What are the papers by Warren or
Kowalski?)

prepositional Os autores dos livros foram publicados
complements: pela Elsevier ou "Academic Press"?

(The authors of the books were published
by Elsevier or "Academic Press"?)

Complements

phrase Warren e' urn autor referenciado.
complements: (Warren is a referenced author.)

adjective Warren esta' referenciado.
complements: (Warren is referenced.)

prepositional Nilsson esta' publicado pela "McGraw
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complements: Hill".
(Nilsson is published by "McGraw Hill".)

9) Relative/interrogative pronoun 'quern" (who)

used only with nouns that refer to humans,

Quem e' o autor de "Artificial
Intelligence"?
(Who is the author of "Artificial
Intelligence"?

10) Special verbs

'ser' : Nilsson e' urn autor.

(Nilsson is an author.)

estar' : "Artificial Intelligence" esta'
referenciada.

("Artificial Intelligence" is
re ferenced.)

'ter' : Qual e' o titulo que Nilsson tem?
(Which is the title that the book by
Nilsson has?)

haver' : Ha' algum artigo escrito por Warren?
(Is there any paper written by Warren?)

11) Verb tense ellipsis( ' to be' )

Qual (s') o autor de "Computational
Semantics"?

(Who is the author of "Computational
Semantics"?)

12) Subject agreement

A "Artificial Intelligence" e' ccnhecida.
("Artificial Intelligence" is known.)

13) Paraphrase power

Em que ano foi publicada a "Artificial
Intelligence"?
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(In what year was "Artificial Intelligence"
published?)

Quando foi publicada a "Artificial Intelligence"?
(When was "Artificial Intelligence" published?)

Qual o ano de publicacao de "Artificial
Intelligence"?
(What is the date of publication of "Artificial
Intelligence"?)

14) Quantificational power

Ninguem escreveu a "Artificial Intelligence".
(Nobody wrote "Artificial Intelligence".)

QuaIquer autor escreve para a Freeman.
(Any author writes for Freeman.)

Hem todos os autores escrevem para "Academic
Press".

(Not all authors write for "Academic Press".)

Todos os autores nao sao livreiros.

(All the authors are not publishers.)

Cada livro tern um autor.

(Each book has an author.)

Back nao tern nenhum livreiro.
(Back has no publisher.)

Alguns autores escrevem para Elsevier.
(Some authors write for Elsevier.)

Alguem escreve para a "Academic Press".
(Somebody writes for "Academic Press".)

Os cinco autores estao referenciados.

(The five authors are referenced.)

Os autores referenciados sao cinco.
(The referenced authors are five in number.)

15) Adverbial use

statement: "Computational Semantics" nao tern a
"North-Holland" como livreiro.

("Computational Semantics" doesn't have
"North-Holland" as publisher.)
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question: Como classifies a "Computational
semantics"?

(How do you classify "Computational
semantics"?)

16) Proper nouns v^ith_ definite article

O Nilsson e' o autor da "Artificial

Intelligence".
(Nilsson is the author of "Artificial
Intelligence".)

17) Prepositional phrases

with Quais sao os livros sobre Prolog?
noun-phrase: (What are the books about Prolog?)

open question: Por quern e' publicada a "Artificial
Intelligence"?
(By whom is "Artificial Intelligence"
published ?.)

4.4.2. PORTUGUESE LINGUISTIC CONSTRUCTIONS

The linguistic constructions handled by TUGA are

divided into two main groups: compound and single

cons truetions.

Compound constructions are a sequence of single

ones, to form multiple statements, questions or commands,

and sequences "linked by a separator (eg. comma,

conjunction 'e' (and)) to form coordination of

statements. They are available to users.
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Single linguistic constructions—declarative;

interrogative and imperative sentences—are used either

by the program or by its users in affirmative or negative

form'.

Let us consider the possible linguistic

constructions^ starting with the user types: requests

(statements; questions and commands) and answers!.

I) Types of user statements

User statements are declarative sentences performing

activities of asserting and denying;

User statements are classified into single or

compound statements*

Example of compound constructions:

- Lehnert escreveu "The process of question answering", e
Charniak escreveu "Computational Semantics"'.
(Lehnert wrote "The process of question answering"; and
Charniak wrote "Computational Semantics";)

Example of single constructions:

- Back nao tern nenhum livro;
(Back has no book;)

- A "Artificial Intelligence" e' um livro do Nilscon que
foi publicado em 1971;
("Artificial Intelligence is a book by Nilsson that was
published in 1971;)
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II) Types of user questions

User questions are classified as single or compound>

and are grouped according to their linguistic form and

interrogative pronoun into two sets: closed and open

questions. Closed questions merely require a yes or no

answer* while open questions require one or more phrases

as answers

Ex amples:

Open: Quern e' o livreiro da "Introduction to Logic"?
(Who is the publisher of "Introduction to Logic"?)

Closed: E' "Human problem solving" urn livro?
(Is "Human problem solving" a book?)

Closed: Sera' que Back e' urn livreiro?
(Is it the case that Back is a publisher?)

The following table presents the types of questions

the user can putw
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TYPES OF USER QUESTIONS

main
type

secondary
type

initic*
marker
type

Portuguese
marker

•hCjiSh
marker

closed

disjunctive

confirm atiocy
denial

que

o que

quern

prep que

(what .whom)
(what)

(wno; wrvom)
(prep whaO

open-ended

which prep quern

quanto
onde

quando
como

quais

(prep who)
(how much)
(where)
(when)

(how)
(which ;wtat)

howmany
quarrtos

quantas

(how merry)
(how many)

pce-kxutory

expressions

Pot favor-

Sera que...

D»go-m€ que...

Gostana <3? sa¬
ber se_

(Pvease...)
( Is it the*...)
(Tel me that ..J

(l whouid like
to know if...)

N.B. closed questions - confirmortion/deniol seeking
open ended questions-information seeking

Fig.18

Types of user questions

III) Types of user commands

User commands are imperative sentences performing

activities of requesting information and/or of posing

problems v

Examples:

- Crie uma categoria!
(Create a category!)

- Informe-me sobre "Psychology of Computer Vision"!
(Inform me about "Psychology of Computer Vision"?)
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The following table presents the types of user

commands w

TYPES OF USER COMMANDS

type Portuguese english

pre-locutory
expression

De-me...

Diga...

Oiga-me...
rntorme-me...

(Give me...)

(Say...)
(Tell me...)

( Intorm me..)

order verb (imperative) ...

Fig-.19

Types of user commands

IV) Types of user answers

User answers are declarative sentences, in the

affirmative or negative form, for guiding the program in

choosing the dialogue models or exchange forms, or for

giving data (eg. the title of a document) that it uses

for deriving the final answer (eg the document

classification)•

The following table presents the types of user

answers;
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TYPES OF USER ANSWERS

general
type

particular
type

Portuguese
sentenae

enghsh
sentence

refusal

nao.

nao esta bem.

nao quero.
nao concordo.

nao conhego.
nao tenho nenhum.

nao tenho mas nenhum.

(na)
(it is not afl right)
(I dorft want.)
(| don't agree)
(I don't know)

(i have none.)

(I haven't got any more)

quiescent acceptance

sim.

esta bem.

sim quero.

quero.

sim concordo.

concordc.

sim conhe^o.
conheco.

por favor,
ok;

e.

( yes .)
( all right)
( yes, 1 want it.)
( l want it)
( yes 1 agree.)
( 1 agree.)
( yes, 1 know.)
( I knew.)
( please.)
( ck.)
( it »s.)

hanging-up

deixe

desisto

quero mudar de
corversa

vamos mudar de
conversa

mudo de conversa

mudo de diceogo

( leave it.)
(I give up.)
( 1 want to change
conversation.)

( let us change conversation.)

( 1 change conversation.)
( I chbnge the dialogue.)

want

quero... .(1 want...) (N objects, where N ts an integer
and objects are documents (titles)
end categories)

quero mais... (1 want more...) (h' objects)

goodbye adeus. good bye

titles

effective conduction
of nouns

(nfiimes; proper nouns; common nouns and integers(cate-
gory or yezr)

N.B. quiescent answers - information gjiding
effective answers - information giving

Fig.20

Types of user answers

Let us now consider the possible linguistic

constructions generated by the program;

V) Types of program questions

Program questions are pre-defined interrogative

sentences with arguments; instantiated by user answers or

by the conversational scenario. They are classified in
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the following way:

TYPES OF PROGRAM QUESTIONS

parti culor
scenario Portuguese sentence encash sentence

information

output
E que mais ?
Quer mens ?

(A na what else ? )
(Do you want arry more?)

document
classification

Per favor, de-me o trtu»o de
uma (outra) referenda oo
docLmento em questoo

Por favor foca a sua esccfha
tendo eirl aterx;ao as categori¬
es sugendas e as qje jUfcjar mais
apropnadas De-me 3 categories
no mdximo.

Quer classifica-lo ?

De-me 3 categoric® no m6ximo'
Por favor, conhece a ciassi-
ficacao de ?

(Please, give me the title of a
(another) reference to the document
in discussion)

(Please, choose occording to the
suggested categories and the most
appropriate cries.Give me a maxi¬
mum of 3 categories.)

(Do >ou want to classify it?)
(Give me a maximum of 3 categories?)
(Pleas?, do you Know the classifi¬
cation of ?)

classification

category
generation

Por favor, debaixo de que
categoria a pretende insenr?

Por favor, qua o nome da
ncva categoria ?

(Please, under what category do
you wont to insert it?)

(Please,what is the name of the""
new category ?)

addition and/
ty deletion

of data items

Por favor, qua! o nome do
do documento ?

Por favor, quel e do do¬
cumento ?

Per favor, deseja arguivar este
documento na Base de Dados7

Por favor, quais soo as
do documentc7

(please, what is the name ctf
of the document ?)

(Please , what is of the docu¬
ment?)

(Please, do you whant to store
the document in the Data Base?)

(Please, wncrt are of the
document 7)

information
transaction

Existe algum erro sintatico na
escrito "da sua frase ?

A polavra
/ desconhecida e urn

nome proprio?

Qud a palavra que e nome
prcprio ?

Qua! e o genero de ?
A qual dos tipos, outor, tituio,
livreiro, ou categoria, pertence
a palavra ?

Vou perguntar-lhe nforma-
coes sc'ore de forma a
'msen-la no cionaro.
Ccncorda ?

(is then? arry syntactic failure in the
writing of your sentence?)

( is the unknown word a proper
noun ?)

(yNkich is the word that is a
proper name 7)

(What is the gender of ?)

(To wfach of the types, author, title
publisher, or category, does the
word belong 7)

(1 am oo«ng to ask you informa¬
tion Gbout in order to r&ert
it in the dictionary.
Do you ag"e<? 7 )

Fig -. 21

Types of program questions

VI) Types of program answers

Program answers are pre-defined declarative

sentences with arguments* instantiated by user answers or

questions^ or the conversational scenario. They are

classified in the following way:
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TYPES OF PROGRAM ANSWERS

genera)
type

particufar
type Portuguese sentence english sentence

A

refusal

N6o.-

Nad concordo.

Nao compreendo a frase.
Nenhuma entidade satisfaz a sua pergunta.
A sua pergunta e mdefenida.
Nao encontro nenhuma entidade cpe a satisfaca
A sua frase pressupoe outros foctos, logo urn
contextc. Como nao possuo infcrmagao soo o que
fc* dto caterermente, a sua rase e ambigua, pgr
tanto n5o consigo responder- r>e.
Noo compreenoo esta frase porque a palavra
—e desconhecida.

(NO.)
(| don't agree.)
(| don't understand the sentence)
(No entity satisfies your question)
(Your question is unclear.)
(| don't find any entity that satisfies it.)
(Your question presuppose ether facts, therefore a
context.Your sentences is ambguous because 1
have no information about what was sod previ¬
ously. Therefore I cannot enswer >oj.)
(1 don't understand your sentence because the
word is unknown)

quiescent

acceptance

Sim.

Concordo.
Old.
Vamos iricicr a conversa.
Per favor, escreva foctos ou perguntcs.
Old.
Vcmos netomar a ccrversa anterior.
Por favcr, escrev factos ou perguntas.
Ok, esta conversa terminou.
Adeus e ate -6 vista

Muito obngada.
Esta bem.

Fbr fa/cr, preste atenccb c pdavra cue escreveu.

(Yes.)
(1 agree.)
(Hello.
Let us start the conversation.
P tease, enter statements or questions.)
(Helo,
Let us restart the previous conversation.
Please, type facts or questions.)
(Ok, the conversation ended
Goodbye ana see yxi soon).
CThank you very much)
(AH right.)
(Plecse , lock canefuBy to the written word.)

hanging-up
Desvio-mo-nos da conversa!
Ok. Vcmos desviar-mo-nos da conversa!

(We changed conversation!)
(Ok.Let us change conversation!)

effective

conjunction
of names

ex tstance Existem mars N! (There are N moreO N is an integer

NB. quiescent answers = information guiding
effective answers * information giving

Fig.22

Types of program answers

4.4*3. BASIC SYNTACTICAL CATEGORIES

Syntactical categories are the primitive concepts

from which syntactical rules are constructed. We present

the basic categories used to compose general Portuguese

sentences t

The basic syntactical categories are: noun and

phrases, articles, nouns, verbs, adjectives and

complements, and relative clauses!

verb

the ir
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A) Noun and verb phrases

Al) A noun phrase has the

All) a sequence of proper
(and)^ 'ou' (or) and

Examples:

- tv Hewitt; Winograd e Nilsson,ss

-
. . . Warren ou Pereira;;;

Al2) an article (sometimes implicit); a sequence
of adjectives, a common noun, possibly a
sequence of adjectival groups or complements
of a noun, and an also optional sequence of
relative clauses1.

Examples:

-
. ;. os livros cu jo livreiro e' Freeman; ; ;

(;,.the books whose publisher is Freeman;;;)

- ;;; o livro que foi escrito pelo ;;s
(;;;the book that was written by Nilsson;;;)

- .;; os artigos classificados em "ai applications".;;
(...the books classified under "ai

applications"..;)

following form:

nouns connected by 'e'
comma

A2) A verb phrase consists of an otional negation, a
verb and its complements;

Examole:

- ;;; nao e' urn livro de Nilsson;
(;;;is not a book by Nilsson.)

B) Articles

The following words are considered as articles;
besides the classical ones (see subsection 4;4;6
for further discussion);
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alguem
cada

(somebody)

nenhumas

ninguem
qualquer
quaisquer

nenhuni
nenhuma
nenhuns

(each)
(none)
( " )
( " )
( " )
(nobody)
(any)
( " )

todo o

tod a a

(every one)
( H )

todos os

todas as

(every)
(every)

C) Nouns, verbs> adjectives and their complements

Cl) There are two sorts of nouns: common nouns and
proper nouns;

Examples:

Compound proper nouns:

"Computational Semantics"
"Logic for problem solving"
"Learning and executing generalized robot plans"

Compound proper nouns are recognized by the
program on account of the quotation marks.

C2) The notion of adjective is flexible; the past
principle of intransitive verbs is identified as
an adjective, taking into account its
function: to qualify the referred noun*

Examples:

common nouns: artigo
livro

publicacao

(paper)
(book)
(document)

(single) proper nouns: Bundy
Hewitt
Kowalski

escrito

ligado
relacionado

(written)
(1inked)
(related)
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C3) Verbs are defined through simple forms, in the
present and in the past (singular ana plural).

Examples:

e' (is)
foi (was)
sao (are)

C4) All the complements are treated in the same way,
and may have> for example, one of the following
forms:

- ; os livros de Hewittut (the books by Hewitt)

- os livros escritos

por Hewitt ", w fc

- ; tern como autor Winston; i ;

- ;; . tern Winston como autorv.

wwk urn livro do Niisson que
foi publicado em 1971.

(the books written
by Hewitt)

(has as author
Winston)

(has Winston
as author)

(a book by Niisson
that was published

in 1971.)

C5) In the definition of each common noun/ verb or

adjective there is information about the kind of
complements expected, with an indication about
each optional introductory preposition.

For example, the word 'publicados' may appear on its
own or with a preposition ('em' (in), 'apos' (after),
'entre' (between), etc.):

- w '. ". os livros publicados ; '.'. (the books published)

- .is os livros publicados (the books
em*.;'. published in)

- ;«; os livros publicados (the books
apos;;i published after)

- '. k !. os livros publicados (the books
entre.w; published between)
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C6) Verb complements are not classified under the
classical categories, such as direct or indirect
object. However, there is a type of complement
which is exclusive of the verbs 'ser' (to be) and
'estar' (to be): the subject complement*

C7) The subject complement may have one of the
following two forms (underlined in the following
examples):

C71) noun phrase

Example:

- vvv e' o artigo que (is the paper that
foi publicadot;* was published)

C72) adjective group

- wvt os artigos sao (the papers are
classificados classified)

D) Relative clauses

We only consider relative clauses of the
restrictive type; They are introduced by
relative pronouns and may be preceded by another
phrase— the restricted noun phrase. The
relative clause operates as a definer;

Ex ample:

- fcts os artigos cujo autor e' Warren estao
classificad os ?

(;.'.are the papers whose author is Warren
classified?)
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4.4.4. DICTIONARY

The dictionary is defined by two main parts: the

domain-independent dictionary or core vocabulary (in

module GRAMMA of program TUGA) and the domain-dependent

dictionary or peripheral vocabulary (module DICTIO of

program TUGA). The composition of each part takes into

account the semantics of the words considered.

The core vocabulary lists those words which are

independent of any problem domain/- such as articles/

pronouns/ adverbs/ prepositions/ conjunctions and

numeraIs.

The peripheral vocabulary lists those words which

depend on the problem domain/ such as nounsf verbs and

adjectives.

The semantics involves the description of the form/

function and meaning of the basic syntactical categories.

CORE VOCABULARY

The domain independent dictionary covers the

following words:

Definite articles

a

o

(s)
(s)

(th
(th

e)
e)
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Indefinite articles and pronouns

alguem (somebody)

algum (some)
alguma (some)
alguns (some)
algumas (some)

cada (each)

nenhum (none)
nenhuma (none)

ninguem (nobody)

qualquer (any)
quaisquer (any)

todo o (every one)
todo a (every one)
todos os (every)
todos as (every)

um (a)
urn a (a)
uns (a)
umas (a)

Interroqative pronouns

qaantos (how many)
quantas (how many)

Personal pronouns

me (me)

Relative and Interrogative pronouns

onde (where)

qual (wh i ch; what: who)
qua is (which;what;who)

que (what;that;which)
o que (what)
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quem (who;whom)

cujo (whose)
cuja (whose)
cujas (whose)
cujos (whose)

o qual (which)
a qual (which)
os quais (which)
as quais (which)

Interrogative pronouns

quanto (how much)

Adverbs

bem (right)
como (how)
mais (more)

■3> •

Prepositions

a (to)
apos (after)
ate' (till)
com (with)
de (of;from)
desde (since)
em (in)
entre (between;among)
para (for)
por (by)
sobre (about)

Conjunctions

e (and)
quando (when)

Contractions of prepositions

*a (to the)
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ao

aos

do
da

dps
das

no

na

nos

nas

num

numa

nuns

numas

pelo
pela
pelos
pelas

to the)
" )

from the)
)
)
)

in the)
)
)
)

in a)
" )
" )
" )

by the)
)
)

Numerals O

um

dois
tres

quatro
cinco
seis
sete

oi to
nove

dez

(one)
(two)
(three)
( four)
(five)
(six)
(seven)
(eight)
(nine)
(ten)

PERIPHERAL VOCABULARY

The domain dependent dictionary covers the following

woras:

Common nouns

ano(s) (year(s))
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a rtigo(s)
autor(es)

bibliografia

classe
classificacao
classificacoes
conversa

data(s)
dialogo
doeumento(s)

editor (es)
escritor(es)
especie(s)

feminina
feminino

informacao
informacoes

livreiro(s)
livro (s)

masculina
masculino

nome

pessoa(s)
publicacao
publicacoes

referencia
rela torio(s)

tipo(s)
titulo(s)

Note: The list of proper
can be consulted
module DICTIO.

(paper(s))
(author(s))

(bibliography)

(class)
(classification)
(classifications)
(conversa tion)

(date(s))
(dialogue)
(document(s))

(editor(s))
(writer(s))
(variety(s))

(feminin)
< )

(information)
(informations)

(publisher(s) )
(book(s))

(masculin)
( " )

(name)

(person(s))
(publication)
(publications)

(reference)
(report(s))

(type(s);man)
(title(s))

nouns is excluded, and it
n the program, namely in its

Verbs

apagar (to delete)
apague (delete)
arquivar (to store)
arquive (store)



atribui (assigns)

chama (calls)
classifica (classifies)
classificar (to classify)
classifique (classify)
concordo (I agree)
conhece (know)
criar (to generate)
crie (generate)

deixe (leave it)
depende (depends)
dependem (depend)
desis to (I give up)
destruir (to destroy)
diz (says)
dominar (to dominate)
domina (dominates)

0

e (is)
escrevq (writes)
es erevem (write)
escreveram (wrote)
escreveu (wrote)
esquecer (to forget)
esta' (is)
est ao (are)
existe (exists)
existem (ex is t)

foi (was)

ha' (there is)

rnude (change it)

publica (publis hs)
publicam (publish)
publicaram (published)
publicou (published)

quer (want)

s ao (are)

ser (to be)
s ignifica (means)
signif icam (mean)

tem (has)
ten ho (have)
ter (to have)
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Ad jectives etc;

abaixo (below)
acima (above)
arquivada(s) (stored)
arquivado(s) (stored)
autonoma (self contained)
autonomo (self contained)

chamado (called)
classificada(s) (classified)
classificado(s) (classified)
conhecido (known)

dependente(s) (dependent)
dominante(s) (dominated)

editada(s) (edited)
editado(s) (edited)
escrito(s) (written)

junto (near)

ligada(s) (connected)
ligado(s) (connected)

publicada (s) (published)
publicado (s) (published)

referenciada(s) (re ferenced)
referenciado(s) (re ferenced)
relacionada(s) (related)
reiacionado(s) (related)

4 ; 4 ; 5; LEXICAL SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS

In this subsection we are only concerned with the

meaning of such words belonging to some basic syntactical

categories> as nouns, verbs and adjectives, and with

their relationship to other words of the language in a

certain world. Some other aspects of semantics such as

the description of how the meaning of a string of words
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in the language is made up of the meanings of the

individual words in the string, are discussed in

subsection 4.4;6»

The meaning of words like nouns, verbs and

adjectives is described by specifying the property they

introduce and by characterizing the associated arguments;

A property is a data base predicate rule providing a way

to refer to the closed library world; An argument is an

individual or a set of individuals;

With each argument there is associated the following

parameters: the domain (D), the gender (G), the number

(N), and optionally the case (K)b

The domain D is a member of the hierarchy of

domains t

Example: D=aut([]) means D is a terminal domain

called 'aut' (authors)

The gender G may take two values: 'mas' (masculine)

and 'fern' (feminine)1. There is no neuter in Portuguese;

The number N may take two values: 'sin' (singular)

and 'plu' (plural)s

The gender and the number define the agreement (A),

A=G-N
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(the functional symbol connects the parameters G and

NO

The case K may take the following values: 'sub'

(subject/nominative)r 'dir' (direct object/accusative)k

'noun' (subject complement) and 'pre' (preposition)i

The definitions for common nouns ('noun'), and

proper nouns ('pn')* verbs ('verb')* and adjectives

('adj') , present the following general forms:

noun([A-D-X*.; L ],pr(property)) —> no(noun,A).

pn(proper noun,gender,domain)%

verb ( [ A—D—X * . >L] ,pr (property) ) —> ve (?erb,A) w

ad j ( [ A-D-X * ;L] , pr (property) ) —> ad (ad iective , A) ■.

no(Type*G-N)—> [Name]/. { nol (Name , Type * G-N)} i

nol(noun,noun group,gender-number)s

ve(Type,N)—> [Verb]* (vel(Verb,Type*N)}s

vel(verb,verb group* number)v

ad(Type,GN)—> [Adj], {adl(Adj*Type*GN)}w

adl(adjective,ad jective group,gender-number);

where X is the variable associated with the first

argument of the property; L is a list of items of the

form K-A-D-X* one for each other argument of the

property: if the property has only one argument then L

is the empty list. Properties introduced by nouns, verbs

and adjectives are embedded in the unary term 'pr'. This

term handles the manipulation of each property as regards
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retrieval and relationship of their arguments/ considered

as individuals or sets of individuals'.

We observe that these grammar rules are indexed by

the input words, which are stored as unit clauses. This

fact allows the enlargement of the dictionary during the

dialogues

Examples:

(1) Definition of the common noun 'escritor' (writer),

noun([A-typ(aut([)))-X],pr(author(X))) —-> no(aut,A)k

nol(escritor,aut,mas-sin)s

(2) Definition of the proper noun 'winograd'

pn(winograd,mas,typ(V))k

(3) Definition of the verb 'publicar em' (to be published
by) >

verb([(G-N)-typ(aut([]))-X,prep(em)-_-typ(pub([]))
—Y] , pr (pub_of_aut(Y,X))) —> ve(pub,N).

vel(publica,pub,sin)s
vel(publicou,pub,sin)k
vel(publicam,pub,plu)k
vel(publicaram,pub,plu)k

(4) Definition of the adjective 'publicado entre'
(published between)>

ad j ( [A-tit (V) -X , prep(e) -_-yea( [ ] ) -Z
prep(entre)-_-yea([])-Y] ,

pr(published_between(X>Y>Z))) —> ad(pub,A)k

adl(publicado,pub,mas-sin)k
adl(pub 1icada,pub > fem-sin)k
adl ( publicados > pub ,mas-plu) k*
adl(publicadas,pub,fem-plu)v
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Observe the ordering of the list of arguments. The

second and the third members are inverted on account of

Colmerauer's precedence rule: "whenever an adjective has

two complements, the quantification is made in the

inverse order of their natural order of appearance"'.

The relationship of a word with other words of the

language is ruled by the definition of that word through

two simple semantic agreement rulest

An agreement rule is a type of constraint on the

form of words occurring together. There are two types of

constraint: i) one regarding the domain of the

words; ii) the other regarding the agreement (gender and

number) w

The specification of a domain for each argument

(represented as a property's variable) establishes the

relationship of the word to be defined with other words

of the language, and detects semantic anomalies;. The

domain specifies the universe of possible individuals^

upon which are made restrictions defined by the

relationsv

Example: the program doesn't accept the sentence*

Elsevier publicou na "North-Holland"'.
(Elsevier published at "North-Holland".)

because 'Elsevier' is a publisher and not an author.

The verb 'publicar em' (to be published by), defined

above, accepts only as values for variable "x* the
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members of the domain of authors (D=typ(aut([])));

The specification of the agreements by gender or by

numbers also detects lack of gender agreements such as

that exhibited by the following examples

Example: the sentences

As artigos; classi ficadas; .;
(The classified papers..;)

has not gender agreement because the article 'as'

(the) and the adjective 'classificadas' (classified)

are in feminine-plural and the common noun 'artigos'

(papers) is in masculine-plural; The noun is the head

of the sentence because its form governs either the

form that the other two words may take or what kind of

word or word sequence is possible in the rest of the

sentence;

4 ; 4 ; 6; SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS

1; Our grammar of Portuguese establishes how

syntactically correct Portuguese sentences are formed and

what their meaning is;

The grammar (module GRAMMA of program TUGA) is a set
tku_

of rules which formalise the structure of^Portuguese

language, block the formation or acceptance of

ungrammatical sentences/ and build up a logical



description of meaning. Some of these regularities exist

in other languages> and in particularr some are common to

other Romance languages/ such as Spanish (Dahl/1977)/ and

French (Colmerauer,1977;Pigue/1978)w

2, A brief list of the main syntactical rules for

the fragment of Portuguese is given below. It covers the

form of user's sentences and phrases. For further

details consult program TUGA in Appendix 3w

N;B; Non-terminals are shown without their

arguments w

Main sentence

( 1) prin —> pre_locl> propf final;
( 2) prin —> int_rellv prop, final;
( 3) prin —> prop* final;

Phras e (s)_

( 4) prop —> nucleus* compls, continues

( 5) nucleus
( 6) nucleus
( 7) nucleus
( 8) nucleus

— > arg, neg
—> arg, neg
—> verb/ pe
— > verb*.

/ verbs
* ve, advg_g;
r_pron.

Neoation

•( 9) neg --> [nao] ,

(10) neg —> [neg];
(11) neg —> [ j ;•

{negative}w
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Sub je ct placement at the beg inning of the sentence

(12) ir.t_rell —> int_re!2;
(13) int_rell, [nucleus]> [mov_arg] —> int_re!2> arg>

nucleusw

Sob jectinterrogative article and relative pronoun
generation

(14) int_re!2 > [arg] —> pron;
(15) int_rel2; [case] f [art] —> case, interrog_art*.
(16) ir.t_rel2 , [case], [s_nucleus], [mov_arg] —> case,

pron, defmark, s nucleus.

Complements

(17) compls —>
(18) compls —>
(19) compls —>

[mov_arg], complsw
[ ]'.
compls> args

Sub je ct inversion and coordenative conjunctions

(20) arg, [neg], [ve] —> neg, ve, invj_mark, argw
(21) arg, [neg], [verb] —> neg, verb, inv_mark, argw

Arguments (subjects)

(22) arg —> case, n_phraset

Koun phrases

(23) n_phra.se —> proper_nounsw
(24) n_phrasa —> def_art, proper_nousw
(25) n_phrase —> s_nucleus, compls: relatives;

(26) s_nucleus —> art, adjs, noun; adj_g;

Relative phrases of restrictive type

(27) relatives —> int_rell;
(28) relatives —> [ ]'.

prop, relativess
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Pis junction or Conjunction of proper nouns

(29) proper_nouns —> pns;

(30) pns —> def_art, pns;
(31) pns —> [P], {pn};
(32) pns —> [ ]k

Ad jectives and ad -ject ival groups

(33) adjs —> [ ];
(34) adjs —> adj, compls; adjj_g;

(35) ad j_g —> [ ]i
(36) ad j_g —> ad j ; compls; adj_gt

Adverbial groups

(37) advg_g —> advjjge
(38) advg_g [corapls] --> compls, adv_g;
(39) advg_g —> adver, s_nucleus, compls;

Ellipsis and generation of an article according the case

(40) inv_mark, [case(^)> none] —> none;
(41) inv_mark —> [ ];

(42) def_mark; [def_art] —> [ ]«

(43) case(K) —> [case(K)]•

(44) case(sub)> [none] —> none;

(45) case(sub), [not_all] —> not_alls
(46) case(sub) —> [ ];

(47) case(dir); [ind_art] —> [ ]t
(48) case(dir) — > [ ] ;

(49) case(noun), [art] —> [ ]i
(50) case(noun)> [art] —> ind_artv
(51) case(noun) —> [ ]t

(52) case(prep(P)) --> contract, [P], (prep(P)};
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Interrogative and relative pronouns

(53) pron —> int_prons.
(54) pron —> int_pron.
(55) pron —> int_art.
(56) pron —> rel_pron.

(57) int_prons, [ve] —> (pron3_r_i ; pronl_r_l), ve,
(58) int_prons, [ve] —> pron3_r_i ; pronq_r_i.

3. The fragment of the syntax considered (set of 58

rules)/ shows only some essential aspects of the user's

discourse. The following discussion refers to this
to

fragment, by noting the numbers of the rules referred^

and by explaining in greater detail other parts of the

grammar not covered by this brief fragment, such as

articles and special verbs.

The rules are of formation type. The formation

rules characterize only one structure (tree diagram),

with only one meaning at a time, and operate on single

symbols. Some of these rules are more complex, and we

call them complex formation rules. They operate upon

more complex objects, and perform functions similar to

those played by transformational rules in a

transformational grammar.

Complex formation rules are of four types:

■ /

input

ii) substitution rules--substitute an element for
some other element
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iii) insertion rules—insert an additional element

iv) movement rules—switch the order of elements

In the following, we explain the grammar rules by

covering syntactic and semantic aspects concerning

the main sentence, phrases, open questions and relative

clauses, articles and special verbs.

I) Main sentence

The formation rules 1, 2 & 3, 'prin', state that a

sentence may be initiated by a pre-locutorv expression,

'pre_locl', such as "Tell me if", by a special

grammatical class of interrogative or relative words,

'int_rell', or by the main phrase, 'prop'. These three

cases correspond to questions not expressed in the

interrogative form, open questions, and closed questions,

statements or commands, respectively.

Each type of sentence is labelled by a token which

appears in its logical structure. A clean separation

among user types of request facilitates ' their further

treatment (eg. answering, remembering, etc.).

The available tokens are:

question(conj) - for the conjunction of two questions,

question - for questions not expressed in the
interrogative form, and for closed
questions,
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howmany - for open questions starting with an
interrogative article 'quar.tos' (how
many), optionally preceded by a
preposition, and by an interrogative
pronoun followed by verb 'ser' (to be)
or 'estar' (to be);
these two linguistic constructions have
different skeletons;

howmany([G-X,D],0) (1)

howmany(G-D-XjO) (2)

respectively, where 'o' represents the
logical structure of the question; *G'
and 'd' are the gender and the domain
associated to variable 'x'; 'x*
represents the unknown quantity
requested by the question: an
individual in (1)> and a set in (2);

which - for open questions starting with
interrogative pronouns 'qual' (which;
what) and 'quern' (who) followed by
verbs 'ser' or 'estar' (to be), and by
any other interrogative pronoun and
verb;
these two linguistic constructions have
different skeletons,

which ( (g-n) -d-x--0)

which((g-n)-d-x,k,0)

respectively, where 'o' represents the
logical structure of the question;
'g', 'n', 'd' and 'k' are the gender,
number, domain and case associated with
the variable 'x', the unknown quantity
requested by the question.

fact(conj) - for the conjunction of two statements,

fact — for single statements; and

order - for commands;

A sentence is always formed by a phrase, 'prop', and

an end; 'final'; The end is responsible for detecting

the final punctuation mark of the sentence and for
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structures
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sentence's

II) Phrase(s)

Formation rules 4, 5; 6> 7 & 8 state that a phrase

is composed of two parts: nucleus, 'nucleus', and

complements> 'compls's A phrase may also be followed by

another phrase; separated by a comma and/or a conjunction

'e' (and)^ and this is recognized by 'continue'^

The phrase nucleus is composed by the subject

(argument)V 'arg'> optionally followed by negation,

'neg'j and a verb, 'verb''. However other forms are

available for the nucleus; Rule 6 defines a particular

verb phrase with adverbial group which appears in the

following sentences;

"Artificial Intelligence" tern como autor Niisson. (1)
("Artificial Intelligence" has as its author Nilsson.)

"Artificial Intelligence" tern Nilsson como autor. (2)
("Artificial Intelligence" has Nilsson as author.)

Rules 7 & 8 define the nucleus of typical imperative

statements > as for example the following sentences ;

De-me a classificacao de "Artificial Intelligence"! (3)
(Give me the classification of "Artificial
Intellig ence"!)

Classifique a "Artificial Intelligence"! (4)
(Classify "Artificial Intelligence"!)



Ill) Open questions and relative clauses

Formation rule 2 handles the analysis of open

questions through the machinery behind rules 12 & 13 for

interrogative or relative pronouns 'int_rell'; The same

machinery also applies to relative clauses, through rules

27 & 28;

The relative clause bears a large number of

similarities to open questions; hence it is possible

to rely on a number of conclusions about open questions

without an excessive amount of repetition in the analysis

of relative clauses; since the relative pronouns appear,

in general; to be the same as the interrogative pronouns

(relative pronoun 'whose' is an exception); Relative

clauses systematically lack exactly one noun phrase in a

position where we would normally expect such a noun

phrase to appear on the basis of the verb; Furthermore

the interrogative pronoun always appears in initial

position; and there is always a noun phrase missing

elsewhere in the sentence, except when the interrogative

pronoun is the subject of the sentence; The type of each

phrase is ascribed in one argument of 'int_rell';

We consider first open questions; and secondly

relative clauses;
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Open questions involve movement rules able to switch

words or phrases from one position to another within the

sentence. They are characterized by the interaction

between argument inversion and the presence of a wh-word

(interrogative pronoun or article) in sentence initial

positionv

Example: The declarative sentence*

Nilsson publica na "McGraw Hill"; (5)
(Nilsson is published by "McGraw Hill";)

has the same propositional content as the
interrogative sentence*

Onde publica Nilsson? (6)
(By whom is Nilsson published?)

characterized by two movements:

a) the complement 'na "McGraw Hill"' (by "McGraw
Hill"') was moved to the beginning of the sentence and
masked under the interrogative pronoun 'onde' (where);

b) the subject 'Nilsson' was moved to after the verb*

This example suggests one of the three rules (17* 18

& 19) defining the complements* namely rule 17: one of

the complements* which appear after the verb in

interrogative sentences* is moved to the beginning of a

declarative sentence, to function as an interrogative

pronoun1. This kind of complement is called moving

complement* 'mov_arg'* and the rules responsible for its

switch are the formation rule 12 and the complex

formation rule 13;
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Rule 12 states that the argument generated by the

interrogative pronoun is at the beginning of the

sentence1. This is the case for sentences questioning

about its argument, as

Quern e' o author de "Artificial Intelligence"? (7)
(Who is the author of "Artificial Intelligence"?)

Rule 12 also states that 'int_rell' is substituted

by 'int_rel2', in order to mark this occurrences

Rule 13 switches the place of the moving argument,

from after the nucleus to before the nucleus, renames it

as argument 'arg', and subtitutes 'int_rell' by
'

intj_rel2' S. Finally, the argument 'arg' is transformed

into the corresponding pronoun through complex formation

rule 14s

In what concerns the movement of the subject

'Nilsson' in sentence (6)> a complex formation rule is

required for dealing with the argument of the

nucleus* 'publica Nilsson' (publishes Nilsson). Such a

rule belongs to a set of three rules for handling the

subjects, rules 20 & 21 for the inversion of arguments

and rule 22 for the standard construction of declarative

sentences'.

Complex formation rule 21 is able to recognize the

switch of the argument from before the verb to after the

verb*. The rule 'invmark' sets off an indication of that
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inversion^ used when a sentence starts with 'nenhuni' (no)

or with 'ninguem' (nobody)w Rules 20 and 21 serve also

to handle the argument inversion occurring in closed

question^ such as^

E' Nilsson um autor?

(Is Nilsson an author?)
(8)

In the following figure we present the analysis of

sentence (6)v

Sentence: Onde publico Nisson?
rtJes iced by order : 2.13,14,54,5.21.11,41,22,23,4,17

prin

final

int_ret 2. _ , x v

! I 1
, /\l} [erg] org ^ ne| verb \Ninudeusj movjorg corrpte

/ ,, \ [mcw-org] [j
pron neg verb irvimcrk. erg \ ^

i 1 ! /X
int.pron [ ] [ ] case aphrase

I i icose(sub) proper-noun

* k r *■ i[cnetej [pubica] 11 [n:lssonJ

Fig w 23

Linguistic diagram

[?]

The diagram is a tree, a phrase structure for the

sentence, constructed by the program during its search

(failed branches are not considered). This tree is

composed of two kinds of lines: solid lines represent

expansions of nor. terminals, and broken lines represent

the terminals inserted in the input string by the

re-writing rules which have these terminals on their
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left-hand side. At the bottom of the diagram are shown

the constituents of the surface structure of the

sentence* corresponding to the terminals of the whole

tree structure. The order of use of the rules is also

marked;

corresponding to the interrogative sentence considered

previously) is presented in the next figure* where we

observe the presence of one complex formation rule;

'contract'* for governing the contraction of prepositions

with articles;

The diagram for declarative sentence (5)*

Sentence : Nilssorf publico no "McGrtiw KM".
rules used by order: 3,4,5,22,23,46,11,18,22,52,24

prm

org neg verb compts erg [ ]

I i

fnilssonj [publico] [pa] (mcgrmv hit] [.]

Fig;24

Linguistic diagram
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The open question?

Quantos autores nao escrevem na "North-Holland"? (9)
(How many authors do not write for "North-Holland"?)

whose diagram is presented in the following figure, shows

the way the interrogative article is brought out by

substitution rule 14, and the most general form of an

argument, as expressed by rules 22, 23? 24? 25, & 26. On

the other hand, it is also shown how rule 15 substitutes

the article of the noun phrase 'n_phrase', by the

interrogative article, 'interrog_art'w

int-rel 1

Sentence : Quartos autones nao escrevem na "North Holland"?
ruk?s used by order; 2,12,15, 4, 5. 22, 25, 26, 9,19, 22, 52, 24, 29, 31

prin

T
prop final

*
cose interrog-Grt \*

case (sub)

n

Tquc IS*]

s.nuaeus ccrrrts relatives

XV.\ I
art ajjs rxxn aj j.g C 1 L J

i

rauire?] [na5 [«cre>ernl [na]

carrptt

, /\"erb compte arg

r case tvphrase

i 7x
case(pn?pteml def-al crcpecncurs

XV 1 I
mntroa y, reml [Q]

' • , 4
I * /

Lnorth-hcHax)] [?]

Fig w 25

Linguistic diagram

Let us now discuss how a relative clause is

analysed; In its function? a relative clause, like an

adjective? is a modifier of the noun. In many cases, it

is possible to paraphrase a sentence that has an
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adjective with one that has a relative clauses

Hewitt e' urn conhecido autori (10)
(Hewitt is a known authors)

Hewitt e' um autor que e' conhecido. (11)
(Hewitt is an author who is known.)

The relative clause contains an argument, a verb and

its complements, and is a constituent of a noun phrases

This fact allows the expansion of a noun phrase by

attaching a relative clause1. This attachment may be

applied indefinitely> just as long as there is a noun

phrases This phenomenon,"called recursion, is a property

of natural languagesfc

Formation rules 25, 27 and 28 show the syntactical

construction of relative clauses> and the process of

recursions Rule 27 introduces 'int^_rell', which

recognizes the relative pronoun and generates the

argument of the relative clause;

The analysis of sentence (11), is shown in the

following diagrams
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Sentence: Hewitt e um autor que e conheddo.
rules used by order : 3. 4.5. 22. 46. Tl. 19.18. 22,50, 25.26,18. 27. 12.14, 56. 4, 5.18. 28

prin

o^se n_ph rase [] ve

caseCsuj) prcper.noun

i i
U pns

[hewitt]

final

case-noun i s.nucleus- . _ connpis

I /rv. iind_art ; art Gdjs noun

a^.g IJ int.reM
i fart] t:

prop redNes

[e3 Lurn] fcJtorD

1-. I
t.rd 2 ' nucleus ccrrrts contjnue u

i Ai 1
p-bn |crg reg verb [] [J

HI IA
ret.^on Hare] [J acS

rii
[que] [el [pcnheccb]

Fig ; 26

Linguistic diagram

Another open question;

Quais os autores cujo livreiro e' Elsevier? (12)
(Who are the authors whose publisher is Elsevier?)

introduces again the machinery *int_reli' used either for

open questions or for relative clauses;

Complex formation rules 14 and 27 handle the

interrogative pronoun and the relative pronoun;

respectively;
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Rule 14 was explained in a previous example. As

regards relative clauses, formation rules 27 and 28 are

responsible for their analysis; Rule 27 uses the

machinery behind 'int_rell', and in particular rule 16
y

which takes care of the relative pronoun;

Let us explain substitution rule 16 with the

relative clause

cujo livreiro e' Elsevier (13)
(whose publisher is Elsevier)

of sentence (12); We write it as

o livreiro dos autores e' Elsevier (14)
(the publisher of the authors is Elsevier)

to make explicit the role played by the relative pronoun;

The relative clause (13), like an adjective, is a

modifier of noun 'autores' (authors) in sentence (12);

The modifier is not simply a relative pronoun followed by

a sentence. By comparing phrases (13) and (14) we note a

movement transformation; The argument 'autores'

(authors)i playing as complement of 'livreiro'

(publisher) in (14)> is deleted, substituted for the

relative pronoun 'cujo'(whose), placed as the head of the

relative clause. Moreover; it is necessary to delete the

definite article which is embedded in the pronoun. Rules

16 and 42 achieve both objectives: rule 16 substitutes

the moving argument, 'mov_arg', by the pronoun, and rule

42 inserts the definite article taken out by 's_nucleus'>
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defined by rule 26.

The above open question (12) presents an ellipsis of
the verb tense 'sao' (are)> very common in this type of
Portuguese questions*

insertion rule 58,

The ellipsis is handled by

responsible for detecting the

interrogative pronoun and for inserting the missing verb
tense 'sao' (are); The following figure shows the
analysis of this questions

Sentence : Quais os autores cujo editor 6 Elsevier?
rules used by order : 2.12 .14. 53.59 .4. 5,19.22.25. 26,23. 31.18 .27,12.16 .4 6 .56.42 .26.4.5.22. 25, 17. 18.23.

19,22.51, 23,29.31.28

prin

int.

irrt-ret 2 \

pron

i, X\."

] case rephrase

i rX—.
case (nouns) s.nuoecs ccmpis reiotwes

"XXf I
[] art ad; noun ad;_g u

[quaisj

/ i \
[] propecnoLn U

nps case pron def.marx.'SJTjaeus V*
I \ !/A !

relatives

ruclets Gemote continue

at^^^ea^^rp^cSrTXs erg {]

case(sub) reLprcnl]/ art odj nounit; case
i '

lautDres]

I[V crt acii r.O'jnii! cose l! 1 t! casa apfra;
/ i | f\ 1
'detain fcass; s.rucieus ccrrcls reta*.M?s

"1- :! 'A i
jfdet.Jia

fcujo]

;r^.nucte us] mov.crg corrpte i)
[rrov.ana [)

(editor} s%-. f

ccEet proper
nctr, .najn

u pns

[O [jlsevreg^

Fig.27

Linguistic diagram
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IV) Articles

Articles are defined in Appendix 1 and discussed in

Chapter 3; In the following, we consider the

implementation of those definitions;

The semantics of an article is specified by a

grammar rule, such as

art(A-D-X,Ol;02,for([X,D] ,03,04)) —> articles

In the left-hand side of the rule variable 'x'

stands for the phrase subject, where 'a' and 'd* are its

agreement (gender and number) and domain; 'Ol' and '02'

correspond to the properties attached to the subject and

predicate; '03' and '04' are the logical formulae of our

logical system, containing 'Ol' and '02'; '04' stands

also for the definition of cardinality of the article;

The right-hand side of the rule consists of a

non-terminal or a terminal; optionally followed by a

sequence of extra conditions (Prolog procedure calls);

This non-terminal simply makes the access to the terminal

forms w

1) Article 'o' (the)

art((G-sin)-D-X;Ol,02,for([X,D],Ol>
if(card(X,equal,1),02))) —> def art(G-sin)

def'art(A) —> [def art(A)];
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def_art(fem-sin) —> [a];
def art(mas-sin) —> [o]i

Example: the sentence containing a definite noun phrase>

Nilsson e' o autor de "Artificial Intelligence"'t
(Nilsson is the author of "Artificial Intelligence"!.)

has the following description:

fact (
for([X,typ(V)]t

pr(author(X>[artificial intelligence])),
if(card(X^equal, 1)»

pr(set_equal([nils son] ,X))]))

which is represented by the following tree:

fact

[X ,typ(v)]

card

,/N I
X [ artificial X equal 1 set.eQjai

inteiigeacej

[ntlsson]

Fig . 28

Logical tree structure

whose meaning is:

for those (sets of individuals) 'x', belonging to the

domain 'typ' (types: authors and publishers)> such that
'

X' is the author of "artificial intelligence", if the

cardinality of 'x' is equal to 1^ then 'x' is Nilssonv
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2} Article 'os' (the)

art ( (G-plu) -D—X , 0102 > for( [X,D] ,0l>
if(card(X>greater,0),02))) --> def_art(G-plu) t

def_art(fem-piu) --> [as]s
def_art(mas-plu) —> [os]i

3) Article 'um' (a)

art((G-sin)-D-X>01>02> for(([X,D]>and(Ol,02)%
card(X/greater,0))) --> ind_art(G-sin)«

ind_art(_)^ [pessoa] —> [alguem]s
ind_art(mas-sin) —> [um] ; [algum]i
indj_art( fem-sin) —> [uma] ; [algumajfc
ind_art(A) --> [ind_art(A)]t

This rule also serves for the interpretation of 'alguem'

(somebody). As the meaning of this article is 'alguma

pessoa' (some person), it is necessary to introduce the

word 'pessoa' (person) as a left-hand terminal of rule
'

ind_art' •»

4) Article 'uns' (some)

art((G-plu)-D-X>01,02,for([X,D],and(01,02),
card(X,greater,1))) —> ind_art(G-plu)S

ind_art(mas-plu) —> [uns] ; [alguns]s
ind_art(fem-plu) —> [umas] ; [alguns];

Rules 47> 48, 49> 50 and 51 support the

interpretation of indefinite articles by handling their

ellipsis and generation according to the cases
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5) Article 'todo o' (every;all the)

art (A-D-X>02> for( [X>D] ,and (0l*not(02) )
card (X > equal / 0 ) ) ) —> todo_art(A) :

todo_art(mas-sin) --> [todo,o]i
todo_art ( fem-s in) —> [toda,ah
todo^_art (_-sin) —> [qualquer]fc
todo_art(mas-plu) —> [todos,os]i
todo_art(fem-plu) —> [todas,as]i
todo_art(_-plu) —> [quaisquer]*
todo_art(_-sin) —> [cada];

In Portuguese the word 'todo' (every) appears on its

own when it operates as an indefinite pronoun. In all

other cases, the word 'todo' is always followed by the

definite article. This rule serves also for the

interpretation of 'cads' (each) and 'qualquer' (any); We

observe that the Portuguese article 'quaiquer' is similar

to English article 'any'; It has two different senses

('every' and 'some') according to the context where is

inserted;

Example:

Qualquer autor escreve na North-Holland;
(Every author writes for North-Holland;)

A North-Holland nao tern qualquer escritor;
(North-Holland doesn't have any writer.)

The impossibility of dealing with the two senses of

'any' is a limitation of Colmerauer's framework; The

French article 'quelque' is not similar to 'any' because

it has only one sense ('some')i
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6) Article 'nem todos os' (not all the)

art (A-D-X,0l>02,for([X,D],and(Ol>not(02)) ,

card (X > greater> 0 )) ) —>
[not_all (A) ] , {negative}'.

not'all(A) —> [nem], todo art(A)t

This rule operates with rule 45 and the definition

of article 'todo_art'. The rule 45 states that 'not_all'

imposes the case subject> and it calls the rule

'not__all''. In fact* this article is decomposed into the

particle 'nem' (neither) and the article 'todos os' (ail

the) i

The extra condition 'negative' handles negation

constructions; It distinguishes standard constructions

from double negation constructions, imposed by article

'nenhum' (no) v as it is explained in the following*.

7) Articles 'nenhum' (no) and 'nenhuns' (no)

art((G-sin)-D-X,01,02,not(for([X>D],and(Ol>02),
card(X,greater,0)))) —> none(G-sin),{negative}.

art((G-plu)-D-X,Ol,02,not(for([X>D],and(Ol>02),
card(X*greater}1)))) —> none(G-plu)>{negative}w

none (mas-s in) —■> [nenhum] i.
none(fern-sin) —> [nenhuma]i
none (mas-plu) —> [nenhuns] •;
none(fem-plu) —> [nenhumasjt
none(_), [pessoa] —> noneli
none(_), [tipo] —> nonelt
none(A) —> [none(A) ] i

nonel —> [ninguem];
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Article 'nenhum/nenhuns' (no) is supported by rules

40 and 44 for dealing with ellipsis and generation of an

article. This rule also serves for the interpretation of

'ninguem' (nobody). As the meaning of this article is

'nenhuma pessoa' (no person) ; it is necessary to

introduce the word 'pessoa' (person) as left-hand

terminal of the rule 'none';

'nenhum' (no) imposes a double negation when it

appears after the verb, and some auxiliary rules are

needed for analysing the negation;

Let us consider two main constructions and the

corresponding negation rules:

(1) Nilsson nao tern nenhum livro.
(Nilsson doesn't have any book;)

Surface structure: ;;;nao + verb + nenhum.;;

negation rule:

neg(0,0),[verb(X>Ol),none(A)] —>
[nao], verb(X,Ol), none(A);

(2) Nilsson nao escreve para nenhum livreiro;
(Nilsson does not write for any publisher.)

Surface structure:

;»;nao + verb + prep + nenhumswv

negation rule:

neg(O,0),[verb(X,01),P,none(A)] —> [nao];
verb(X,Ol),[P],(prep(P)), none(A)w
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This kind of construction has a particular form;

Nilsson nao e' autor de nenhpm livroi
(Nilsson is not the author of any book.)

Surface structure:

;;;nao + aux verb + noun + prep + nenhunr. . ;

This construction is characterized by the appearance

of a common noun between the auxiliary verb and the

preposition; A new rule for copulative verb is needed;

verb([A-D-X>Y]/0) —> copula(A), noun([A-D-X>Y],0)*

because the rules for the complements cannot handle the

kind of constructions generated by the negation rules'.

The negation rules are completed by rules 9, 10 and

11; Rule 9 asserts the predicate 'negative' when a

negation occurs;

8) Numerals

art(A-D-X,Ol>02, for ( [ X , D ] ,and(Ol,02) r card (X,. equals I) ) )
--> nb(I)

nb(I) —> [I]r {integer(I)};

There is a particular case for numerals; shown in

the following sentence:

Quais
(What

os 3 livros de Nilsson?
are the 3 books from Nilsson?)
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The numeral 3 is preceded by a plural definite

article 'os' (the). A new rule is therefore necessary

for dealing with this kind of construction:

art ( (G-plu)-D-X,01,02,for( [X,D] ,Ol,
if (card(X,equal,I),02))) —> def_art(G-plu) , nb(i) .

V) Special verbs

We call "special" those verbs used in a particular

fashion, some either as auxiliaries or as main verbs, and

others without argument. Verbs surh as 'ser' and 'estar'

(to be), 'ter' (to have) and 'haver' (to exist) belong to

this class.

V.l) Verbs 'ser'(to be) and 'estar'(to be)

'Ser' and 'estar' are main verbs normally

denote existence of, or to give information

person or thing:

Elsevier e' editor.
(Elsevier is a publisher.)

This use is governed by the following rule,

verb( [(G-N)-D-X, noun-A-D-Y, pr(set_equal(X,Y) )) -->
ve ( ser, II) .

ve(type,N) --> [Verb], {vel(Verb,Type,N)}.

vel(e', ser,sin).
vel(foi,ser,sin) .

vel(sao,ser,plu) .

vel (foram,ser,plu) .

used to

about, a
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vel (esta' ,estar>sin) •.

vel(estao,estar,plu);

The verb establishes an equality between the argument and

the subject complement'. This equality is ascribed to the

verb's definition through the inclusion of the property

'set_equal'> whose meaning is set equalitys

'Ser' and 'estar' are also copulative or linking

verbsw In this case/ the verbs do not introduce any

property'.-

The copula 'ser' (to be) stipulates three possible

kinds of relationship between two nouns A and B:

i) A and B refer to the same individual (A=B)

(both A and B are specified, and can occur in
either order)

ii) A belongs to the class B (At. B)

(only A is specified, where as B necessarily
refers to any number of individuals)

iii) All members of A are members of B (ACB)

(neither A nor B refers to a specific
individual) '.

Let us take an example of ii)

A Elsevier e' uma livreira;
(Elsevier is a publisher.)

The subject complement 'livreira' (publisher)

introduces the case 'noun', defined by rule 51; It may

be constructed with an indefinite article as above, or
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with a definite article;

The example shows that the subject complement

introduces a property associated with the argument

'Elsevier'; and a new rule is therefore necessary for

taking into account this new fact>

verb ( [A-D-X,noun-Al-Dl-X] , t) --> copula(A) ;

copula(_-N) —> ve(ser,N)v
copula(_-N) —> ve(estar>N)t

where 't' represents a property which is always true;

The case is governed by rules 49; 50 and 51. Rules 49

and 50 serve to capture the property introduced by the

subject complement/ either as a result of the lack or

presence of the indefinite article. Rule 51 takes into

account all the other forms/

'Ser' and 'estar' are also auxiliary verbs used with

the past participle to form the present perfect and the

past perfect:

"Artificial Intelligence" esta' classificado;
("Artificial Intelligence" is classified.)

This use is governed by the following rule,

verb([A-X,;;L],O) —> copula(A);adj([A-X,;;L],0);

where the past participle is considered as an adjective;
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V.2) Verb 'ter'(to have)

'ter' is a main verb meaning 'have' which requests a

direct object#

"Computational Semantics" tern uma classificacaoi
("Computational Semantics" has a classification.)

This use is governed by the following rule#

verb([(G-N)-Dl-X,dir-A-D2-Y],pr(have(Dl#X>D2,Y))) —>
ve(ter>N)v

ve(Type,N) —> [Verb], {vel(Verb,Type#N)};
vel(tern,ter#)fc

The verb introduces the relation 'have' which

depends on the argument and direct object's domains-. So>

with this double dependence we have only one verb rule

for several uses of 'have'# which arise on account of the

interchange of its argument and its direct object; The

verb introduces the case 'dir' which is defined by rules

47 and 48s

Here are examples of several uses of verb 'ter' (have):

Que livreiros tern Nilsson?
(What publishers has Nilsson?)

Quantos livreiros tern Nilsson?
(How many publishers has Nilsson?)

Nilsson tern urn livreiro.
(Nilsson has one publisher.)

Quern tern livreiros?
(Who has publishers?)
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Verb 'ter' is also used in adverbial constructions, such

as t

"Artificial Intelligence" tem como autor Nilsson'.
("Artificial Intelligence" has as author Nilsson.)

which has an alternative construction in Portuguese*

"Artificial Intelligence" tem Nilsson como autorw
("Artificial Intelligence" has Nilsson as author.)

Rule 6 is able to deal with both constructions

through the definition of adverbial groups and the

introduction of the property 'set_equal'. Let us observe

with more detail how this rule is built up>

"Artificial Intelligence" tern como autor Nilssonv
v. _

*

paraphrase: J o A de
! (the A of

V

V
/

>
B e' j
B is 3)

✓ »
/ 1

I

+ i *
Y Z X

("Artificial Intelligence" has as author Nilsson'.)

This paraphrase is achieved by the following rule

(rule 6 with explicit arguments),

nucleus( [noun-A-D-Z]; set_equal(X,Z),02,0) —>
arg(sub-Y,04,O), neg(03,04), ve(ter,_)>
adv^g(Al-D-Z,prep(de)-Y,02,03);

where the adverbial group is defined as>

adv_g (X , Y > 01O) --> adver, s_nucleus ( [ X , Y , w <. L ] > v , 01,02)
compi s ( L > 02 ,0)
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These rules are written by comparing the ordering of

the elements of the input string with the corresponding

level in the current phrase structure tree. By doing so;

we discover in what grammar rules it is necessary to do

the right transformations; For the construction in

discussion; a new rule was written upon rule 5f requiring

the definition of adverbial group 'adv_g's

Vw 3) Verb 'haver'(to exist)

'Haver' is a main verb used to denote existence oft

It requires an argument;

Ha' um livro escrito por Charniakv
(There is a book written by Charniak;)

and introduces a case 'noun';

This use is governed by the following rule;

verb([A-D-X,noun-Al-Dl-X],t) ; [um,titulo] —>
ve(have;sin)v

vel(ha'/haver,sin)«

similar to the rule for verb 'ser' (to be) when the

subject complement is preceded by an indefinite article;

except for the introduction of the necessary argument;

The required argument is introduced by the left-hand

terminal 'um titulo' (a title)t
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4; 5'. ANALYSIS OF PORTUGUESE SENTENCES

The subset of Portuguese grammar, discussed so far>

is written in Prolog as a DCGi It determines what to do

with a Portuguese sentence; ie. it is simultaneously

responsible for the syntactical analysis of a sentence

and for its translation into a logical structure (see

section 3 *. 3) . The syntactical analysis or parsing

consists of showing that a string of words defines a

sentence according to given rules of grammar. The

translation consists of describing the sentence meaning

as a program by plugging well-formed formulae into a

logical structures

We consider how TUGA achieves the analysis of

Portuguese sentences by taking an example and displaying

the overall analysis process on a tree. Three snapshots

are presented to show its intermediate results.

Example: Let us consider TUGA grammar and

the following sentence;

O titulo que Nilsson tern e' "Artificial Intelligence"'.
(The title that Nilsson has is "Artificial
Intelligence" '. )

The analysis process is represented by a tree. We

only consider the successful part of the search done by

the grammar, and disregard all the backtracking. The

execution machinery of Prolog is implicit'.
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Sertence: O titulo que Nilsson tem e "Artificid Intelligence".
rules used by order: 3,4.5.22.46.25.13.27,13,14.56.5.22,23,29.4.17,28.11.19.51.23.29

tcQ r titulo]

I
[Tov.argl aornpls

I artificial intelligence] C-]

Figi29

Linguistic diagram

The analysis of the sentence, which was transformed

into a list* is done from left-to-right. We choose three

points A, B and C in the tree of the figure above to

present fragment terms of the sentence analysed. Below

each term is presented the sentence segment to be

analysed further on;
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Snapshot A

s_nucleus([(mas-sin), tit(V), X ] ,
Y >

pr(title(X))>
Z t

for([X,tit(V)]>
Y>
if(card(X,equal,1),

Z)))

[que, nilsson^ tem> 'e'artificial intelligence,;,]

Snaps hot B

arg(sub-(mas-sin)-tit(V)-Xk
Z >

for([X> typ(V)]i
and(pr(title(X)),

pr(have(typ(aut(V)),[nilsson],tit(V)»X)))>
if(card(X>equalyl),

Z)))

['e'"> artificial intelligencer. ]

Snapshot C

prin(fact(
for( [ X , t it (V) ] ,

and(pr(title(X)),
pr(have(typ(aut(V)) ,[nilsson],tit(V) ,X))) ,

if (card (X , equal1) ,

pr(set_equal(X,[artificial intelligence]))))))
[ )

The snapshot C gives the final product of the DCG>

the logical structure for the above sentence, recognized

as an assertions This structure is represented in figure

3 0s
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tact

lor

[x.tit(v)]

x typ(outv) fntesor} ttM x

Fig-. 30

Computational structure

x [artificd
inteCigenoe]

The logical reading of this structure is: "for those

'X* belonging to the domain of titles such that 'x' is a

title and 'nilsson' has 'x', it ij3 true that 'x' equals

[artificial intelligence] i_f the cardinality of 'x*

equals 1"v

4; 6'. COMPUTATION OF ANSWERS

Computation of answers consists of: 1) evaluating

the logical structure corresponding to the translation of

some sentence, and according to a certain logical system

and to the items retrieved from the data base, and

2) generation of output messages:
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In Chapter 3 we surveyed this matter by presenting a

general description of the algorithm adopted for

evaluating the structure; Now, we present implementation

details by discussing several procedures through examples

of different linguistic constructions'.

If, in everyday dialogue, some question, statement

or command is posed, we may decide on a certain answer;

yet statements and command don't usually call for an

answer; TUGA answers in all cases; The following

dialogues are an example:

(1) u- Onde publica Nilsson?
(By whom is Nilsson published?)

p- Na "McGraw Hill"#
(At "McGraw Hill";)

(2) u- Quern e' o livreiro de "Artificial Intelligence"?
(Who is the publisher of "Artificial
Intelligence"?)

p- "McGraw Hill";

(3) u- E' Winograd o autor de "Programming in POP-2"?
(Is Winograd the author of "Programming in
POP-2"?)

p- Nao;
(No; )

(4) p- Quer mais aocumentos?
(Do you want more documents?)

u- Nao quero; (No, I don't;

p- E que mais? And what else?)

(5) p- Por favor; de-me uma (Please, give me one
referencia do reference of the
documento em questao? document in question?)

u- Desisto; (I give up;)
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p- Esta' bem1,
E que mais?

(All right.
Ana what else?)

Consider the piece of dialogue (1) '. The request

posed is an open question, starting with the

interrogative pronoun 'onde' (where)> and composed of an

ordinary verb 'publicar' (to publish) plus the

preposition 'em' (at); The interrogative pronoun 'onde'

(where) is a member of a set of wh-words which are

analysed as:

quem(who) a'.gum (some)
que (which)
como (how)

onde (where)

Fig31

Set of wh—word:

The declarative sentence, corresponding to the

question>

Nilsson publica na "McGraw Hill"t
(Nilsson is published by "McGraw Hill".)

shows explicitly a prepositional phrase and the

quantification introduced by the definite article 'a'

(the)^ through the contraction 'na' of preposition 'em'
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(at) plus the definite article 'a' (the). However, the

quantification is not explicit in the question. The

answer of dialogue (l)v

Na "McGraw Hill"s
(At "McGraw Hill"'.)

contains a contraction) where the definite article 'a'

agrees with the gender of the proper noun "McGraw Hill"

(the gender of 'editora' (publisher) is feminine), which

is the data item retrieved*.

Consider now the previous dialogue piece (2)'. The

question posed is an open one, starting with the

interrogative pronoun 'quern' (who), and followed by verb

'ser' (to be)b This verb requires a definite article,

'o' (the) ; and therefore the quantification is introduced

explicitly) The question is built upon a noun phrase

quantified by the definite article-.

The answer)

"McGraw Hill")

is a proper noun, the data item retrieved).

Consider now the previous dialogue piece (3). The

question posed is a closed one, and imposes a yes/no

answeri

Pieces of dialogue (1)> (2) and (3) refer to the

program's library knowledge^ However, the program is

also able to accept user sentences not referring to that
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knowledge or undoing the action that had already started.

Consider now dialogue piece (4); The program asks

whether more data is required, and receives a negative

answers

Consider now the previous dialogue piece (5) '. The

program interrogates the user during the classification

process of a document. The user gives up> and the

program stops the current dialogue and returns to the

main dialogue courses

These examples show clearly that the program may

access different sorts of knowledge in order to construct

an appropriate answer: the syntactical and the semantic

knowledge* and the logical system. The syntactical

knowledge groups the aspects concerning the linguistic

form of the sentence (eg. the interrogative marker and

main verb for questions); The semantic knowledge

concerns the logical interpretation of the sentence; The

logical system supports the program's evaluation of that

logical structure;

The program also needs computational knowledge for

guiding and carrying out its answering function; The

guidance is provided by the grammar module of the

program-. The grammar constructs a skeleton for each

sentence's type; in which is embedded its logical

structure and some syntactical information about the
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sentence;

Example: the user sentence of dialogue (1)>

Onde publica Nilsson?
(By whom is Nilsson published?)

has the following skeleton, where the third argument

represents the logical structure of the sentence*

which((G-N)-typ(pub(v))-X*
prep (em) j,
pr (

pubj_of_aut (X, coord ( [nilsson3 ) ) ) )

where

'which' is the token for gualifying the question type,
'g' is the gender of 'x'*
'n' is the number of 'x'*
'typ(pub(V)) is the domain of 'x'
'x' is the variable standing for the requested data

item (s) :
'prep(em)' is the case,
'pr(P)' is a term to allow the handling of property

P *
'P' is the property introduced by the verb

'publicar'(to publish), and it relates the sentence
participant 'Nilsson' with the variable 'X'. The
participant 'Nilsson' is inside a term marked by
'coord' which appears only for n-ary relations (n
greater than 1). Here, the predicate 'coord' is of
no use, because its argument is a. one-member list,
ie; there is no coordination in the sentence;

Otherwise* it determines a certain kind of
procedure for relating the arguments of the above
2-ary relation, and hence a certain data base
search for selecting the possible individuals for
'X'* one by one;

In figure 32, we present the classification of the

kind of knowledge used to support the answering of user

requests;
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Sentence

linguistic form

coordination of
two statements

statement

coordination of two
closed questions

closed question

open question '
which

hew
mary

hOW
rrary

como
onde
quando
quanto
to) que
prep) quern

como

qual/quais
quern
qiem

quantas
quantos

any

ester
ser
ser
ter

(prep)q-jontas I
(prep)quantos j or*

factt

question (coqjC

questiont

which

which

howmary [G-K.DJ.

hewmary G-D-X,

O)

01. 02 »

0)

(G-N)-D-X.K, 0)

(G-N)-D-X. 0)

O)

0)

unclassified

Figs 32

Knowledge for answering user requests

In brief, the computation of answers is the purpose

of the TUGA semantic system, and it has three main

aspects:

1) Accessing the data base to find or verify data
items related to the user request. This is the
retrieval aspect; it is dealt with by modules
DBMS and DBASE of TUGAw

2) Evaluating the logical structure corresponding to
the request sentence, on the basis of three
truth-values : true, false and undefined-. This
is the evaluation aspect; it is dealt with by
module DBMS of TUGA-.
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3) Forming the answer by choosing the appropriate
standard form, and by inserting into it the data
items selected; This is the output aspect; it
is dealt with by module OUTPUT of TUGA;

These aspects are the subject of the following two

subsections;

4 i 6 ; 1 ; THE RETRIEVAL AND EVALUATION ASPECTS

The retrieval aspect is discussed by considering the

treatment of singular versus plural; when quantification

is present or presupposed, and the evaluation aspect by

considering the treatment of conditional, of negation,

and of meaningless;

We start by examining open questions because they

present sufficient complexity to cover all the aspects

dealt with by the other types of request;

Open questions are classified into two types:

'which' questions and 'howmany' questions; The second

type deals with questions requesting a numeral, and the

first one deals with all the other cases involving the

retrieval of data items; Each type is divided into two

subtypes: one for the ellipsis of an article (the

quantification is presupposed); and the other for the

explicit presence of articles co-occurring with special

verbs; By so doing we separate different cases in the
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specification of truth conditions. The four subtypes are

all different as regards their respective skeletons. The

subtypes regarding the ellipsis are similar for retrieval

and evaluation purposes, and the same for the other two

subtypes ;

Retrieval and evaluation aspects are carried out by

a general procedure called 'find_all' (see module DBMS in

Appendix 3)'. This procedure finds all the individuals

satisfying certain constraints, and eliminates the

redundant ones'. It requires a description of the

individual (s) that is (are) the target of the search" and

an indication of the area to be searched. The

description of the individual(s) is(are) available in the

sentence's logical structure; The area of search is

constrained by the domain of the individual(s) and its

expected cardinality; The information on the cardinality

of articles, present in their definition, allows the

implementation of compatibility and incompatibility

tests; These tests avoid unnecessary calculation of the

cardinality and realize simple comparisons between the

cardinality of the list of individuals in construction

and the expected cardinality, each time a new individual

is found. Compatibility tests specify a minimum of

individuals; and incompatibility tests a maximum of

individuals;
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— 'which ' questions wi th ellipsis of an article

When the article is not present in the question/ the

logical structure is very simple. There is no

quantification/ no quantifier 'for(01;02,03)', and thus

no information regarding the cardinality (see the use of

'for' in the definitions of articles in Appendix 1)'. The

information retrieval procedure 'find_all' presupposes

quantification/ and performs a large search for all

individuals that satisfy the domain and the logical

structure1. The search is done through the domain and the

n-ary relations introduced by verbs; nouns ' and

adjectives. Individuals stored in the data base are

accessed one by onev

Let us consider an example of a question of the type

under discussion;

Example: the sentence;

Onde publica Nilsson? (1)
(By whom is Nilsson published?)

is paraphrased into;

if Nilsson has a publisher then who is he?

The sentence (1) has the following skeleton;

which([X,typ(pub(V))];
prep (em) ;
pr(pub_of_aut(X/coord([nilsson]))))

where the third argument is the logical structure;
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The retrieval procedure 'find_all' verifies whether

Nilsson has a publisher by examining/ one by one, the

individuals belonging to the area of publishers, defined

by the domain 'typ(pub(V))', to see whether that

individual represented by variable 'x', is a publisher of

Nilsson. It does not consider the cardinality of 'x'

because the quantification is not present in the

sentence-.

find_all([X,typ(pub(V))]i
pr (pub_of_aut (X > coord { [nils son ] ) ) )
card/

_)

Note that the fourth argument of 'find_all'

corresponds to the truth value produced by the evaluation

of the logical structures

The computation of the logical structure consists of

verifying the predicate embedded in the term 'pr'/ as

many times as the existing possible individuals 'x'

related with 'nilsson'. This verification is executed by

imposing true as the expected truth value. The

incompatibility and compatibility tests are of no use in

this case because the cardinality is unknown. The term

'coord', inside the relation, imposes an operation of

relating when its argument is a set of individuals*. This

is the case for the coordination of phrase elements/

where the conjunction 'e' (and) , linking proper nouns has

the meaning of logical union, and not of logical
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intersection; as it is currently considered in general

cases fc

The verification is not always so simple as in the

example of sentence (1). In general, one has a term more

complex than the simple 'pr' term discussed above;

Therefore; it is necessary to decompose it into single

patterns of verification, such as for 'for', 'and';

'non'i and consequently for 'pr' and the inserted

property 'p't Each single verification applies to single

individuals or to sets of individuals (see the discussion

of Colmerauer's hypothesis in section 3;4);

A general verification consists either of a direct

computation of the relation or of a relating operation;

The direct computation of a relation serves to find the

missing individual or to verify the relation validity. A

truth value, true, false or undefined, is assigned to

this computation, according to the result obtained. The

relating operation serves to compare the sets of

individuals, instantiated or to be instantiated in each

relation argument. This comparison of successive

individuals belonging to each argument of the relation

covers four cases: i) the comparison of only one

individual of a set to a single individual; ii) the

comparison of each individual of a set to each individual

of the other set; iii) the comparison of at least one

individual of a set to a single individual; iv) the
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comparison of all individuals of one set to ail

individuals of the other set. A truth value, true or

false, is assigned to the relating procedure, according

to whether the relation holds or does not hold. The

truth value undefined is assigned when at least one

argument of the relation to be verified is the empty

lists

The execution of retrieval procedure 'find_all'

involves the call of several procedures (see module DBMS

of program TUGA), as it is shown in figure 33s

I 1
(ind-ol! fin3_all_non cokuI

verify

I
P

Fig . 33

Verifying and finding procedures
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— 'which' questions with explicit quantifleation

Let us reconsider open questions for the case where

the quantification is made explicit by the presence of an

article;

Example: the sentence?

Quern e' urn livreiro de "Artificial Intelligence"?
(Who is a publisher of "Artificial Intelligence"?)

has the following logical structure?

for([X,typ(pub(V))]?
and(pr(pub_of_tit(X/[artificial intelligence]))*

pr(set_equal(Y?X)))?
card(X,greater,0))

This question specifies a different type of search

for information because the quantification structure

'for' is now present in the logical structure. The

retrieval is accomplished by a verification procedure

which calls the general procedure 'find_ail'?

find_all(
[X,typ(pub(V))]?
and(pr(pub_of_tit(X?[artificial intelligence]))?

pr(set_equal(Y,X)))?
card(X?qreater,0)?
B)

The computation of the logical structure now

consists of verifying the term 'ana'. Hence, the

verification procedure is decomposed into two calls? one

for each member of 'and''. When the individuals found
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satisfy both routines of verification, a truth-value true

is assigned to the overall verification. Otherwise, a

truth value is assigned to the relating procedure*

according to the logical matrix for 'and' (see Appendix

1) »

and t f u

t t f u t - true t

f f f u f - false {
u u u u u - undefined f

I

♦
t > f > u u

The execution of 'find_all' can now be constrained

because the cardinality of the expected individual is

known: ' card (X, greater, 0)' The cardinality of the

publishers to be found in the data base may be greater

than zero, according to the definition of the indefinite

article 'urn' (a) which quantifies 'livreiro' (publisher);

The cardinal corresponds to the third argument of

procedure 'find_all'> exemplified above.

This kind of constraint limits the search space by

imposing two sorts of tests: the incompatibility and the

compatibility tests'. In the present example* the first

one doesn't stop the search because the number of

individuals to be found is different from one or zero*

The second test assigns a truth value true or false*

according to whether the number of individuals found is

identical to the expected cardinality.
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— the treatment cf conditional

We discuss other features of procedures 'find_all'

and 'verify' not yet explained, by considering a

statement'.

Example: the sentences

O tipo que escreve na "McGraw Hill" e' Nilsson*
(The man who writes for "McGraw Hill is Nilssonw)

has the following logical structure^

for ( [X> typ(V) 3
and (pr ( author (X) )

pr(pub_of_aut([mcgraw hill]yX))),
if(card(Xy equal ', 1) y

pr(set_equal(X,[nils son]))))

Statements> as opposed to open questions, require a

single verification procedure. In the above example the

presence of the definite article 'o' (The) imposes this

particular quantification 'for'*. The search for the

individual 'x' is carried out by 'find_all'y

find_all(
[X,typ(V)]y
and(pr(author(X))y

pr(pub_of_aut([mcgraw hill],X)))y
if(card(X,equal,1),

pr(set_equal(X, [nilsson 3 ) ) ) y
3)

The second argument of 'findj_all' is an 'ana'y and

its verification follows the procedure explained in the

previous examples.
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The third argument of 'find_ail' is a conditional',

and contains the definition of cardinality of article

'o's. The conditional is defined by the logical matrix

for 'if' (see Appendix 1)*

if t f u

t t f u

f u u u

u u u u

The conditional 'if' is implemented straighforwardly in

the compatibility test through the procedure

'presuppose'. This procedure tests the compatibility of

the list* representing the individuals found by

'find_all', with the expected cardinality present in the

term 'if'-. If the test is successful* the other property

of 'if' is verified with truth value true or false'. If

not* the truth value undefined is assigned. For the

above example* the cardinality of list 'x'* corresponding

to 'men who write for McGraw Hill'* is 1 because there is

only one member for 'x': Nilsson. Then* the

compatibility is verified-. As regards the

incompatibility test, the conditional is inversed, iev

the resulting truth value is undefined if the

incompatibility is verified'.
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— the treatment of negation

The individuals verifying the negation of a logical

structure are those in the complement set, with respect

to the domain of individuals* of those verifying the

structures When the logical structure has no free

variables* its negation consists only of inverting its

truth value. This treatment of negation is accomplished

in two different models of negation which depend on the

sentence type, and determine two different data base

searches; The first model is used for statements, closed

questions and open questions with explicit

quantification, and the other for open questions with

implicit or presupposed quantification;

Let us consider the first model which follows "the

psychological translation model" of negation

(Clark*1970)s

Example: the sentence*

Nilsson nao tern nenhum livreiro;
(Nilsson has no publisher.)

has the following logical structure:

not(for([X * typ(pub(V))] *

and(pr(pub_of_tit(X,_))*
pr(have(typ(V),[nilsson],typ(pub(V)),X)))*

card(X,greater*0)))
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The negation opera tor 'not' covers the

quantificational description. Therefore, we have a

particular case for the verification procedure. The

verification of a 'not' is performed by calling the

verification of the quantificationa1 structure 'for', and

by inverting its truth value. The verification of a

'for' structure consists of executing the procedure

'find_all'. The inversion is done according to the

logical matrix for 'not',

not t f u

f t u

Let us consider the second model which follows "the

psychological true model" of negation (Trabasso,1970).

For open questions with implicit quantification, the

treatment of negation consists of getting all individuals

that verify the structure with the truth value false. A

formula is naturally considered false if something it

asserts fails, in which case its natural denial is true.

Let us now consider a different example.

Example: the sentence,

Quern nao escreve para "McGraw Hill" ou
"North-Holland"?

(Who does not write for "McGraw Hill" or
" North-HoHand" ?)

has the following skeleton,

which( [X,typ(V)],
not (

pr(pub_of_aut(disj([mcgraw hill,north-holland]),X))))
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where the quantifier 'for' is absent in the second

argument, corresponding to the logical structure of the

sentence*. The predicate 'disj' stands for the

disjunction. It determines, as the predicate 'coord'

previously discussed, a certain kind of procedure for

relating the arguments of the above 2-ary relation.

This sentence imposes a kind of search different

from the previous example1. The quantification is not

explicit and its presupposition is solved by calling the

procedure 'find_all'. However, as the description is now

affected by the negation operator 'not', a new procedure

'find_all_non' is called to treat this kind of negation;

The procedure ' find_allj_non' takes all individuals

belonging to the domain of variable 'x', and verifies for

each one whether the logical structure is true;

— the treatment of meanlngless

The treatment of meaningless sentences; which obtain

the truth value undefined; is confined in TUGA to the

presuppositions introduced only by definite articles;

Example: the following sentence

Erown e' o autor do artigo;
(Brown is the author of the paper.)

makes a presupposition which is interpreted by TUGA with

its current state of knowledge as undefined, because it
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presupposes that there is one and only one paper (known

to the system) > and that this paper has just one author'.

4w6t2; THE OUTPUT ASPECT

Answers are statements occurring in response to user

requests. Each request type requires a specific

answering mode. The normal form of these statements is

simplified in TUGA, as is briefly shown in figure 34'.

request form answer form

open question 'and' of data items or a single
data itemj preceded, where appropriate*
the preposition occurring in the request

closed question standard message

statement standard message

command action followed by a dialogue

Fig .34

Request and answer forms

The answer form for open questions depends on their

specific type, and is generated by procedure 'print'r

print([K-D-G,X]* B)

where 'k' is the syntactical case corresponding to the

role played by the data items retrieved from the data
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base and for the question.

Example: the procedure call of 'print' for question*

Que livro escreveu Winston?
(What book did Winston write?)

has the form*

print([dir.-boo([]) -_*[artificial intelligence]], t)

where 'dir' means that "artificial intelligence" plays

the role direct complement in that question. Case 'dir'

was introduced by verb 'escreveu' (wrote). When the verb

in the question is a special one* 'k' has the value

'sub'* corresponding to a subject, because the

interrogative marker acts as a subject in the sentence.

Example:'? the procedure call of 'print' for the question,

Quern e' o autor de "Artificial Intelligence"?
(Who is the author of "Artificial Intelligence"?)

has the form*

print([sub-typ(aut([]))-_*[wins ton]],t)

where 'k' is 'sub'. For open questions with a 'howmany'

syntactic marker, 'k' would be 'card' because this type

of question requests the cardinality of some individuals.

The truth-value 'b' in the 'print' clause is 't'

(true) for both types of open questions when they are

supported by any verb except special verbs'. In other

cases, the truth value 'b' takes the value obtained by
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the verification procedure-.

The gender 'G' and the domain 'd' serve to make

accurate the answer form, either by imposing an agreement

between the proper noun(s) and the necessary article* or

to insert a standard message-.

The variable 'x' stands for the list of data items

retrieved-. The answer is standard whether 'x' is

variable or the empty list. The answer is also

pre-defined whether the value ' B' is false or undefined.-

The answer form for closed questions and statements

is pre-defined according to the truth value 'B'* assigned

by the verification procedure. The following figure

illustrates the kinds of answer forms;

inDuTfoTrn -—
t t u

closed exest>on

(affirmative mode)
Sim.

(Yes)

Noc.

(Nib)

Talvez haja cor.fusao no sua frase.
E ambtgua, e portanto r<5o ccnsgo
responder-lxr. (1)

ciosed question

(negabve mode)
E verbade.

(it is true)
E fafso.

(It is false)
m

statement Concordo.

(1 agree)

Noo concordc.

(1 disagree.)

A sua frase pressupae outros

tactos, logo um contexts.
Come r*6o pessua mtomnacao sobre
o que t> dito anencrmente, a sua
trase e ambtguc. E, portanto nac
ccnstgc recponder-fx?. ( 2)

(1) (There is, may be, confusion n your sentence. ft ts cmbguous end 1 con not
answer you. )

(2) (Your sentence presupposes ether texts, and a contfei. Your sentence is anfegjacs
because I have no information about what happened previously And, I ccn not
answer you.)

Fig -. 3 5

Kinds of answer forms
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4.7; DIALOGUE ORGANIZATION

The objective of this section is to consider how the

grammar of dialogues; presented in section 3.1> is

implemented in TUGA. We shall refer to the program

activities and how they are organized for running

dialogues;

Asking for and interpreting user answers are two

program activities performed during dialogues with users*.

Other activities, such as the interpretation of user

requests and the computation of program answers were

discussed in sections 4; 5 and 4; 6; respectively*. Both

activities are handled by the grammar of dialogues

through the use of exchange patterns and dialogue models'.

The procedure 'ola' organizes the dialogue and starts

numbering the contributions (see module CONVER; for more

details)£

An exchange pattern ('dialogue') is a pre-defined

exchange between the program and the user. It is defined

by a name and a number, and provided by a message and the

number of the following contribution; It consists of a

question of an expected form, followed by a simple

dialogue. The question is constructed with the value of

the message (eg; a proper noun). The simple dialogue is

the standard way to interpret user contributions: the

question-answer pair. As regards exchange patterns, the
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user contribution expected is always an answer. Program

questions are motivated by the content of user requests.

For example, interrogating 'the name of a new category'

and 'under what categories may it be placed' are

generated when the user wants to create a new category in

the classification systems

The exchange pattern is called by the grammar of

dialogues through its name and number. In case of non

acceptance of the program question by the user, the

initiative for restarting the dialogue belongs to the

users But the new dialogue may be nested in the previous

dialogue, as often occurs in the process of classifying

new documents'.

A dialogue model (eg. 'converse') is a suite or

unconstrained exchanges between the program and the users

It generates detailed expectations about the next

contribution, by having an ordering for calling exchange

patterns which may be altered by user. The user may give

several answers which need not be ordered. Also, he may

modify his previous answers; The program uses the

success or failure of its predictions to determine what

role the user contribution plays in the dialogues

Whenever a dialogue model is activated ■, an appropriate

exchange pattern is invoked, and the program poses a

question to the user and interprets the user responses

If a failure occursthe program is able to come back to
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the same topic. For example, during the classification

of a document, the user may oppose the program and

request information about the location of a category in

the classification system. And, the program only accepts

three titles of documents, known to its data base, and

according to its classification method. Therefore^ it

goes on asking the user till it attains that limit, and

skips any unknown title. But if the user gives up> the

program restarts a new dialogue. These features are

implemented either by using recursion or backtrackingw

Recursion is the ability of a procedure to contain a

procedure call to another copy of itself. The

declaration of the procedure, for the dialogue model in

charge of the classification process^ contains a

procedure call which matches the name of another copy of

the same procedure declaration. Counters control the

process of recursion during the program asking for

references in the classification process'. And t the

clause 'handle' deals with contradictions arising when a

new document is archived. Numbers (1 and 0) are assigned

according to existing contradiction or otherwise, and

summed over the facts'. If the result is non-zero, a

failure arises forcing backtracking and the restarting of

the processs

In the course of conversing, the program remembers

the events;. by storing conversational states containing

the name of the participant, the number of the
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contribution* and active information* such as questions

or answers. The example below illustrates this-.

Example: consider the dialogue described by the following

history (the dialogue is presented in the next

subsection 4.7.1 as an example of scenario C;

numbers appended to the natural language

contributions correspond to the conversational

states)*

T={<u,l^cll>*<p*2^a21>*<u*2,c32>*<p,3,q43>fr
<u * 3 * a53>*<p,4,r64>*<p*4 >q74>*<u*4, a8 4 > *

<p,2,a9 2>}
......... .

scenario C

Fig.36

Conversational description

The program knows that the first user contribution*

a command* <u»l*cll>* opens a dialogue composed of a

simple question-answer pair (conversational state 1).

The dialogue goes on with another user command^

<uj-2*c32>* which invokes a dialogue model for creating

new categories. This dialogue model calls two exchange
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patterns/ and the dialogue is closed with the program

answer <p/2/a92>. Note that this last event has the same

conversational state number (2) as the event invoking the

dialogue model. This information, shared by the program

and one of its users, helps the program to decide on what

to do and how to proceed. It chooses its course of

action by.inspecting previous user decisions, through the

remembering mechanism.

The dialogue model, responsible for gathering

information about new documents, exemplifies the use of

backtracking. If the user changes his mind at any stage

of the dialogue, the program backtracks to follow up the

consequences of the new information. Supplied facts

contradicting those already known are detected in the

immediate interpretation of the user's input, and when

this interpretation is complete, a failure leading to the

restart of interpretation at a previous level occurs if a

contradiction has been found. This mechanism overrides

the repetition of unanswered questions (Mellish,1977),

and skips questions by recognizing the content and form

of the user's answers, as shown in the following

dialogue.

p-Esta' bem! (All right!
Por favor, qual o nome do Please what is the name
autor do documento? of the author of the

document?)

u-Brazd il, DAI e 1978.
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p-Por favor» qual e' o tipo do (Please, what is the
documento? type of the document?)

u-Artigo; (Paper.)

p-0 novo documento no; 49; (The new document no; 49;
e a restante informacao and the remaining
adicional foi arquivado: information has been stored:
documento(
paper(brazdil,49,experimental learning model;

dai;1978, [111>1214],[1 ] ))

E que mais? (And what else?)

;

This facility is achieved by special procedures

dealing with facts and by grammar rules able to interpret

the user's answers;

The interpretation of the user's short answers to

program^? questions covers the following general

situations:

i) user's acceptance

ii) user's refusal

iii) user's change of mind

iv) user's farewell

v) numerals

vi) single proper nouns (eg; author's name)

vii) compound proper nouns (eg. document's title)

where situations i); ii);

reasoning; and situations

linguistic interpretation;

iii) and iv) impose only

v) ; vi) and vii) require a
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The following dialogues exemplify this capability by

stressing four types of user answers (the token '=>'

indicates these answers);

u-Arquive "Experimental
learning model"!

(Archive "Experimental
learning model"!)

p-"experimental learning ("experimental learning
model" e' desconhecido! model" is unknown!
Gostaria de o arquivar! I would like to archive it!
Por favori conhece a classificacao Please do you
de "Experimental learning know the classification
model"? for "Experimental learning

model"?)

=>u-Sim, conheco;

p-Por favors quais sao as
categorias do docuraento?

(Yes; I know.)

(Please what are the
categories of the

document ?)

=>u-lll
w'
c

;

e 1214;

p-Por favors de-me o titulo (Please > give me the title
de uma referenda do of one reference from the
documento em questao. document in question.)

=>u-"Psychology of computer vision";

p-"psychology of
computer vision"
e' conhecido, e esta
nas categorias:

("psychology of computer
vision" is known,

classificado and it is
classified under categories:

1214 -- "machine vision"i
1216 -- "information processing psychology", e
1222 — "modelling and representation of knowledge";
Por favor; de-me o titulo de Please, give me the
outra referenda do title of another reference
documento em questao-. from the document in

quest ion.)

=>u-Nao tenho mais nenhuma; (I have no more.)
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4'. 7.1. SCENARIOS

Scenarios are sets of expectations and presumptions

regarding a certain type of situation. They are used in

TUGA to classify the exchange patterns and organize their

invocation'. The embedded knowledge covers the ability

- to derive questions from relevant information or from

the logical consequences of the information that is known

about the questioned topic combined with general

knowledge of the library world, and

- to handle the user's answers*.

TUGA is a program able to play two roles in the

library worldi It acts as a librarian and as a library's

secretary*;

Possible events in the library world are grouped

into the following scenarios:

Scenario A - information transaction

Subscenario A1 - data output control
Subscenario A2 - dictionary extensions

Scenario B - addition and/or deletion of data items

Subscenario B1 - addition of new documents
Subscenario B2 - addition of new categories
Subscsnario B3 - deletion of existing documents
Subscenario B4 - deletion of classification

categories *

Scenario C - classification category generation

Scenario D - document classification
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Scenarios A, B and C may occur inside scenario D.

Scenarios B2 and B4 may occur inside scenario C;

Scenario A, information transaction, covers the exchanges

of information between the program and its users, and is

supported by questions and statements1.

Examples:
9

(1) u-Conhece alguma classificacao para "The CONNIVER
reference manual"?
(Do you know any classification for "the CONNIVER
reference manual"?)

p-Nao;
(No;)

(2) u-"Computational semantics" e "The process of
question answering" sao dois livros;
("Computational semantics" and "The process of
question answering" are two books;)

p-Concordos
(I agree;)

(3) p-Por favor, qual o nome do autor do documento?
(Please what is the name of the author of the
document?)

u-Brazdil;

Dialogues (1) and (2) are free exchanges, conducted

under user initiative. Dialogue (3) is also attached to

scenario D, document classification, and is conducted by

the program; It consists of a question-answer pair>

where the program question has a pre-defined form; The

question form receives and handles information available

in the previous user's answer;
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Scenario B> addition and/or deletion of data items, deals

with exchanges of information conveyed by user commands

and program questions (the token '=>' indicates this type

of questions);

Examples:

(1) u-Arquive "Experimental learning model"!
(Archive "Experimental learning model"!)

p-"Experimental learning model" e' desconhecido!
Gostaria do arquivar'.

=>Por favor, conhece a classificacao do "Experimental
learning model"?
("Experimental learning model" is unknown!
I would like to archive it!
Please, do you know the classification of
"Experimental learning model"?)

(2) u-Apague "Experimental learning model"!
(Erase "Experimental learning model"!)

p-"Experimental learning model" e' ccnhecido e foi
apagado!
("Experimental learning model" is known and has
been erased!)

(3) p-O documento ficou classificado nas categorias:
312 — "formal languages" e 1215 — "natural
language systems"'.

=>Por favor, deseja arquivar este documento na Ease
de Dados?

(The document has been classified under the
categories:
• • • • » » »r

Please, do you want to archive it in the Data
Base?)

u-Nao;

(No.)

These dialogues are conducted under user and program

initiatives'. Dialogues conducted by the program are

particular, lev program questions have pre-defined forms
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which characterize the scenario-.

Scenario C* classification category generation, covers

exchanges conveyed by user commands followed by program

answers or by particular dialogues^

Examples:

(1) u-Crie Prolog!

p-Prolog e' conhecido!

(2) u-Quero criar uma categoria!

(3) p-Por favor, qual o nome
=>da nova categoria?

u-"Pattern recognition"i

(Create Prolog!)

(Prolog is known!)

(I want to generate
a category!)

(Please, what is the name
of the new category?)

p-"Pattern recognition" ("Pattern recognition"
e' desconhecida! is unknown!

(4) =>Por favor, debaixo de que Please, under what
categoria a pretende inserir? category do you want

to insert it?)

u-"Machine vision"'.

p-"Machine vision" e'
conhecida!

(5) A nova categoria ficou
inserida no sistema de
classificacao e recebeu o classification system
numero 2141* and received 2141 as a number*.

=>E que mais? And what else?)

("Machine vision"
is known!

The new category has been
inserted in the

Scenario D* document classification* covers requests

conveyed by user commands and followed by a set of

particular exchanges* organized into dialogues*
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Examples:

t

u-Classifique "Explorations {Classify "Explorations
in cognition"! in cognition"!)

p-"exploration in cognition" e' ("exploration in
desconhecido! (cognition" is unknown!

=>Quer ainda classifica'-lo? Do you still want to
classify it?)

u-Esta' bera; (All right'.)

p-Vamos classifica'-lo! (Let us classify it.
=>Por favor, de-me o titulo Please, give me the

de uma referencia do title of one reference from
documento em questao. the document in question.)

u-Nao tenho nenhuma. (I have none.)

p-Esta' bem! (All right!
Como nao consegui obter As I have not received any
nenhuma referenda* nao sei reference, I don't
dar-lhe qualquer sugestao! know how to give

you any suggestion!
=>Quer ainda classifica'-lo? Do you still want

to classify it?)

u-Nao quero. (No, I don't.)

p-Esta' bem! (All right!
= >E que mais? A.nd what else?)

Exchange patterns are classified according to their

use in these scenarios, as shown in the following figure.

The classification is made possible through two of their

arguments: name and number.
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Scenario Sub-scenario Dialog* modct Exchcnge patterns

A

A1 asking whether the user words more dota

AS
handling
unoccepted
sentences

asking the user's agreement for dictionary enlargement

asking about o syntntic error in the sentence

asking whether the unknown word is o proper noun

asking which are the proper nouns

asking aboJt the inknown word gender

asking about tbe unknown word domain

B

B1

oddition
of new

documents

asking document author ond publisher

asking document date of publication and sort

asking document categories

osking the user to confirm his desire far document storage

B2
classification

system
alteration

asking the category name wider which the new one wil be inserted

asking the new category name

C
•

0

•

classification
method

asking the reference title

asking the mcpurnum of three categories

asking the user to confirm his desire

oskrig the userS choice for document categories

asking the document classification

Fig.37

Classification of exchange patterns
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CHAPTER 5

RELATED WORK

5; Is INTRODUCTION

TUGA is an "active question-answering system"> that

is it can run dialogues, based on natural language

processings by interchanging the iniative with the users

It also follows the logic programming approach. This

entire perspective distinguishes TUGA from many other

"passive question-answering systems" which support simple

consultations* based upon isolated question-answer pairs*

motivated by information retrievals

The central feature of TUGA is the use of predicate

logic as the sole programming tool for knowledge and data

representation, deductive information retrieval and

linguistic analysis; Compared with conventional

programming languages, logic programs, written in Prolog*

present a number of notable features* such as: pattern

matching (unification); "multi-output" and "multi-input"

procedures; "multi-purpose" procedures;

"non-determinate" procedures; procedures may return
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"incomplete" results; and* "program" and "data" are

identical in form (Warren et al*1977);

The logic approach* based on work carried out mainly

by (Kowalski,1974) and (Colmerauer* 197 3) since the early

1970's, is distinct from that'adopted at Carnegie Mellon

(Lesser et al*1974), Stanford (Walker et al,1975)» and

BBN (Woods,1972)* where ambitious natural language

understanding systems have been developed'. The main

difference between the logic programming approach and

these other approaches is the following: logic supports

a more uniform and higher level approach to natural

language understanding than the other approaches* which

require several programming languages and mechanisms to

implement the different parts of a system*

5*2; OTHER PROGRAMS

A number of systems — information retrieval

systems* question answering systems and natural language

understanding systems — have been implemented over the

last twenty-seven yearsw We will not attempt to review

all of them, but it might be useful to compare TUGA with

some of the more recent ones. We shall describe some of

the techniques used and discuss their strengths and

weaknesses* We have selected four systems which have

influenced our design of TUGA* The first one followed
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the logic programming approach* The last three were

aimed, like TUGA, at practical implementation in

relatively narrow knowledge domains. TUGA's knowledge

domain, the library world, is for the first time

considered in AI, as regards the construction of a

program able to do more than mere information retrieval.

A review of the AI history found only two related

applications, although having mere information retrieval

as the main feature ( Levien, 1 9 6 5) and (Treus ch , 1 97 5)

5 . 2'. 1. SDIBDE

SDIBDE {1} (Dahl/1977) is a natural language

question answering system for accessing in Spanish a

small data base of personnel information, following the

Colmerauer approach®

SDIBDE served as the starting point for the

evolution of TUGA: the actual text of Dahl's program was

modified to deal with Portuguese, and with different

worlds. Apart from the treatment of a different natural

language, TUGA presents other significant differences

from Dahl's program:

{1} This is our abbreviation for "Un systeme deductif
d'interrogation de banques de donnees en Espagnol".
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— modular organization

Every module may be easily substituted when the problem

world changes. During the development of TUGA three

worlds were tested: personnel information/ civil

engineering legislation and the library service itself;

— dialogue facilities »

Interactions between the program and its users are

governed by a grammar of dialogues/ which covers also

question answer exchanges;

— other syntactical cons truetions

Examples: adverbial clauses; negative interrogative

forms; sentence finals; coordinated statements and

questions; coordination and disjunction of proper nouns;

coordination of common nouns and adjectives/ commands;

and common users' answer constructions {eg. refusals/

numerals);

— indexing of grammar rules by some input words

The dictionary has been reformulated to exploit the

automatic indexing provided by DEC-10 Prolog. It is a

language independent module/ defined as a set of unit

clauses. The words covered by this feature are common

nouns; proper nouns; verbs and adjectives; Indexing also

saves time during the natural language analysis;
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— inpnt checking of unknown words and compound nouns

The words of each input sentence are checked against the

dictionary before calling the corresponding grammar

rules;

— incomprehensible sentence diagnosis

Sentences containing unknown syntactical structures or

words are detected during parsings The first ones are

rejected as incomprehensible. The second ones are

subjected to a dialogue in order to diagnose user's

syntactical erro(s) or his ignorance about the presence

of such word(s) in the program dictionary. For the last

case the information on the unknown word may be asserted*

and the sentence further analysed.

— efficient product ion o_f logical structures

TUGA logical structures are easier to read than SDIBDE's>

and closer to sentence interpretation. SDIBDE structures

were longer and more complex because locations were

reserved for syntactical functions-. The truth-value 't'

(true) was assigned to those argument positions when some

optional constraint did not occur.

— sophisticated data base facilities

TUGA data base is of relational type> and defined as a

set of rules (non-unit clauses) and facts (unit clauses).

This means that new facts may be easily added> giving
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more generality to our approach.

TUGA evaluation of logical structures is different

from SDIBDE'sj and we consider it as more efficient and

generals This difference depends on the organization of

the data base itself and the definition of the role

played by the notion of domain. TUGA data base is of

relational type and SDIBDE's is not1. Dahl considers a

domain as a set of individuals> represented as a list?

and we consider it as relation providing a way to access

to a certain set of objects, one by one. For Dahl>

domains are explicit, and for us implicit; On the other

handj Dahl uses the notion of domain in every evaluation

and we only use them for the treatment of negation.

Apart from these advantages over the notion of domain

TUGA presents others concerning the handling of

cardinality. The cardinality of a set is always computed

in SDTBDE, but never in TUGA; This saves time when the

data base is of medium or large sizes

The treatment of Portuguese also necessitated the

handling of the following linguistic feature.s:

- improvement as regards the use of verb

'ser' (to be)>

- use of verb 'ter' (to have)>

- verb tense ellipsis (to be) •,

- subject agreement in the outputs-
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- use of the relative/interrogative pronoun 'quam'

(who) only with nouns that refer to humans>

- re-definition of some articles ('a'^ 'no' and 'not

all') and introduction of a new one ('the i')>

- double negation imposed by the use of 'nenhum' (no)>

- definite articles with proper nouns>

- disjunction of proper nouns> and

- conjunction of statements and questions*

5.2.2. LSNLI3

LSNLIS (Woods>1972;1976b) is a prototype of natural

language question answering system for accessing a large

data base of information about the moon rock samples

collected during the Apollo 11 mission. It covers a

rather wider subset of natural language than TUGA does*

LSNLIS natural language analysis is based on the

general notion of computing a representation of the

meaning of a phrase from representations of the meanings

of its constituents. Firstly^ input English questions

are mapped into syntactic parse trees> by means of

augmented transition networks (ATN's) (Woods /1 9 7 0 ) •

Secondly/ parse trees are translated into concrete

specifications of what the computer is to do in order to

answer the questions. The two types of information used

in determining the meaning of a question/ syntactical
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information about sentence construction and semantic

information about constituents* are therefore separatedw

TUGA natural language analysis* based on

Colmerauer's framework (Colmerauer) 1977) > considers that

syntax and semantics are combined, and that no separate

parsing phase is necessary. The grammar is expressed in

logic by means of a formalism due to Colmerauer and

Kowalski> which is a natural extension of context-free

grammars. (Pereira&Warren,1978) argued that this

formalism is clearer) more concise and (in practice) more

powerful than ATN's, and at least as efficient as ATN's;

They also showed that ATN's can be translated into this

formalism.

The result of both analyses is different from a

formal point of view. In Woods's, the meaning

representation is a procedure specification, while it is

a logic interpretation in Colmerauer's. However, there

is a close parallel between the forms of the quantified

expressions, Woods's FOR primitive and Coimarauer's

three-branched quantifier, as it is stressed through

their definitions;

In general) an instance of a quantified expression)

according to Woods) takes the form:

(FOR <quant> X / <class> : (d X) ; (q X) )

where <quant> is a specific quantifier) X is the variable
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of quantification and occurs open in the expressions

(p X) and (q X)> <class> is a set over which

quantification is to ranges (p X) is a proposition that

restricts the range, and (q X) is the expression being

quantified'.

Colraerauer's three-branched quantifier quanty

introduced by an article c< y creates a new formula

quant(xypyq)y from a variable x and two formulae p and qy

with the following reading: "for x such that el y it

is true that e2", where el and e2 are the propositions

corresponding to p (the one being quantified) and q (the

one that restricts the range of x's)s

When we attempt to compare the CPU times for parsing

superficially similar sentences by both compiled systemsy

LSNLIS and a comparable TUGA's version, we get better

results for TUGAw We list five examples with sentences

of LSNLIS taken from (Burton,1976) and of TUGA. Note

that the DEC KI-10 processor used for TUGA is merely

nearly twice as fast as the KA-10 processor used for

LSNLIS, and that timing data is averaged over 10 tests;

(1) Give me all analyses of S10046;
24 5 msec.

Quais sao os titulos da Elsevier?
(What are the titles of Elsevier?)
36 msec;

(2) How many breccias contain olivine?
17 5 msec.
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Quantos autores escrevem para a Elssviar?
(How many authors write for Elsevier?)
38 msec;

(3) List modal plag analyses for lunar samples
that contain olivines
265 msec;

Quais sao os autores dos artigos que estao
publicados desde 1977?
(Who are the authors of papers that have been
published since 1977?)
56 msec;

(4) What is the average composition of olivine?
275 msec;

Qual e' o escritor ae "Artificial Intelligence"?
(Who is the author of "Artificial Intelligence"?)
4 0 msec.

(5) How many breccias do not contain Europium?
240 msec;

Quantos artigos nao sao titulos de Nilsson?
(How many papers are not titles of Nilsson?)
50 msec;

It is difficult to conclude upon these results^

whether semantic interpretation while parsing

(Colmerauer) is better than separating parsing from

semantic interpretation (Woods) , because Woods's semantic

analysis is more complex than Colmerauer's one. In

Colmerauer's no mass nouns and comparatives are

considered* and the use of semantics is directed only to

select a logical structure;

The data base in TUGA is of relational type which

has an important advantage over LSNLI3 data base: the

relational approach stresses data independence. This

means that the user is isolated from the actual data base
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programs and the way data are internally organized.

5'. 2 .3 . PLANES

PLANES (Waltz>1975;1977;1978) is a natural language

question answering system for accessing a large data base

of information about naval aircraft maintenance and

flight dataw

PLANES natural language analysis is similar to

LSNLIS except that the initial parse bypasses a

syntactical parse tree representation in favour of a

paraphrase expression of canonical phrases. This

paraphrase is fed back to the user for confirmation

before an interpretative phase maps the paraphrase into a

concrete specification of what answer the program is to

give the questions. LSNLIS is less tolerant than PLANES

of nongrammatical requests because it is necessary to do

a complete syntactical parse before performing semantic

analysis. The PLANES data base is considerably larger

and more complex/ and the vocabulary and semantics of the

PLANES world are consequently also somewhat larger than

those of the LSNLIS world'.

TUGA> like PLANES/ is also a data independent

system; The language dependent modules need not be

substantially altered to accommodate an extended data
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base or a new one (the major alteration is the

dictionary). On the other hand, relations, properties

and data structures need to be modified for a new

knowledge domain; In PLANES> data is viewed as being

divided into relations. Such a relational approach was

also adopted in TUGA> with the advantage of using Prolog*

a programming language typically used for the definition

of relations (Emden>1978); This means that data

definition and data manipulation languages are joined in

a single programming language with a superior power and

generality; There is no need for any particular query

language and for a real relational data base. Logic

programming allows the construction of virtual relational

data bases> ie; explicit facts and rules are put

together allowing the deduction of implicit informations

5;2.4. GUS

GUS (Bobrow et al,1976) is a dialogue program which

plays the role of a travel agent in a goal-oriented

conversation with a client; GUS has a modular

architecture, and is composed of four interactive

modules: morphological analyzer, syntactical analyzer,

frame reasoner* and language generator. The frame module

is built upon Minsky's notion (Minsky,1974) of a framej a

structure which can be instantiated to represent specific

instances of events or entities;
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GUS is only concerned with asking questions and

understanding answers. It uses a system of

travel-related frames to direct dialogue and instantiate

memory representations of what it is told. The system

asks questions to instantiate all of its frames with

information provided by the client or inferred by the

system. One type of inference made by GUS is generated

by default assignments for certain frame fillers;
~>

TUGA converses with users. It deals with asking

questions and understanding answers, and understanding

questions and producing answers (as any QAS). The

knowledge-specific frames of the type used by GUS

correspond to exchange patterns and dialogue models in

TUGA; These procedures are controlled by an overall

structure able to develop dialogues with users. Control

structures displayed by TUGA are expressed naturally in

Prolog without complicated programming concepts, which

are> on the contrary, necessary for GUS (Mellish,1977);

TUGA conversational power is obtained from a grammar of

dialogues combined with Prolog's backtracking ability.

The grammar articulates a system of frames and scenarios;

The power is expressed by the possibility of several

systems of dialogue, nested dialogues and the user's

changes of mind in dialogues on gathering information;
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CHAPTER 6

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

During the design and development of TUGA some

experimentation was pursued on questions of efficiency

and on possible solutions to present limitations. Some

of these open points were explored and a solution was

chosen, but have not been discussed until now. This

section presents several points> grouped under general

themes) such as representation of meanings grammar

extensions) evaluation and retrieval machinery and output

generation) and details some already explored. By doing

this kind of analytical search we approached the main

aspects of further research, and we observed their

interconnections; The following questions open the

discussion:

1) What is the best representation of meaning?

2) What are the program improvements required to
augment its conversational ability?

3) What are the main factors affecting the speed of
response?
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- Re presentat ion o_f mean ing

There are currently two different approaches to

representing the meaning of a sentence within the

Colmerauer framework: 1) the use of a sole quantifier

'for'> as one of the concepts for building up the

definitions of articles/ and 2) the use of complex

quantifiers through the straightforward identification of

articles; While (Colmerauery1977)> (Dahl/1977) and

(Cott a&S ilva >r 1 97 8 ) adopted the first alternative;

(Pasero>1976) and (Pique/1978) adopted the second one?

but no reasons were put forward in favour of either one;

The two alternatives differ in the translation and

evaluation of meaning of articles. By doing a previous

translation of each article through 'for' we ensure a

single machinery for its evaluation,- while by rot doing

any discrimination we are obliged to have an evaluation

mode for each article;

The first alternative/ the use of ' for'> allows an

explicit interpretation of each article/ but complicates

the semantic representation of the sentence; On the

other hand; it complicates the definition of the

conditions of truth and its evaluation; namely as regards

the undefined value. Also, it does not allow the

straightforward identification of articles'. The second

alternative allows the straightforward identification of
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articles and simplifies the evaluation of the truth

conditions#

The kind of logical structure# obtained with the

second alternative# the use of complex quantification,

facilitates the construction of phrases as answers. The

access to the meaningful components of the sentence and

to articles is direct# and does not need to go through

the intermediate step of using 'for' structures!. The

direct access makes this alternative more appropriate for

anaphora resolution-. Also# it suggests the terms 'pr'>

'coord' and 'disj'# appearing in our logical structures#

are no longer needed {Pique#1978). However, Pique's

relating operations and searching procedures do not seem

more efficient than those available for the first

alternative. In particular# the handling of lists in the

arguments of a relation is not efficient. In spite of

these considerations# it is not yet clear which of the

alternatives is more efficient for medium or large data

bases. Some experimentation is still required,

A way out of this controversy is the construction of

a different logical system based upon a select choice of

operators'. This is what Colmerauer is doing now#

retaking his experimentation already tested on lambda

notation (Coelho#1977) and considering the epsilon

notation (Coelho,1979a)v This research strives for a

clearer semantic representation, the implementation of
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conjunction and disjunction and the suppression of free

variables in logical structures. Such a representation

will make it easier to discover the role played by each

sentence fragment in building the whole meaning-.

The limitations of the actual logical system/ the

inexistence of 'or' and 'entailment' definitions

(Keenan/I972); render difficult the rigorous treatment of

'don't know' answers and the handling of incompletely

specified information in the data base; However/ these

limitations are not easy to overcome on account of

differences between logical and linguistic definitions-.

A solution would be the use of four-valued logic instead

of three-valued logic; Each of the four states,

corresponding to 'yes'> 'no'; 'undefined' and 'don't

know'j would be assigned to one truth value; However; a

problem arises concerning that assignment; and on account

of the ordering of truth values;

The implementation of 'don't know' answers was

worked out upon a three-valued logic by subjecting the

truth values to a condition; This condition is asserted

in the data base during the evaluation of the logical

structure/ in particular when the relation giving access

to unknown data items is evaluated. This condition is

used for producing the appropriate answer. The unknown

data items are represented by skolem functions;
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Example: an answer to the question*

Quine esta' publicado pela Elsevier?
(Is Quine published at Elsevier?)

is computed through the evaluation of the relation
'

pub_of_aut(X > Y) against the document data base'. Three

hypotheses may occur as regards its evaluation: 1) Quine

is published by Elsevier; 2) Quine is published by

McGraw Hill; and 3) the publisher of Quine is unknown*

but known to exist*

1) pub_of_aut(elsevier*quine)

2) pub_of_aut('mcgraw hill',quine)

3) pub_cf_aut(pub_of_aut(quine) >quine)

The unknown data item in 3) is represented by

'pub_of_aut(quine)'. And, to hypotheses 1)> 2)> 3)

correspond the following answers la)* 2a)> 3a)>

res pectively:

la) Sim (Yes)

2a) Nao (No)

3a) Nao sei (I don't know)

As the first and third hypotheses correspond to the

evaluation cf the relation with the truth value true, we

distinguish them by asserting a conditional

'if(pub_of_aut,eisevier*quine) only for the third

hypothesis, meaning 'if Quine is published by Elsevier

then the truth value of the sentence depending on this
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condition is true''.

- Grammar extensions

The grammar machinery deals with two types of forms:

the discourse forms covering only aspects regarding the

Portuguese language (Portuguese grammar)> and the

interaction forms covering aspects of the Portuguese

language and other aspects concerning reasoning

capabilities (grammar of dialogues)t

The extension of the Portuguese grammar is required

in order to cover new syntactical constructions)

composite verbs) adverbs) plurality quantifiers)

idiomatic expressions, pronominal reference and more

elliptical constructions'.

The grammar of dialogues will be improved by

diversifying the type of sentences and by allowing

knowledge acquisition during a dialoguev

As an example of new question types, we point to:

1) 'raeta' questions) about the dialogue itself and

the knowledge processes)

2) 'why' questions implying another feature) the

content) for classifying questions) and a prover for

deducing answers)

3) 'conditional' questions for dealing with the
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antecedent/ecnsequent articulation and contributing for

solving the reference problem/

4) 'indirect' questions and 'cleft' sentences for

increasing user versatility in posing questions/ such as

Que foi que Nilsson escreveu?
(What was it that Nilsson wrote?)

which is a version of the question/

Que escreveu Nilsson?
(What did Nilsson write?)

5) ques tions with elliptical constructions.

Usually/ ellipsis is included in the general

resolution of discourse anaphora (Nash-Sebber,1978)

because the machinery for dealing with it needs the same

kind of syntactical and semantic data used for handling

pronominal reference. One of the important points to

consider is the kind of representation for sentence

meaning. Another point is the kind of hypothetical

reasoning needed for. We have been considering these two

points by selecting two types of ellipsis: 1) the one

appearing isolated in coordinative constructions/ such as

the ellipsis of argument/ exemplified below,

Woods escreveu "Meaning and Machines" e esta' editado na
"Academic Press".

(Woods wrote "Meaning and Machines" and it is published
by "Academic Press".)

verb, complements, and verb plus complements; and 2) the

one appearing immersed in a dialogue, such as,

u-Qual o autor de "Artificial Intelligence"?
(Who is the author of "Artificial Intelligence"?)
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p-Nilsson;

u-E ae "Computational Semantics"?
(And of "Computational Semantics"?)

The first question has an ellipsis of verbi, e' (is)fr

which is already tackled by TUGA. The second question

has an ellipsis of interrogative pronoun* verb and

arguments

E (qual e' o autor) de "Computational semantics"?
(And (who is the author) of "Computational
semantics"?)

and it is branched to the previous question. We envisage

solving the first type of ellipsis by using copy rules*

supported on expected skeletons/ and the second type by

ad-hoc rules based on syntactical data'.

As an example of new statement types* we point to

'conditional' statements.

The acquisition of new knowledge* facts and rules

expressed in Portuguese during the dialogue involves new

dialogue models. This acquisition may occur in

pre-defined scenarios where the program is able to check

whether the user is authorized to augment the data and

knowledge bases'. In fact* this acquisition implies

situations where redundancies and contradictions between

the new knowledge and the actual data bases may occur*

and the program must protect its data against undue

destruction. But* in order to take full advantage of

natural language communication it is necessary to
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implement a context machinery by allowing the user and

the program to share fully the dialogue history> through

remembering and association;

- Evaluation and retrieval machinery

The optimization of the evaluation of logical

structure and the retrieval of data items is a factor for

speeding answers; The use of parallelism and intelligent

backtracking (Pereira&Monteiro>1978) is under study;

whenever and/or operations are involved; The order of

calling sub-expressions will be modified according to

calling numbers of the terms involved {each variable is

appended to the calling number of the term where the

variable': has been instantiated) . It is also envisaged

that the interaction of the data base relational scheme

and context information will serve to guide the search;

This implies the reformulation of the data base

organization (eg; the use of the tree of domains for

defining relations) > and the existence of meta rules for

guiding more appropriately the retrieval; The handling

of presuppositions and the output of additional

explanations also implies more work on the evaluation and

retrieval machinery. Answers given by TUGA in

meaningless and other particular situations are not

sufficient for users. Some experimentation has been

already done on answers for meaningless situations^ on
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simple answers to closed questions and statements, and on

'dont' know' answers. The experimentation suggested

several modifications to retrieval procedures, as regards

some grammar rules (eg. 'prin' rules) and as regards the

output generation module. We found that some of these

modifications needed further thought because they affect

procedures belonging to different TUGA modules. In

particular^ some grammar rules do not at present allow>

the transport of information required for that sort of

explanatory answer. For example, closed questions and

statements are translated without the transport of the

information regarding their arguments. Moreover, the

information regarding gender and number is not used in

retrieval operations'.

Output generation

Closed questions, requiring straightforward answers

of yes/no kind, and statements need to be supported with

information, available in the logical structure after its

evaluation. A simple grammar able to synthetize that

information in a phrase is under development, and it

already operates for structures with one article. The

data extraction is more difficult when several articles

are present in the sentence, on account of the complexity

of the logical structure.
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A final note about program efficiency concerns the

analysis of incorrect sentences and lexical search. As a

matter of fact> a previous diagnosis of the words

involved in the input sentence avoids an impossible

analysis> and speeds up the answering for this kind of

sentence. On the other hand? lexical recognition

previous to the selection of the appropriate grammar rule

for articles? verbs? nouns and adjectives? avoids

unnecessary backtracking and access to inappropriate

rules. The access to the good rule is speeded up by

indexing. These improvements on program efficiency .are

already implemented in a new version of TUGAv
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION

The objective of designing the program TUGA was the

development of a feasible method for consulting and

creating data bases in natural Portuguese.

This is the first time Portuguese has been used in

such a practical application. Indeed,. within

Computational Linguistics, the only work on Portuguese

seems to be (Machado-Holsti,1976), which was aimed at

building up a model of a generative transformational

grammar. Our work extends the interest of man-machine

communication in natural language, by showing that it

need not be restricted to English, the language most

widely studied and adopted.

The resulting program allows dialogues where the

program and its users behave in the way humans normally

do in a dialogue setting. Users can ask questions,

provide answers and issue commands in a natural and

convenient way, without bothering excessively with the

form of the dialogues and sentences'.
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The natural language communication is achieved by an

approach which supports the organization of dialogues at

a higher level than Colmerauer's framework. The approach

aims at the description of the history of dialogues and

the structuring of single participant contributions into

models of dialogue. It allows the writing of grammars of

dialogue/ combining general purpose exchanges with

special ones closer to the application chosen.

Colmerauer's framework governs the communication

below sentence level by supporting the translation of

isolated sentences into logical structures. It was

chosen because it provides a clear representation of

meaning and because it is amenable to a. computational

approach. Moreover/ it is easily adapted to Portuguese

and to different applications.

Logical structures are evaluated according to an

algorithm that differs from those of Colmerauer and Dahl.

The algorithm is based on Colmerauer's hypotheses/ but it

is modified to fit relational data bases and to improve

searching efficiency.

This approach has made possible the development of

an applied AI program for solving certain problems in the

library domain/ in a manner which is acceptable to users

in the domain. The program includes a knowledge

acquisition facility which enables users to augment or

modify the knowledge base/ those allowing them to improve
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the program's behaviour in future consultations/ and to

produce better document classifications. An important

aspect of TUGA is that it does not demand great expertise

of the user. This application/ if developed, could be

useful for the AI community because it involves a natural

mode of communication based upon (two-way) dialogue.

The approach that has been taken stresses the use of

predicate logic to represent knowledge. An example is

the implementation of TUGA in Prolog. We chose this

programming language on account cf its outstanding

features, such as closeness to natural language,

modularity, one language for program and data, logical

variable, computation of relations, economy (the Prolog

interpreter occupies only about 12k on the DEC-10, while

the Conniver system needs about 51k), understandability,

learnability and inbuilt search strategy. These features

enable us easily to adapt the program to other knowledge

domains, because modifying clauses in Prolog is easier

than modifying procedures in other programming languages.

To conclude, we would like to mention three wider

implications of this study. First, logic is relevant

from a practical point of view. This has been brought

out by the use of TUGA as a computer aid in support of

the teaching of logic in secondary schools. The program

gave the pupils an explicit understanding of the use of

logical machinery as a tool for conversing in Portuguese
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with a computer. The aspects covering representation of

meaning and inferential capabilities served as concrete

examples, instead of typical sentences far from reality.

Second, handling the understanding of natural language is

a matter of importance. It requires from the computer

the burden of comprehending, and supporting greater

access to computers for naive users. This means that it

is possible to avoid any specialized mediator between the

computer and users, and in particular for those

applications requiring immediate responses;. Third, our

work is a basis for other applications in Portuguese. An

example is the consultation of the civil engineering

legislation which is now available at the LNEC library

computer terminal. This application was carried out by

two university students who adopted our Portuguese

grammar machinery and built a knowledge base and a

dictionary for that domain.
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APPENDIX 1: THE LOGICAL SYSTEM FOR REPRESENTING
PORTUGUESE

We follow closely Colmerauer's system

(Colmerauer>1977); Changes are made for the vocabulary

of the syntax and for the definition of articles'.

I) - Summary of the Syntax

(1) Vocabulary

terms:

variables: x with x £ X

constants: k with k £ K

compound terms: coord (x) with x £. X

dis j(1) with 1 as

a list of x 6. X

statement formulae

relational symbols

quantifier

logical connectives

ei> si> ni

r with r £ R

those(x/e)

and; not

Individual constants are chosen to treat proper

nouns. Compound terms are chosen to treat coordinated

proper nouns and the disjunction of proper nouns;

Relational symbols are chosen to treat verbs; adjectives
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and nouns.

Note that the meaning of those(x>e) is: "those x's

which satisfy statement e"> and that it is only

considered combinations formed by two rules: conjunction

and negation.

(2) Syntactic rules

The grammatical sentences of this formal

language are:

(a) a statement formula ei has one of the 6

forms:

1) r { sil» si2 sin) with r 6 R and

degree(r) = n

2) and(el*e2)

3) if(el>e2)

4) not(e)

5) egual(nlyn2)

6) greater(nl>n2)

(b) a set formula si has one of the 3 forms:

1) c with c £ K

2) x with x £. X

3) those(x>e) with x £ X
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(c) an integer formula ni has one of the 2

forms:

1) j where j is an integer such that

j >/0

2) card(si)

definition 1 - the occurrence of an individual variable x

in a formula f is free if it does not

arise inside a sub-formula of the

form those (x>e)'.

definition 2 - a formula which contains no "free

individual variable occurrences is closed'*

II) - Summary of the Semantics

Having formalized the language) we formalize the

notions of situation and truth; the necessary apparatus

for determining the truth-value of any closed formula.

definition 3 - a situation g is an application which, to

each relational symbol r £ R of degree ny

associates a n-ary relation p-g(r); of

which the arguments ki are individuals or

the subsets of the set of proper nouns K>

and of which the value p( kl >k2 > ; . . > kn) is

either "true", "false" or "undefined";

according to the values of the kii
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definition 4: let g be a situation:

va^-us val(ei) o_f a_ closed statement formula ei is

defined by :

(1) if ei = r (s ilysin) then

val(ei) = p(val (sil >val (sin) )

with p = g(r)

(2) if ei = and(el>e2) then

val(ei) = min(val(el),val(e2))

with true > false > undefined

(3) if ei = if(elye2) then

if val(el) = true then val(ei) = val(e2)

if val(el) =/= true then

val(ei) - undefined

(4) if ei = not(e) then

if val(e) = true then val(ei) = false

if val(e) = false then val(ei) = true

if val(e) = undefined then

val(ei) = undefined

%

(5) if ei = equal(nl>n2) then

if val(nl) = val(n2) then val(ei) = true

if val(nl) =/= val(n2) then

val(ei) = false
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(6) if ei = greater(nl,n2) then

if val(nl) > val(n2) then val(ei) = true

if val(nl) < val(n2) then

val(ei) = false

the value val(si) o_f a closed- set formula si is defined

by

(1) if si = c with c £ K then

val(si) = (c)

(2) if si = x where x has been substitued by the

formal representation of a set E then

val (si) = E

(3) if si = those(x,e) then

val(si) = (the union of all the subsets

E of K:

val(e ) = true
x<— E

where e

x<— E

represents the formula e in which a

formal representation of the set E has

been substituted for every free

occurrence of x u

the value val(ni) of a closed integer formula ni is

defined by :

(1) if ni = j where j is a non negative integer then

val(ni) = j
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(2) if ni = card(sj) then

val(ni) = number of elements of the set

val (s j)

The semantics of a closed statement; set or integer

formula f are simply the variations of its values val(f)

in different situations'.

N.B. This logical system presents a unique quantifier;

thos e (x ; e)

which allows to explicit the domain of variable x. This

feature does not belong to first-order predicate logic

where variable x is not restricted; and its implicit

domain remains always the same. Also, this feature

allows to operate upon predicate logic and to establish a

better definition for articles;

III) - De finition of articles

The procedure for operating upon the well-formed

formulae of this logical system demand they be set in a

convenient form; by appealing to a sole quantifier;

Thereby; a new quantifier 'for' is introduced; and

defined in terms of quantifier 'those(x,e)';

for(x,el,e2) = e2
x <-- those(x,el)

ie; the value of 'for' is equal to the value of e2 when

we substitute all free occurrences of x in e2 by
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The quantifier 'for' allows the explicitation of the

domain of a variable. This feature improves the

definition of articles, and in so doing contributes to a

better translation of natural language sentences'. The

quantifier 'for' records the difference of meaning of the

articles, and expresses them in terms of only some well

defined concepts'*

The following equalities establish the definitions

of the articles considered in our subset of Portuguese'. .

o

(the)

/N
x el e2

OS

(the)

/K
x e1 e2

um

<g)

A\
x el e2

uns
(some)

A\
x e1 e2

/T\
x equal 1

for

x and card

/Ve2 x greater 0

x and

e1 e2 x g'-eater 1

Fig;38

Equalities for articles



todo o/todos os
(oil the)

/N

nem todo 0
(not al)

A\
x el e2

nenhim
(no)

/1\
x el e2

tor

x e1 e2 X arid cord

/T\
el noo x equd t

x and card

/\ /T\
e1 non x greater 0

e2

caid

e1 e2 x greater f>

nenhuns
(no)(no) not

/N " I
x e1 e2 for

x and card

A /Ael e2 x greater 1

A\
x e1 e2 x and crrd

/T\
e1 e2 x eqjd i

OS I

(the i) for

A\ " A\x e1 e2 -x el if

A,card e2

/K
x equal I

Equali t

Fig'. 39

ies for articles
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APPENDIX 2: A BRIEF SURVEY OF PROLOG

Prolog is a simple but powerful programming language

founded on symbolic logics developed at the University of

Marseille (Roussel>1975), as a practical tool for logic

programming ( Kowal ski , 1 97 4 ; Colmerauer ,1975; Emden , 1975)

A major attraction of the language* from a user's point

of viewfr is ease of programming*. Clearj readable^

concise programs can be written quickly with minimum

error (Coelho et al>1979). Recently^ an efficient

compiler and an interpreter were implemented on the

DECsystem-10 (Warren,1977a)v A user's guide is already

available (Pereira et al>1978)s

Like Lisp> Prolog is an interactive language

designed primarily for symbolic data processing. Both

are founded on formal mathematical systems -- Lisp on the

lambda calculus and is typically used for the definition

of functions, Prolog on a powerful subset of classical

logic (Tarnlund,1977) and is typically used for the

definition of relations*. Pure Lisp in fact can be viewed

as a specialization of Prolog (Warren , 1 97 7b) I.
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1. SYNTAX

Here is a Prolog program/ consisting of two clauses/

for specifying the concatenation relation of two lists:

concatenate([],L/L).
cone a ten a te ( [X JL 1 ] , L2, [X (L3] ) : -cone a tena te (L1/L2/L3) .

In general, a Prolog program consists of a set of

procedures/ where each procedure comprises a number of

clauses. The procedure name is called a predicate

("concatenate" above)/ and has an arity which is the

number of its arguments (3 above). A clause begins with

a head or procedure entry point/ and continues with a

body. If the body is not empty it is separated from the

head by "(2nd clause above). Every clause terminates

with a The head diplays a possible form of the

arguments to the procedure's predicate. The body

consists of a number (possibly zero) of coals or

procedure calls/ which impose conditions for the head to

be true. If the body is empty v/e speak of a unit clause

(1st clause above).

In general/ all Prolog objects are terms. A clause

is a term, a predicate or a goal with their respective

arguments, and the arguments themselves are terms. For

example, a tree of 5 categories of a classification

system is represented by the following term,

t(t(void,linguistics,void),
'computing sciences',
t(t(void,ai,void) ,applications,t(void,software, void)))
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A term is either a variable (distinguished by an

initial capital letter), an atorn ("void" above), or a

compound term. A compound term comprises a functor

("concatenate" or "t" above) of some arity N > = 1, and a

sequence of N terms as its arguments ("t(void,ai,void)"

above). An atom is treated as a functor of arity 0. A

term of the form [HjT] stands for the list .(H,T), whose

head is H and tail is T. The empty list is denoted [],

and a list with exactly two elements by [A,B].

The second clause above is just infix notation for

the term

:-(concatenate( [XjLl],L2, [ X ! L 3]),
concatenate(Ll,L2,L3))

where "is a binary functor. The functor takes

as arguments the head and the body of the clause. If a

body has more than one goal the comma separating the

goals is just another binary functor used in infix

notation. The above term stands for a clause because it

figures in the set of clauses for a procedure. It is

dintinguished by a final

Apart from syntax conventions, the names and arities

of terms (and their number) are arbitrary, except for a

pre-defined set of procedures which are built into the

implementation of the language, and which achieve input,

output, arithmetic, etc.
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2. SEMANTICS

Prolog differs from most programming languages in

that there are two quite distinct ways to understand its

semantics. The procedural or operational semantics is

the more conventional/ and describes as usual the

sequence of states passed through when executing a

program. In addition a Prolog program can be understood

as a set of descrif&ive statements (one for each clause)

about a problem-. The declarative or denotational

semantics, which Prolog inherits from logic, provides a

formal basis for such an understanding. Informally* one

interprets terms as shorthand for natural language

phrases by applying a uniform translation of each

functor> egw

void = "the empty tree"

t(L>N*R) = "the binary tree with root N, left
subtree L. and right subtree R"

A clause "P : - Q, R,_S. "where £> Q, R and S are

metavariables standing for terms, is interpreted as

"P if Q and R and S" .

A clause "P." is interpreted as "P is true".

Each variable in a clause should be interpreted as

some arbitrary object (ie* variables are universally

quantified). The type of the object conveyed by a
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variable will be appropriate to the functor(s) where the

variable figures by using terms in a consistent way

throughout the program-.

The declarative semantics simply defines

(recursively) the set of tefms which are asserted to be

true according to a program. A term is true if it is the

head of some clause instance and each of the goals (if

any) of that clause instance is true} where an instance

of a clause (or term) is obtained by substituting, for

each of zero or more of its variables> some term for all

occurences of the variable-.

Thus the only instance of the goal: -

concatenate([a]»[b]>L);

is

concatenate( [a] > [b] > [a>b] ) '.

It is the declarative aspect of Prolog which is

responsible for promoting clear} rapid, accurate

programming. It allows a program to be broken down into

small} independently meaningful units (clauses), and it

allows some understanding of a program without looking

into the details of how it is executed'.
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3. PROCEDURAL SEMANTICS

It is the procedural semantics that describes the

way a goal is executed.. The objective of execution is to

produce true instances of the goal. It then becomes

important to know that the ordering of clauses in a

program, and of goals within a clause/ which are

irrelevant as far as the declarative semantics is

concerned> constitute crucial control information for the

procedural semantics'.

To execute a goal/ the system searches for the first

clause whose head matches or unifies with the goal. The

unification process (Robinson>1965) finds the most

general common instance of the two terms> which is unique

if it exists; If a match is found> the matching clause

instance is then activated by executing in turn/ from

left to right/ each of the goals of its body (if any) w

If at any time the system, fails to find a match for a

goal it backtracks/ ie; it rejects the most recently

activated clause> undoing any substitutions made by the

match with the head of the clause. Next it reconsiders

the original goal which activated the rejected clause,

and tries to find a subsequent clause which also matches

the goal. Execution terminates if no goals remain to be

executed (the system has then found a true instance of

the original goal). Backtracking may then be invoked to

find other true instances of the goal. Execution fails
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when no true instances of the original goal are found/

and terminates if it cannot find any more true instances.

Termination however cannot be guaranteed/ even if there

are no more true instances (eg. if there are infinite

branches) '.

Note that the execution just defined is a left to

right depth-first process. Note also that because

unification always provides the most general common

instance between a goal and a matching clause/ all the

most general true instances of a goal can potentially be

found (ie. apart from termination issues).

Basically/ each execution step is justified by

Robinson's Resolution Principle (Robinson,1965). This

principle subsumes in a single inference rule the

classical rules of "modus ponens" and "l njta n i i a t ion" in

formulations of first order predicate calculus; For

example, from*

p(X) :—q(a,X),r(X)t

and

q(Y> f(Y/Z) ) :-s(a»Z) »

it allows to conclude

p ( f (a , Z ) ) : -s (a > Z) , r ( f (a > Z ) ) t

by "execution" of q(a>X)w
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Besides the ordering of clauses and the sequencing

of goals within clauses Prolog provides just one other

essential mechanism for specifying control in formationi

This is the "cut" symbol, written It is inserted in

a program just like a goal; but it is not to be regarded

as part of the logic of the program and should be ignored

as far as the declarative semantics is concerned;

The effect of the "cut" is as follows: when first

encountered; as a goal; "cut" succeeds immediately. If

backtracking should later return to the "cut", the effect

is to fail the goal which caused the clause containing

the "cut" to be activated. In other words; the "cut"

operation commits the systern to all choices made since

execution of the goal activating the clause begun; ie;

other alternatives for that goal are not considered; as

well as for all goals occurring in the matching clau-se

before the "cut"; By means of a "cut" one can ensure

that some goals, once partly executed by a clause up to a

"cut"; either must continue that partial execution or

fail; The "cut" renders deterministic the whole partial

execution made by the activated clause up to it;

Example of the effect of a "cut" in the flow of

control, when goal F fails;

P: A ; B; C ;
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where A, B> C, D, E> F, and P are metavariables standing

for predicate instances-.

If F fails/ backtracking returns to goal A,

immediately before B, the goal that activated the clause

with the "cut"!

4. OUTSTANDING FEATURES OF PROLOG

Let us briefly review the combination of features

which make Prolog a powerful but simple to use

programming language.

(1) A declarative semantics inherited from logic in
addition to the usual procedural semanticsw

(2) Identity of form of program and data - clauses
can be employed for expressing data/ and can be
manipulated as terms by interpreters written in
Prolog

(3) The input and output arguments of a procedure
do not have to be distinguished in advance/ but
may vary from one call to another. Procedures
can be multi-purpose'.

(4) Procedures may have multiple outputs as well as
multiple inputs-.

(5) Procedures may generate, through backtracking,
a sequence of alternative results. This
amounts to a high level form of iteration".

(6) Terms provide general record structures with
any number of fields. An unlimited number of
record types may be used, and there are no type
restrictions on the fields of a record'.

(7) Pattern matching replaces the use of selector
and constructor functions for operating on
structured data!
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(8) Incomplete data structures may be returned (ie.
structure containing free variables) which may
later be filled in by other procedures.

(9) Prolog dispenses with c[o to, do for and while
loops, assignment, and references (pointers);

(10) The procedural semantics of a syntactically
correct program is totally defined. It is
impossible for an error condition to arise or
for an undefined operation to be performed';
This totally defined semantics ensures that
programming errors do not result in bizarre
program behaviour or incomprehensible error
messages;

(11) No part of the program is concerned with the
details of the underlying machine or
implementation.
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APPENDIX 3: LISTING OF TUGA

conver.

/*-
/*
/*
/*+-

A PROGRAM CONVERSING IN PORTUGUESE
PROVIDING A LIBRARY SERVICE

-+++ ++++++++++++-

■*/
*/
*/
■*/

/* Operators used in program writing */

-op(500,xfy/'.').
-op(3 00,xfy/.
-op(500,fx,'?').

/*+++++++++++++++++PROGRAM ORGANIZATION+• ■ ++*/

/1 conver

input
output
gramma

dietio

dbms
dbas e

control of dialogues
input recognition
answer and question program generation
fragment of Portuguese grammar
syntax, semantics and core vocabulary
(articles, pronouns, prepositions,
adverbs and conjunctions)
peripheral vocabulary
(nouns, verbs ana adjectives)
data base managment system
data and knowledge bases

+++++++++++- -++++++-+*++++ */

/* Opening and general control of dialogues
between the program and its users

ola:-opening,
( ?conv(N),M is N+l,
openingl,converse(M) ;

opening2,converse(1) ).
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/* Conversational modes: */

/* model of general dialogues */

converse(N):-dialogue( N, S ),
( ?fr(u,Nl,fecho), +conv(N), -fr(u,Nl,fecho),1
continue(N,M), converse(M) ).

continue(N,M):-what_else,
( ?cv(P), M is P + l ; M is N+l).

/* models of particular dialogues */

converse(K-Kl,N-M,S,C,D,CON):-repeat,( ?dia(T);T=N),
dialogue(K,Kl,T,S),
(( ?fr(u,T,nouns(C));

?fr(p,T,title(A,B)),(var(A),C=B;C=A)),
M is T + l, -a 11(dia(_)),
(K =arq,handle(K-D,S,C,CON) ;true) ,! ;
P is T+l, +dia(P),fai1).

converse(K,N,LR,C,P):-var(N),?dial(M),N=M,
converse(K,N,LR,C,0).

conver s e(K,N, [] , [] ,3)
converse(K-Kl,N,LR,C,P):-dialogue(K,K1,N,S),i,

course(K-Kl,N,LR,C,P).

course(K, N, [Ll, ..LN] , [C, ..L] , P) :-check_if(K,N,T,C),
(var(C) ,C=[],S is N+l,converse(K,S,LN,L, P) ;
Ml is N+l,PI is P+l,(?rf(O),Ol is 0+l,+rf{0l);
+rf(PI)),
doc(Ll,T), i,converse(K,Ml,LN,L,PI) ) .

course(K,N,[],[],P)?fr(u,N,recusa),
converse (K,N, [],[],_)'!.

course(K-Kl,N,LR,C,P)( ?fr(u,N,desvio),1,fail;
shift,Nl is N+l,dialogue(K,3,Nl,R) ,

( ?fr(u,Nl,recusa),!,fai1;
return,N2 is Nl+1,converse(K-Kl,K2,LR,C,P) )).

conversefN,Z,d(A,D,L,Y,C,R)):-converse(arq-4,N-Nl,
categorias,C,_,_),
+dia 1(Nl),converse(clas-l,M,R,_, _) ,
N2 is M+l,converse(N2,d(D,A,L, Y, Z)) .
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converse(N,d(D,A,L, Y , Z )):-repeat,
ask(arq-1,K-M,autor,[A],D),
ask(arq-l/M-Hl,livreiro,[L],D),
ask(arq-2,Ml-M2,'a data de publicacao',[Y],D),
ask(arq-2,M2-_,'o tipo', [ Z j , D ) , +cv(M2),
-all ( fact (_, ) ) .

converse(N,n(R,C)):-Nl is N+l,
converse(lexi-2,tr(Nl-N2,C,aceita)) ,

dialogue(lexi,3, N2, C) , N3 is N2+1,
?nn(L),converse(lexi-6, tr(N3-N4,L,aceita) ) ,
turn(N4,L).

converse(K-Kl,tr(N-M,S,R)):-repeat,
( ?cd(T) ;T=N),dialogue(K,Kl, T, S) ,
( ?fr(u,T,R),M is T+l, -all(cd(_)) , 1 ;

P is T+l, +cd(P),fai1).

turn(N,[]):- +ok,Nl is N-l, +cv(Nl).
turn(N, [LI, ..L] ) :-converse(1exi-4,N-Nl,Ll, [Gl],

gen(Gl,G),converse(lexi-5,N1-N2,Ll,[P]/_»_)t
dom(P,D) ,archive_pn(L1,G,D) , turn(N2,L) .

conversel(D,M):-(?cv(N);N=1),Nl is N+l,
(D =ref([]),S =documentos, i ;S=categorias),
repeat,
dialogue(said,i,Nl,S),decide(D,Nl,M) .

/* test in the document classification scenario */

check_if(clas-_,N,T,C):- ?fr(p,N,title(T,C)).

/* decisions to be taken in the information
transactions scenario " */

decide(_,N,s):- ?fr(u,N,aceita),!.
decide(_,N,n) :- ?fr(u,N,recusa) , 1.
decide(_, N,M) :- ?fr(u,N,number(M)), ! .
decide(D, N, ):- +cv(N),conversel(D,N) .

/* Subsidiary mechanisms of dialogues */

as k(_,M-M,Tipo, [V] ,N) :- ?fact(N,Tipo,V) ,V = = f(_) , !.
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ask(K-Kl,M-Ml,Tipc,V,N): - repeat,
question(K-Kl,M-Ml,Tipo,V,N,CON),
I,CON = 0.

question(K-Kl,N-M,Tipo,V,D,CON):-
converse(K-Kl,N-M,Tipo,D,CON),!,
dont_insis t(D, Tipo,V/CON) , J .

dont_insist(N,T,[V],0):-!, ?fact(N,T,V).
dont_insist(_/_/_/_).

handle(arq-N,T,[],0).
handle(arq-N,T,[L1,..LN],R):-care_of(N/T,L1,S),

handle(arq-N,T,LN,Q), R is S+Q.

care_of(N,T,V,0):- ?fact(N,T,V)/!.
care_o£(N,T,V,0)?fact(N,T,f(D)),

-fact(N,T,f(D)), +fact(N,T,V).
care_of(N,_,V,C):-(integer(V),T='a data de publicacao';

( nol (V, li v, _) ;
nol(V,art,,T='o tipo');

pn (V, D) ,
(D=typ{[]),T=autor;
D=tit([]),T=titulo;
D=typ(pub([])),T=livreiro)),

( ?fact(N,T,VI), -fact(N,T,VI),
+ fact(N,T,V) ,C=i ; +fact(N,T,V),C = 0) .

care_of(N,T, f(_)*0) :-(T=autor,D=typ(V) ;
T=iivreiro,D=typ(pub(V));
T='a data de publicacao',D=yea([])),
+fact(N,T,f(D)).

care_of1):-write('Houve um engano da sua parte!')»
nl.

/* Simple question-answer dialogues:
between the user and the program */

dialogue(N,S):-user(S),nl,program(N,S).

/* Exchange patterns between the program and its user */

/* in the document classification scenario */

dialogue(clas,1,N,S):-please,write('de-me o titulo de '),
( ?rf(K) ,K>=1,write('outra') ;write('uma')) ,

write)' referencia do documento em questao.'),
n 1, d i a 1 og u e (N, S) .
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dialogue(clas,2,M,S):-
please,
writeC faca a sua escolha tendo em atencao'),
write!' as categorias sugeridas'),
nl,write('e as que julgar mais apropriadas.'),nl,
write('De-me 3 categorias no maximo!'),nl,
dialogue(N,S).

dialogue(clas,3,N,R): -
writef'Quer ainda classifica''-lo?'),
nl,dialogue(N,R).

dialogue(clas,4,N,R): -
write('De-me 3 categorias no maximo!'),nl,
dialogue(N,S).

dialogue(clas,5,N,T):-please,
writeC conhece a c la ss i f icacao de '),
write ) ,write (T) ,writeC" ?') , nl,
dialogue(N,S).

/* in the information transactions scenario */

dialogue(said,1,N,S):-write('Quer mais '),
write(S),write('?'),n1,
dialogue(N,R).

/* in the classification category generation scenario */

dialogue(crie,1,N,R):- please,
writeC debaixo de que categoria a pretende inserir?'),
nl,dialogue(N,S).

dialogue(crie,2,N,R)
please,
writeC qual o nome da nova ca tegor i a ? ' ) , n 1,
dialog ue(N,S) .

/* in the storage and erasure of data items scenario */

dialogue(arq,1,N,S)
please,
write(' qual o nome do '),write(S),
writeC do document©? ' ) , nl,
dialogue(N,_).

dialogue(arq,2,N,S):-
please,
writeC qual e"' ') ,write(S),
writeC do documento? ') , nl,
d i a logue (N, __) .
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dialogue(arq,3,N,S):-
please,
write(' deseja arquivar este documento '),
write('na Base de Dados?'),nl;
dialogue(N,_).

dialogue(arq,4,N,S):-please,
writeC quais sao as ' ) ,write(S) ,

write(' do documento?'),nl,
dialogue(N,R).

/* in the dictionary enlargement subscenario */

dialogue(1exi,1,N,_)
write('Existe algum erro sintatico na escrita')
writeC da sua frase?') ,nl,
dialogue(N,_).

dialogue(lexi,2,N,R):-( R=l,
write('A palavra desconhecida e'' um nome proprio?');
write('Alguma das palavras desconhecidas e'' um nome')
writeC propr io? ' ) ) , nl,
dialogue(N,_)•

dialogue(lexi,3,N,R):-( R=l,
write{'Qual a palavra que e'' nome proprio?');
writefQuais as palavras que sao nomes propr ios? ' ) ) , nl
user(S),sent(S,0), +nn(0).

dialogue(1exi,4,N,R):-write('Qual e'' o genero de '),
write(R),write(' ?'),nl,
dialogue(N,_).

dialogue(1exi,5,N,R):-write('A qual dos tipos, '),
write('autor, titulo, livreiro, ou categoria,'),nl
writeC pertence a palavra '),write(R),write( ' ?')
nl,dialogue(N,_).

dialogue(lexi,6,N,R)
writeCVou perguntar-lhe informacoes sobre '),
write(R),nl,
write('de forma a inseri-la no dicionario.'),nl
write('Concorda?'),nl,
dialogue(N,_).

/ * Analysis of user sentences:
case of comprehensible sentences */

program(N,S ) :-prin(F,S, [] ),+f r(u,N,F),
answer(N,F), +fr(p,N,F), 1 , n1.
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/* case of incomprehensible sentences */

program(N,S):-sent(S,0)/diagnostic(R/O,[]),
om i s s i on, on i s s i on ( N, R) ,

( ?ok, ? c v (N1),N2 is Nl+1,
write('A resposta va sua pergunta sobre ')
output4 (R) ,write( ' e" : ' ) ,nl,
program(N2,S) ; +fr(p,N,incompreensivel)).

:-end.

input.

/*+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ +4-++++++++++++++++*

/* INPUT RECOGNITION *
/*+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*

/* Input recognition character by character, and
identification of words that compose user sentences *

user(F):-get(C),words(C,F),I.

/* Construction of simple and compound words */

words (C, fP, ..PS] ) (characterl(C,34),wordl(C,CI, [C, ..L])
character(C,A),word(A,CI,L) ),
name(P,L),word s(CI,PS).

words(44PS]):-get(CI),words{CI,PS). /*comma */
words(63,[?]):- +interrogative. /*question mark*/
words(46,[. /*full stop*/
words(33,[!]). /*exclamation mark
words(_,?):-get(C),words(C,P).

word(C,CI,[C,..CS]):-getO(C2),
(character(C2,A),word(A,CI,CS);
C1=C2,CS=[]).
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wordl(C,C1,[C,..CS]):-getO(C2),
(characterl (C 2 , 3 4 ),get(C3),C1=C3,CS=[] ;
characterl (C2,C3),wordl (C3,C1,CS)) .

/* List of characters */

character(32,_) - ,fai1. /* space */
character(63, _) - ,fai1. /* 7 */

character(46,_) - ,fai1. /* • */

character(33,_) - ,fail. /* 1 */

character(44,_) - ,fail. /* */

character(45,_) - ,fail. /* - */

character(40,_) - ,fail. /* ( */
character(41,_) -

, f a i 1. /* ) */

character(58,_) - ,fail. /* I */
character(59, _) - ,fail. /* t */

character(10,_) - ,fai1. /* 1ine-f eed

character(13, ) - ,fail. /* CR

/* upper-case test */

character(C,A) (C=<9 0, C>=64, A is C+32 ; A=C) .

/* upper-case test for compound nouns */

characterl (C,A) :-(C> = 64,C = <90, A is C+32 ; A=C) .

/* Diagnostic of the user sentence */

diagnostic(R) --> [],({ ?lex(R), -a 11(1ex(_) ) , i ; R=[J }).
diagnostic(R) —> lexicon, diagnostic(R).

/* removal of separators */

sent([],t])•
sent([SI, ..S] ,0) :-separator(SI),sent(S,0).
sent([Sl,..S],[SI,. . 0}):-sent(S,0).

s epara tor(!).
separator(',').
separator('-').
separator(.)•
separator(?).
S GpS ra tor(e) .

separator(ou).
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/* lexicon search */

lexicon —> [N], { nol (N.
lexicon --> [N], {pn(N,
lexicon --> [V] , { vel (V, vel (V, .

lexicon --> [A], {adl(A,_,_)}.
lexicon --> articles.
lexicon —> pronouns.
lexicon --> adverbs.
lexicon --> [P]/ (prep(P)} ; c,[C], {prep(C)}.
lexicon --> conj_c.
lexicon --> nb(N).
lexicon —> expressions.
lexicon — > [N]/({ ?lex(R), + lex{ [N,..R])}, 1;{+lex( [N]) } ) .

:-end.

ouput.

/*+ "f* ++ *t+ ++ +"r+ -i-++ ++++++ + -r++ -l- +++ -4"-f++ + -f + ++ + -t-+ ++ + + v+ H*"i*+++"t*r*/
/* ANSWER AND QUESTION PROGRAM GENERATION */
/*++++++++++ +T+++++++ +++ -t- +++T+++ ++ "!-+++ + +T++4- + ++++++ -!-+-f-+*/

Generation of responses according the user
sentence type */

answer(N,aceita) .

answer(N,recusa):-agreement.
answer(N,desvio):-change.
answer(N,fecho):-close.

answer(N,number(M)).
answer(N,nouns(L)).
answer(N,titie(T,C)):-

(var(T),answer(N,order(pr(category( [C])})), 1 ;
answer(N,order(pr(category( [C] , [T])) ))) .
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answer(N,fact(coni(01,02))):-
write('Para a primeira proposicao: '),
answer(N,fact(Ol)),i,
write('E, para a segunda proposicao: '),
answer(N,fact(02)).

answer(N,fact(O)):-verify(0,B),response2(B).

answer(N,order(pr(0))):-0=..[categoria,C],var(C),
N1 is N+l,!,
dialcgue(crie,2,Nl,R).

answer(U,order(Q)):-verify(0,B),!,answerl(N,0,K,T,B),
(order(N,K,T,B);true).

answer(N,ques tion(conj(01,02))) : -
write('Para a primeira pergunta:'),
answer(N,ques tion(Ol)), 1,
write('E, para a segunda pergunta: '),
answer(N,question(02)).

answer(N,question(0)):-verify(0,B),
( -negative,responses(B);responsel(B)).

answer(N,which((G-sin)-D-X,K,0)):-(verify_d(X,0,_),!;
verify(0,B) ),print([K-D-G,X],t).

answer(N,which((G-_)-D-X,K,0)):-
f ind_a 11 ( [X , D] , O, card (_, _, _) , _) ,

print([K-D-G,X],t).
answer(N,which((G-_)-D-X,0)):-verify(0,B),

print([sub-D-G,X],B).

answer ( N, how_many ( [G-X,D j ,0) ) :■-
find_a11( [X,D] , O,card(_),,
print([card-D-G,X],t).

answer(M,how_many(G-D-X,0)):-verify(0,B),
print([card-D~G,X],B).

answer( , ):-nl,note.

. c* L rdo for the response generation */

answerl (N, pr (P),clas,T,B) :- ?==. . [categor .i a, C,T] ,

response4 (N,clas,C,T,B).
answerl(N,pr(P),info,T,B):- P=..[info,I,T],

r espons e4 (N, info,I,T,B) .

answerl(N,pr(P),crie,C,B):- P=..[categoria,C],
response4 (N,crie,C,_, B) .

answerl(N,pr(P),dest,_,B):-P=..[destroi,C],
response4 (N,des t,C,_,B) .

answerl(N,pr(P),arq,T,B):-P~..[arquive,T],
response4(N,arq,T,_,B).
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/* Types cf user commands */

order(N,clas,[T], f):-classify(N,R,C,M),(var(C),! ;
P is M+l,archive(P,T,C,R)).

order(N,crie,[C],f):-generate_cat( N, C ,M).

order(N,dest,_, f) .

order(N,ara,[T],f):-archive(N,T).

/* PRINT OF RESPONSES */

/* General responses */

opening:-write('01a". ') ,nl,nl.
openingl:-return,request.
opening2:-start,request.

what_eIse:-write('E que mais?'),nl,nl.
start:-write('Vamos iniciar a conversa!'),nl.
return:-write{'Vamos retomar a conversa anterior!'),nl.
change:-write{'Ok.Vamos desviar-nos desta conversa!'},nl.
shift:-write('Desvia''-mo-nos da conversa!'),nl.
close:-write('Ok,esta conversa terminou!'),nl,

write('Adeus, e ate'' "a vista!'),nl.

omission:-write('Nao compreendo esta frase ').
omission(N, [] ) :- reason,suggestion, +c v(N), !.
omis sion(N,R) :-reason(R,C),

(remark(N), ?fr(u,N,aceita),suggestion,!;
s uggestion(N,R,C)).

reason:-write('porque a sua construcao sintactica'),
write(' e'' desconhecida!'),nl.

reason(R,C):-write('porque '),card(R,C),
(C=l,write('a palavra '),output4(R),
write(' e'' desconhecida! ') ;

writet'as palavras '),output4(R),
write(' sao desconhecidas!')),nl.

s ugges tion: -write('Corrija a sintaxe ou construe'),
write(' outra parafrase.'),nl,
write('Repita a psrgunte por favor!'),nl.
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suggestion!:-write('Desculpe, mas tern de reformular') ,

writef a sua frase'),
write(' empregando outras pa lavras!') ,n1.

suggestion(N,R,C) :-converse(N, n ( R, C)) ;s ugg es tionl.

remark(N):-please,
writef preste atencao *a frase que escreveu!'),nl,
dia!ogue(lexi,l,N,_).

request:- please,
writeC escreva factos, ordens ou perguntas-'),nl.

please:-write('Por favor,').

agreement:-write('Esta'' beml ') ,nl.

notel:-write('Talvez haja confusao na sua frase.'),nl,
write ('E" ambigua, e portanto'),
writeC nao consigo responder-ihe.'),nl.

note:-write('Compreendi esta frase.'),nl,
write('No entanto,nao consigo encontrar'),
writef uma forma de responder-lhe.'),nl.

/* Responses for:
closed user questions */

responsel(t) :-write('Sim.') ,nl.
responsel(f) :-write('Nao.') ,nl.
responsel(u):-nl,notel.

/* user statements */

response2(t):-write('Concordo.'),nl.
response2(f):-write('Nao concordo.'),nl.
response2(u):-

write('A sua frase pressapoe outros factos,'),
writeC logo urn con texto . ' ) , nl,
writeCComo nao possuo informacao sobre') ,

write(' o que foi dito'),nl,
write('anteriormente, a sua frase e'* ambiguaC),nl,
write ! 'E, portanto, nao consigo responder-Ihe!'),nl.
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/* interrogative negative user sentences */

response3(t):-write('E'' verdade.'),nl.
response3(f) :-write('E" falso.') , nl.
response3(u):-nl,notel.

/* user commands occurring in the pre-fixed scenarios */

response4(N,info,[L],[T],t):-
write),write(T),write('"'),
write(' e'' conhecido,') ,nl,
write('e possui a seguinte informacao:'),nl,
outputl(doc(V),L),nl.

response4 (N,clas, [C], [ T],t) :-
writewrite(T),write,
writeC e'' conhecido, e') ,

write(' esta" classificaao nas categorias:'),
nl,output(cat([]),C) , nl.

response4(N,crie, [Cj ,_,t) :-write('"') ,write(C),write('"') ,

writeC e'' conhec id a ! ' ) , nl.

response4 (N, crie, [C] ,_, f) : -
(var(C),write('Proponha outro nome!'),nl,1,fai1;
write,write(C),write,
writeC e' ' desconhecida!'),nl).

response4 (N,dest, [C] ,_,t) :-write('"') ,write(C),write('"') ,

writeC e'' conhecido, e foi apagado!'),nl.
response4 (N,dest, [C] ,_,f) :-write('"') ,write(C),write('"') ,

write(' nao pode ser destruido, porque e'''),
write(' desconhecido!') ,nl.

response 4 (N, arq, [T] ,_, t) :-write(',!') , write(T) ,wri te ( ' " ' ) ,

writeC e'' conhecido e nao ha'' necessidade '),
write('de o arquivar!'),nl.

response4 (N,arq, [T],_,f) :-write('"') ,write(T),write('"') ,

writeC e'' des conhec ido!'), n 1,
write('Gostaria ae o arquivar!'),nl.

response4 (N,_,_, [T] ,f) :-write('"') ,write(T),write('"') ,

write(' e'' desconhecido!'),nl.

/* open user questions:
proper nouns as response */

print( [K—G, []] ,B) :-ifyes(B) ,nought(K-G) ,nl.
pr int ( [K-G, [ X ] J , f) : -var (X) , nought ( K-G) , nl.
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print([_,X],u):-write{'A sua pergunta e ' ' indefinidai'),
nl,(var(X),
write{'Nao enccntro nenhuma entidade que a satisfaca.'),
nl;true).
print([card-D-_, X ] , t) (X=coord(Y);X=Y),card(Y,C),

output(D, [C J ),nl.
print([K-D-G,[X]], t):-nonvar(D),D=doc(V),outputl(D, X ).
print([K-D-G/X],t):- ( X=[Y-_], output2(Y) ; true),

(X=[L],impk(K,D,[L]),cond_output(D,[L]);
(X=coord(L);(D=cat([]);D=ref([])),X=[L];X=L),
impk(K,D,L),cond_output(D,L)) , nl.

impk(prep(em),yea([]),_):-output2(em).
impk(prep(em) ,L) :-(L=[N] ;L= [N, . . ) ,pn(N,G,_) ,

(G=mas,output2(no);output2(na)).
impk(prep(por) ,L) :-(L=[N] ;L=[N,.) ,pn(N,G,_),

(G=mas,output2(pelo);output2(pela)).
impk(prep(P),_,_):-output2(P).
impk(_/_/_)•

/* Data output */

cond_output(D,L):-card(L,C),
(C <6,output(D,L), !;
get_ti11_5(Ll,L,L2,_),card(L2,C2),
(D=ref([]),write('Os cinco primeiros');
write('As cinco primeiras')),write(' sao:'),nl,
output(D,Ll),nl,
write('Existern mais '),write(C2),
(D=ref([]),write(' documentosi');
writeC categorias!')),nl,
conversel(D,M),output3(D,L2,C2,M) ).

output(ref([]),[]):-write('Nao existem referencias!'),nl.

outputfD,[A]):-outputl(D,A),write('.'),!.
output(D, [A,L] ) :-outputl(D,A),write(' e ') ,outputl (D,L),

writef.') •

outputfD,[A,.. LJ):-outputl(D,A),write(', '),cutput(D,L).

outputl(D,K—N—X-Y-Z—W—V):-nonvar(D),D=doc(V),
wr i te (K) , writeC no. ') , write(N) ,write(' , ') , nl,
write('autor: '),write(X),write{','),nl,
write('livreiro: '),write(Y),write(','),nl,
write('ano de publicacao: '),write(Z),
write(','),nl,write('classificacao: '),
output(cat([3),W),(V=[],write('.'),i;
write(','),nl,
write('referencias: '),output(ref([]),V),
write('.'),nl ).
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outputl (D,X) : -
(nonvar(D), (D=cat( [] ), (cat(C,X,_,_) ;cat(C,X) ) ;
D=ref( [] ), (book (_, X , C, , nl,write('iivro no. ') ;
paper(_,X,C,nl,write('artigo no. '))),
write(X),write('—'),writewrite(C),write) ;

nonvar(D),call(not(integer(X))),
(D=tit(V);D=typ(pub(V))),write),write(X),write('"');
write(X)).

output2(X):-write(X),write(' ').

output!(_/_»_> n) :-I.
output3(D, L,_,s) (D = ref( [])/write('Os') ;write('As') ),

writef restantes sao: '), output ( D, L) , I .
output3(D,L,C,N):-N>=C,output3(D,L,_,s),I.
output3(D,L,N):-get_ti1l_n(Ll,L,_,N),output3(D,Ll,_,s).

output4([A]}:-outputl(_,A),!.
output4 ( [A,B] ):-outputl(_,A)/write(' e '),outputl(_,B) .

output4{[A,..L]):-outputl(_,A),write{', '),output4(L).

/* Handling of nothing as response */

nought(card-mas) :-!,write('N enhum.') ,nl.
nough t(card-fem) :-!,write('N enhuma.') ,nl.
nought(prep(em)-_):-

write('Que eu saiba, nao foram publicados'),
writeC pela raesma entidade.'),nl.

nought(prep(P)-_):-write(P),writeC ninguem.'),nl.
nough t(_) :-

write('Nenhuma entidade satisfaz a sua pergunta.'),nl.

:-end.

gramma.

FRAGMENT OF PORTUGUESE GRAMMAR
-f ++++++++ -

.*/
*/

-++++++++*/
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SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS */

/* Grammar re-writing rules;its function */

/* Main sentence types: */

/* user responses and remarks */

prin(fecno) —> [adeus], final(_,_).

prin(O) --> (nega(_,non(_)) , {0 = recusa};
afir(_,yes(_)) , {0=aceita} ),
(ve(afir,_), atrib ; {true} ), final(_,_).

prin(desvio) --> ve(des,_), ( [ P] , {prep(P)} ; {true} ) ,
( nofconv,J ; {true} ), final(_,_).

prin(number(M)) --> ve(afir,_), atrib,
art (X, for(_,_, card(_, equal,M) ) ) ,
noun([X,, final(_,_).

prin(titie(T,C)) --> [N],( {not(integer(N)),
pn(N,tit(V)),T=N;
pn(N,cat([])),(N<1500;N>10000),C=N}),
final .

prin(nouns(L)) —> (nouns(L);
nega (_, non (_)■) ,ve(sei,sin) , {L = [f (d) ] } ) ,

final-

/* user questions, statements and commands */

prin(P) --> pre_locl, prop(O), fina1(P,O),I.

prin(X2) —> ( { ?interrogative } ; pre_loc2 ) ,

int_re11(interrog(Q,X2),X1), prop(O),
finalinterrog) , ! .

prin(P) —> prop(O), fina1(P,O),!.

/* Sentence final */

final(_, interrog) —> [?], { -interrogative } ; [1],
{ -diga }.

final(question(O),0) —> [?],{ -question ; true }.
final(question(O),O) --> [.],{ -question }.



final(fact(0),0) --> [•].
fina1(order(O),O) —> [!].

/* Phrase(s) */

prop(P) —> nucleus(L,Ol,02,0), compIs(L,Ol,02),
({P=0} ;

comma,[e], prop(Pl), {P=conj(0,Pi)} ).

nucleus(L,0l,02,0) --> [nuc1eus(L,01,02,0)],1.
nucleus(L,01,02,O) --> arg(sub-Y,04,0), neg(03,04),

(verb([Y,.•L],01), {02=03};
{L=[noun-A-D-Z]}, ve(ter,_),
{Ol=set_equal(X,Z)},
advg_g(Al-D-Z,prep(de)-Y,L,02,03) }

nucleus(L,0,01,0) —> verb(L,0) , (per_prcn ; {true}).

/* Negation */

neg(0,C),'"erb(X,01),P,none(G-N)] --5
[nao], verb(X,01), [P], none(G-N),!.

neg(0,O),[verb(X,Ol),none(G-N)J —> [nao],
verb(X,01), none(G-N).

neg(O,non(O)) —> [nao], {negative}.
neg(0l,0) —> [neg(01,0)].
neg(O,O) --> [].

negative:- ?negative,!.
negative:- tnegative.

nega(O,non(0)) --> [nao].

/* Affirmation */

a fir(0,yes(0)) --> [sira] ; [ok] ; [por,favor] ; [sim,par,favor]
afir(O,O) --> [].

/* Subject placement at the beginning of the sentence */

int_rell(I,X) —> int_re12(I,X).
int_rell(I,XI),[nucleus(L,01,04,0),mcv_arg(X2,G2,03)] -->

int_re12(I,XI),
arg(X2,02f 03) , nuc1eus(L,Ol,O4,0).
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/* Subject, .interrogative article and relative
pronoun generation */

int_rel2(I,X),[arg(K-X,0,O)] --> pron(I,K-X).
int_re12(interrog(G,X2),Xl),

[case(K),art(XI,01,02,and(Ol,02))] --> case(K),
interrog art(K-Xl,O,X2).

int_rel2(rel, A-X) ,

[case(K),s_nucleus([A2-X2,Xl],03,02,01,0),
mov_arg(prep(de)-A-X,O,O)] --> case(K),
pron(rel,prep(de)-A2-X),
def_raark(A2),
s_nucleus([A2-X2,X1],03,O2,Ol,O).

/* Complements */

compls([X,..L],Ol,O) --> [mov_arg(X,02,O)],
compls(L,Ol,02).

compls ([] ,0, O) —> [].
compls([K-A-D-XL],Ol,O) --> compls(L,Ol,02),

arg(K-A-D-Y,02,O),
{arg_form(K, Y,X)} .

compls(L,Ol,O) —> [compls(L,01,O)].

/* Arguments(subjects) 1 */

arg (X,01,O) —> [ arg(Y,Ol,O)], !, {X=Y}.

/* Subject inversion and coordenative conjunctions */

arg(sub-A-D-X,Ol,02),[neg(03,01),ve(ter,N)] -->
neg(03,01), ve(ter,N),
inv_mark, arg(sub-A-D-X,01,02).

arg(sub-A-D-Xl,Ol,02),[neg(O3,0l),verb([A-D-X1,X2],04)]-->
neg(03,Ol),
verb([A-D-coord(Xl),X2],04),
inv_rnark, arg ( sub-A-D-Xl, 01, 02 ) .

/* Arguments(subjects) 2 */

arg(K-X,01,O) --> case(K), n_phrase(X,Ol, O) .
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arg_form(prep(de), Y,coord(Y)):-var(Y),!•
arg_form(_, Y,Y).

/* Noun phrase */

n_phrase((G-N)-D-X,0,0) —> (proper_nouns((G-N)-D-X);
def_art(G-sin), propar_nouns((G-N)-D-X)).

n_phrase(X,01,O) — > s_nucleus( [X, ..L],03,02,01/04),
compls(L,04,O), com, relatives(X,02,03),[end].

s_nucleus(L,03,02,Ol,O) —> [s_nucleus(L,03 , 02 , 01, O)] .

s_nucleus([X,..L],03,02,01,0) --> art(X,03,01,O),
com, adjs(X,04,05),[end],
common_noun([X,..L],05,06), com,
ad j_g(X,06,02), [end] .

/* Relative phrases of restrictive type */

relatives(X,02,and(02,03)) --> [com(C)], int_re11{re1,X),
prop(04), end(C), relatives(X,04,03).

relatives(X,02,02) --> [].

/* Disjunction and conjunction of proper nouns */

proper_nouns((G3-N)-D-disj([I,..L])) --> [I],{pn(I,Gl,D)},
end(disj),(accord(Gl,G2,G3)},
pns((G2-plu)-D-L), [end].

proper_nouns{(G3-N)-D-[I,..L]) —> [I], {pn(I,Gl,D)},
end(C), {accord(Gl,G2,G3)}, pns((G2-N)-D-L), [end].

pns((G3-plu)-D-[I,..L]) —> [com(C)],
(def_art(_-sin);{true}),
[I], {pn(I,G1,D)},
end(C),(accord(Gl,G2,G3)}, pns((G2-N)-D-L).

pns((fern-sin)-D-[]) —> [].

accordfmas, ,mas). accord(fern,G,G).

/* Common nouns */

common noun(X,v,0) —> noun(X,0).
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common noun(X,01,and(01,02)) —> noun(X,02).

/* Conjuntion of nouns */

nouns([LILN]) --> [LI], (nora(Ll)}, end(_),
nos(LN), [end].

nos([Ll,..LN]) —> [com(C)], [LI], (nom(Ll)},
end(C), nos(LN).

nos([]) --> [].

norn(X) :-pn(X,_,_) .

nom(X):-nol(X, , ).

/* Adjectives and adjectival groups */

ad js (X, v, v) —> [ ] .

adjs(X,0,0) —> [com(C)], adj([X],0), end(C).
adjs(X,01,and(Ol,03)) —> [com(C)], adj([X],01),

end(C), adjs(X,02,03).

adj_g(X,0,and(O,03)) —> [com(C)], adj([X,..L],0l),
compls(L,Oi,02), end(C), adj_g(X,01,03).

adj_g(X, O, 0) --> [].

atrib —> (adv_m ; adv_q ; (true) ), none(_).
atrib —> adv_m;adv_q.
atrib — > [] .

/* Adverbial groups */

advg_g(X,Y,_,Ol,O) — > adv_g(X,Y,Ol,0) .

advg_g(X,Y,L,Oi,0), [compls(L,02,03)] —> compls(L,02,O3),
adv_g(X,Y,Oi,0).

adv_g(X,Y,Ol,O) --> adver, s_nucleus([X,Y,..L],v,_,Ol,02),
compls(L,02,0).

/* Ellipsis and generation of an article
according the case */

inv_mark,[case(sub),none(G-N)] --> none(G-N).
inv mark —> [].
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def mark(A), [def art(A)] — > [] .

case(K) --> [case(K)].

case(sub),[none(G-N)] --> none(G-S).
case(sub),[not_all(A)] —> not_all(A).
cas e ( s ub) — > [ ] .

case(dir),[ind_art(A)] —> [ ]'.
case(dir) —> [].

case(noun),[art(X,O,v,0)] —> [].
case(noun),[art(X,O,v,O)] --> ind_art(A),i.
case(noun) --> [].

case(prep(P)) —> contract,[P],(prep(P)}.

/* Interrogative and relative pronouns general rules */

pron(interrog(0,which(X,0)),sub-X) --> int_prons.
pron(interrog(0,which(A-typ(V)-X,0)),sub-A-typ(V)-X) -->

int_pronsl.
pron(interrog(O,which(X,K,O)),K-X) --> int_pron(K).
pron(interrog(0,which(A-typ(V)-X,K,0)),X-A-typ(V)-X) -->

r_i_pron(K).
pron(interrog(0,how_many(G-D-X,0),K-(G-N)-D-X)) — >

"> int_ar t (G) .

pron(rel,K-A-typ(V)-X) --> r_x_pron(K).
pron(rel,K-A-D-X) — > rel_pron(K,A).

rel_pron(dir,_) --> pron2_r_i.
rei_pron(sub,_) --> pron2_r_i.

rel_pron(prep(de),A) --> pron_r(A).
rel_pron(prep(em),_) —> pron_r_i; conj_c.
rel_pron(prep(P),G-N) --> ( c,[P], (prep(P)},

def_art(G-N), (pronl_r_i(N);
pron2__r _i ) ;
[P], (prep(P)}, (pron2_r_i ;

pron3_r_i)).

r_i_pron(sub) —> pron3_r_i.
r_i_pron(prep(P)) --> [P], (prep(P)}, pron3_r_i.

int_pron(sub) --> pron2_r_i ; pron3_r_i.
int_pron(dir) --> pron2_r_i.
int_pron(prep(P)) --> [P], (prep(P)}, (pron2_r_i ;

pron3_r_i ).
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int_pron(dir} --> pronl_i.
int_pron(prep(em)) --> pron_r_i ; conj_c ; adv_m_i.

/* ellipsis or generation of a verb */

int_prons, [ve(ser,N)] —> (pron3_r_i ; pronl_r_i(N)) ,

ve(ser,N) , ! .

int_prons, [ve(ter,N)] —> (pron3_r_i ; pronl_r_i(N)) ,
ve(ter, N) , i .

int_prons, [ve(estar,N)] --> adv_m_i,ve(estar,N) , !.
int_prons,[ve(ser,N)] —> (pron3_r_i ; pronl_r_i(N)).

int_pronsl,[ve(ser,N)] —> pron3_r_i, ve(ser,N).
int_pronsl,[ve(ter,N)] --> pron3_r_i, ve(ter,N).

/* Adverbs */

adver, [def art( )] --> adv m i.

/* Separators: conjunction, disjunction and comma */

com, [end] — > [] .

com,[com(C)] —> [].

end(e) , [end,X] — > [X] , ((X=('?') ;X='I';X='.'}).
end(comma),[com(comma)] --> [','].
end(comma) , [com(e)] — > e.

end(disj),[com(ou)] --> ou.

end(e),[end] —> comma.

end(ou),[end] —> [].

comma — > [','],!.
comma — > [] .

e — > [e],i.
e —> [] .

ou — > [ou].

/* Interrogative articles */

interrog_art(K-(G-N)-X,O,which((G-N)-X,K,O))-->
pron2_r_i ; pronl __r_i ( N) .
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interrog_art(K-(G-plu)-D-X,O,how_many([G-X,D],0)) -->
int art(G).

/* Articles and classical quantifiers */

art(X,01,02,0) —> [art(X,01,02,O)].

art((G-sin)-D-X, 01, 02,for([X,D],01,
if(card(X,equal,1),02))) —> def_art(G-sin).

art((G-plu)-D-X,01,02,for([X,D],Ol,
if(card(X,greater,0),02))) --> def_art(G-plu).

art(A-D-X,01,02,for([X,D],Ol,
if(card(X,equa1,I),02))) --> def_art(A),nb(I).

art( (G-sin)-D-X,01,02,for( [X,D] ,and(01,02),
card(X,greater,0))) —> ind_art(G-sin).

art((G-plu)-D-X,01,02,for([X,D],and(Ol,02),
card(X,greater,1))) —> ind_art(G-plu).

art((G-plu)-D-X,Ol,02,for([X,D],and(Ol,02),
card(X,equal,Y))) --> nb(Y).

art(A-D-X,01,02,for([X,D],and(01,not(02)),
card(X,equal,0))) —> todo_art(A).

art(A-D-X,Ol,02,for([X,D],and(01,not(02)),
card(X,greater,0))) --> [not_all(A)],{negative}.

art( (G-sin)-D-X,01,02,not(for( [X,D] ,and(01,02) ,

card (X,greater,0))) ) —> none(G-sin),{negative}.
art((G-plu)-D-X,01,02,not(for( [X,D] ,ana(01,02) ,

card(X,g-eater,1))) ) --> none(G-plu), {negative}.

/* Fixed morphology: gender and number
/* total of words: 101 */

*/

/* Articles */

articles — > def_art(_) ;ind_art(_);nonel;none{_) ;
todo_art( );not all( );int art( ).

/* Definite articles */

def_art(mas-sin) —> [o].
def_art(fem-sin) —> [a].
def_art(mas-plu) —> [os].
def_art(fem-plu) —> [as].

def art(A) --> [def art(A)] .
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/* Indefinite articles and pronouns */'

ind_art(_), [pessoa] --> [alguem].

ind_art(mas-sin) --> [um] ; [algum] .

ind_art(fem-sin) —> [uma];[alguma].
ind_art(mas-plu) —> [uns];[alguns].
ind_art(fem-plu) —> [umas];[algumas].

ind art(A) —> [ind art(A)].

none(_), [pes
none(_), [tip

none(mas-sin)
none(fem-sin)
none(mas-plu)
none(fem-plu)
none(A) —> [

oa] —> nonel.
j — > nonel.

— > [nenhum] .

— > [nenhuma] .
— > [nenhuns].
— > [nenhumas] .

one(A)].

nonel —> [ninguem].

not_all(A) —> [nem], todo_art(A)

todo_art(mas-sin) --> [todo,o].
todo_art(fem-sin) —> [toda,a].
todo_art(_-sin) —> [qualquer].
todo_art(mas-plu) —> [todos,os].
todo_art(fem-plu) --> [todas,as].
todo_art(_-plu) --> [quaisquer].

todo_art(G-sin) --> [cada].

todo art(A) --> [todo art(A)].

/* Interrogative articles */

int_art(mas) —> [quantos].
int_art(fem) —> [quantas].

/* Pronouns */

pronouns —> per_pron;pron_r_i;pronl_r_i(_);pron2_r_i;
pron3_r_i ; prcn__r (_) ; pronl_i .



/* Personal pronouns */

per_pron — > [me].

/* Relative and interrogative pronouns

pron_r_i —> [onde].

pronl_r_i(sin)
pronl_r_i(plu)

pron2_r_i —>

— > [qual] .

— > [quais].

[que];[o,que].

pron3_r_i —> [quern].

/* Relative pronouns */

pron_r(mas-sin) — >
pron_r(fern-sin) —>
pron_r(mas-plu) —>
pron__r ( f em-p lu) —>

[cu jo] ; [o , qual] .

[cuja];[a,qual].
[cujos];[os,quais]
[cujas];[as,quais]

/*' Interrogative pronouns */

pronl_i —> [quanto].

/* Adverbs */

adverbs — > adv_m_i;adv_m;adv_q.

adv_m_i —> [como].
adv_m —> [bem].
adv_q --> [mais].



/* Prepositions */

prep(a).
prep(apos).
prep('ate'' ') .

prep(com).
prep(de).
prep(desde) .

prep(em).
prep(entre).
prep(para).
prep(por).
prep(sobre).

/* Conjunctions */

conj_c —> [quando].

/* Contraction of prepositions

contract,
contract,
contract,

contrac t,
contract,
contrac t,
contract,

contract,
contract,
contract,
contract,

contract,
contract,
contract,
contract,

contract,
contract,
contract,
contract,

a,a] --> [ '* a'].
a,o] --> [ao].
a,os] — > [aos] .

de,o] —> [do],
de,os] --> [dos].
de, a] — > [da] .

de,as] —> [das].

em,o] — > [no] .

em,os] — > [nos] .

em,a] — > [na] .

em,as] — > [nas] .

m, um] —> [num] .

m,uma] —> [numa].
m,uns] —> [nuns].
m,umas] —> [numas]

por,o] — > [pelo].
por,a] > [pela] .

por,os] — > [pelos].
por,as] —> [pelas].

contrac t — > [].
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/* Numerals */

nb(I) —> [I],{integer(I)}.

nb (1) --> um];[uma].
nb (2) - - > dois].
nb (3) -- > tres].
nb (4 ) - - > quatro].
nb (5) - - > cinco].
nb ( 6) - - > s eis].
nb (7) -- > sete].
nb (8) - - > oito].
nb (9) - - > nove].
nb (10) — > [dez].

/* Pre-locutory expressions */

expressions --> expl;exp2.

expl --> [ por, favor ] ; [ ' sera quel ; [diga , me, se] ;
[gostaria,de,saber,se] .

exp2 --> ( [de] ; [diga] ), per__pron.

pre_locl —> expl, { +question}.
pre_loc2, [qual] --> exp2, { +diga}

:-end.

dietio.

/*+ + + +++++++++ +++++ ++ ++++++ ++ + + ++++ ++++T++++ -(-+++ + ++ +++ ++ * /
/* PERIPHERAL VOCABULARY */
/*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++J-+++++*/

/* Non-fixed morphology for the library world */
/* total of words: 188 (single) ; 113(compound) */
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/* Common nouns: definitions */

noun([A-typ(aut([]))-X],pr(author(X) ) ) --> no(aut,A).
noun([A-typ(aut([] ) )-X,prep(de)-_-tit(V)-Y] ,

pr(author(X,Y))) --> no(aut,A).
noun([A-typ(pub([]))-X],pr(publisher(X))) —> no(edi,A).
noun([A-typ(pub( [] ))-X,prep(de)1it(V)-Y] ,

pr(pub_of_tit(X,Y))) --> no(edi,A).

noun([A-tit(V)-X],pr(title(X))) —> no(tit,A).
noun([A-tit(V)-X,prep(de)-_-typ(aut([]))-Y],

pr(author(Y,X))) --> no(tit,A).
noun([A-tit(V)-X,prep(de)-_-typ(pub([]))-Y],

pr(pub_of_tit(Y,X))) — > no(tit,A).

noun([A-yea([])-X],pr(year(X))) --> no(ano,A).
noun([A-yea([] )-Y,prep(de)-_-tit(V)-X] ,

pr(year_of(X,Y))) --> no(ano,A).

noun([A-tit(V)-X],pr(class(X))) —> no(doc,A).

noun( [A-W-X,prep(de)1it(V)-Y] ,

pr(class(X,Y))) —> no(cla,A).

noun([A-cat([])-X],pr(category(X))) —> no(catfA).
noun([Aprep(para)-_-cat( [] )-X] ,

pr(category (X))) --> no(cat/A).
noun ( [A-cat( [] )-X,prep('ate"') -_-cat ( [] ) -Y] ,

pr(upon(X/Y))) —> no(cat,A).

noun([A-cat( [] )-X, prep(de)-_-tit(V)-Y],
pr(category(X,Y))) --> no(cat,A).

noun([A-cat( [])-X, prep(para)-_-tit(V)-Yj ,
pr(category(X,Y))) —> no(cat,A).

noun ( [A-ref ( [] ) -X, prep(de) -_-tit (V) -Y] ,
pr(reference(X,Y))) —> no(ref,A).

noun([A-ref([])-X, prep(sobre)-_-tit(V)-Y] ,
pr(reference(X,Y))) --> no(ref,A).

noun( [A-ref([])-X,prep(para)-_-tit(V)-Y] ,

pr(reference(X,Y))) --> no(ref,A).

noun([A-tit(boo([]))-X],pr(tit_of_book(X))) --> no(liv,A).
noun([A-tit(art([]))-X],pr(tit_cf_paper(X))) -->

no(art,A).

noun( [A-tit(boo ( []))-X,prep(sobre)-_-cat([] )-Y] ,
pr(book_cat(X,Y))) —> no(liv,A).

noun([A-tit(art( []))-X,prep(sobre)-_-cat([])-Y] ,

pr(paper_cat(X,Y))) —> no(art,A).

noun( [A-1it(boo( [] ))-X, prep(de)-_-typ(aut([]))-Y] ,
pr(aut_of_book(Y,X))) --> no(liv,A).
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noun([A-tit(boo([]))-X,prep(de)-_-typ(pub([])) -Y],
pr(pub_of_book(Y,X))) --> no(liv,A).

noun ( [A-tit (art ( [] ) >-X, prep(de) -_-typ (aut { [ ] ) ) -Y] ,
pr ( aut_of_paper ( Y, X ) ) ) --> no(art,A)

noun([A-tit(aut( []))-X,prep(de)-_-typ(pub([]))-Y] ,
pr(pub_of_paper(Y,X))) --> no(art,A)

noun([A-cat([] )-X] ,pr(cat_label(X, Y))) --> no(nom,A).

noun([A-cat([])-X,prep(de)Y],
pr(cat_label(X,Y))) --> no(nom,A).

noun([A-doc(V)-X,prep(sobre)tit(V)-Y],
pr(info(X,Y))) --> no(inf,A).

/* List of common nouns */

no(Type,GN) —> [Name], { nol(Name,Type,GN) }

nol(nome,nom,mas-sin).

dialogo,mas-sin).
conversa,_,fern-sin).

masculino,mas-sin).
masculina,_,fern-sin).
feminino,_,mas-sin).
feminina,_,fem-sin).

documento,doc,mas-sin)•
publicacao,doc,fem-sin).
documentos,doc,mas-plu).
publicacoes,dec,fem-plu).

autor,aut,mas-sin).
escritor,aut,mas-sin).
tipo,aut,mas-sin).
editor,aut,mas-sin).
pessoa,aut,fem-sin).
autores,aut,mas-plu).
escritores,aut,mas-plu).
tipos,aut,mas-plu).
editores,aut,mas-plu).
pessoas,aut,fem-plu).

livro,liv,mas-sin).
livros,liv,mas-plu).

artigo,art,mas-sin).
relatorio,art,mas-sin).
artigos,art,mas-plu).
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nol(livreiro,edi,mas-sin).
nol(livreira,edi,f em-sin) .

nol(livreiros,edi,mas-plu).
nol(livreiras,edi,fem-plu).

nol(classe,cla,fem-sin).
nol(especie,cla,fern-sin).

nol(titulo,tit,mas-sin).
nol(titulos,tit,mas-plu).

nol(ano,ano,mas-sin).
nol(data,ano,fern-sin).
nol(anos,ano,mas-plu).
nol(datas,ano,fem-plu).

nol(classificacao,cat,fern-sin).
nol(categoria,cat,fern-sin).
nol(classificacoes,cat,fem-plu).
nol(categorias,cat,fem-plu).

nol (referenda, ref, fern-sin) .

nol(bibliografia,ref,fem-sin).
nol(referencias,re f,fem-plu).

nol(informacao,inf,fern-sin).
nol(informacoes,inf,fem-plu).

/* Single and compound proper nouns */

/* gender of

gen(masculino
gen(masculina
gen(feminino,
g e n ( f em i n i na ,

proper nouns */

,mas).
,mas).
fern) .

fern) .

/* domain of proper nouns */

dorrt (au tor , ty p (V) ) .

dom(categoria,cat([])).
dom(1ivreiro,typ(pub(V))) .

aom(titulo,tit(V)) .

/* list of single proper iouns */

pn(a1lwood,mas,typ(V)).
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on(back,mas, typ (V) ) .
pn (bobrovj, raas, typ(V) ) .

pn(brown,mas, typ(V)).
pn(bundy,mas,4yp(V)).
pn(burstall,mas,typ(V)).
pn{charniak,mas,typ(V)).
pn(coelho,mas,typ(V)).
pn(colmerauer,mas,typ(V)).
pn(eaer,mas,typ(V)).
pn(fikes,mas/typ(V)).
pn(fi1lmore,mas,typ(V)).
pn(hewitt,mas,typ(V)>.
pn(kowalski,mas,typ(V)).
pn(lehnert,fern,typ(V)).
pn(loveland,mas,typ(V)).
pn(mcdermott,mas,typ(V)).
pn(mendelson,mas,typ(V)).
pn(minsky,mas,typ(V)).
pn(newel1,mas,typ(V)).
pn(nilsson,mas,typ(V)).
pn(reboh,mas,typ(V)).
pn(robison,mas,typ(V)).
pn(rulifson,mas,typ(V)).
pn(sacerdoti,mas,typ(V)).
pn(schank,mas,typ(V)).
pn(shortliffe,mas,typ(V)).
pn(simmons,mas,typ(V)).
pn(slagle,mas,typ(V)).
pn(sussman,mas,typ(V)).
pn(tarski,mas,typ(V)).
pn(tate,mas,typ(V)).
pn(warren,mas,typ(V)).
pn(weizenbaurn,mas,ty p(V)) .

pn(wilks,mas,typ(V)).
pn(winograd,mas,typ(V)).
pn (v,'ins ton,mas , typ (V) ) .

/* List of compound proper nouns */

pn('psychology of computer vis ion',fern,tit(V)).
pn('problem solving methods in artificial intelligence',

mas,tit(V)).
pn('understanding natural language',fern,tit(V)).
pn('computer models of thought and language',mas,tit(V)).
pn('learning structural descriptions from examples',

fern,tit(V)).
pn('a computational model of skill and acquisition',

mas,tit(V)).
pn('human problem solving',fem,tit(V)).
pn('universals in linguistic theory',mas,tit(V)).
pn('toward a model of children''s story comprehension',

mas,tit(V)).
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pn
pn

pn
pn
pn
pn

pn

pn

pn
pn
pn

pn

pn
pn

pn

pn

pn

pn

pn

pn

pn

pn

pn
pn

pn

pn

pn

pn
pn

pn

pn
pn

pn

pn
pn

'computer power and human reason',fem,tit(V)).
'scripts,plans,goaIs and understanding',mas,tit(V))
'artificial intelligence',fem,tit(V)).
'logic in Unguis tics', fem, tit (V) ) .
'introduction to logic',fem,tit(V)).
'introduction to mathematical logic',fem,tit(V)).
'automated theorem proving:a logical basis',
fern, t i t (V) ) .

'computer-based medical consultations:mycin',
fem,tit(V)).
'programming in pop-2',fem,tit(V)).
'ai:the heuristic programming approach',fem,tit(V))
'the process of question answering',mas,tit(V)).
'computa tiona1 semantics',fem,tit(V)) .

'a framework for representing knowledge',fem,tit(V)).
'description and theoretical analysis (using schemata)
of planner',fem,tit(V)).
'strips:a new approach to the application of theorem
proving to problem solving',fem,tit(V)).
'identification of conceptualizations underlying
natural language',fem,tit(V)).
'the conniver reference manua1',mas,tit(V)).
'semantic networks:their computation and use for
understanding english sentences',mas,tit(V)).
'planning in a hierarchy of abstraction spaces',
mas,tit(V)).
'margie:memory analysis response generation and
inference on english',fem,tit(V)).
'qa4:a procedural calculus for intuitive reasoning',
mas,tit(V)).
'a preliminary qlisp manual",mas,tit(V)).
'the case for case',mas,tit(V)).
'learning and executing generalized robot plans',
fem, ti t (V) ) .

'new programming languages for artificial intelligence
research',fem,tit(V)).
'a machine oriented logic based on the resolution
principle',fem,tit(V)).
'artificial intelligence and learning strategies',
fem,tit(V)).
'logic for problem solving',fem,tit(V)}.
'project planning using a hierarchic non-linear
planner',mas,tit(V)).
'a prolog-like interpreter for non-linear clauses',
mas,tit(V)).
'making preferences more active',fem,tit(V)).
'implementing prolog-compi1ing logic programs',
fem,tit(V)).
'logic programming and compiler writing',fem,tit(V)).
'les grammaires de metamorphose',fem,tit(V)).
'planner:a language for proving theorems in robots',
f em, t i t (V) ) .
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pn('exploiting the properties of function to control
search',fem,tit(V)).

pn('geom:a prolog geometry theorem prover',mas,tit(V))

pn
pn

pn

pn
pn
pn
pn
pn
pn

pn
pn

pn
pn

pn
pn

pn

pn

pn
pn

pn

pn
pn

pn
pn
pn

pn

pn
pn
on

pn

pn
pn

pn
pn

'academic press',fern,tvp(pub(V))).
'addison-wesley',fern,typ(pub(V))).
'Cambridge press',fern,typ(pub(V))).
'edinburgh press',fern,ty p (pub(V) ) ) .

elsevier,fern,typ(pub(V))).
freeman,mas,typ(pub(V))).
'holt,rinehart and wins ton',mas,typ(pub(V)))
'lawrence erlbaum',mas,typ(pub(V))).
'mcgraw hi11',fem,typ(pub(V))).
'mit ai lab',mas,typ(pub(V))).
'north-holland',fern,typ(pub(V))).
'oxford press',fern,typ(pub(V))).
'prentice hali',fem,tvp(pub(V))).
'project mac mit',mas,typ(pub(V))).
'van nostrand reinhold',fern,typ(pub(V))).
'vale press',fern,typ(pub(V))).

'acm survey',mas,typ(pub(V))}.
ai,mas,typ(pub(V))).
dai,mas,typ(pub(V))).
gia,mas,typ(pub(V))).
ijcai,fern,typ(pub(V))).
'journal of acm',mas,typ(pub(V)))
lnec,mas,typ(pub(V))).
sai,fern,typ(pub(V))).
sri,mas,typ(pub(V))).

'computer sciences',fern,cat( [])) .

'computer sciences applications',fem,cat([])).
software, fem, cat( [] ) ) .

'mathematics of computation',fem,cat((])).
humanitie s,fem,ca t( [] )) .

'artificial intelligence',fem,cat([])).
'programming languages',fem,cat([]}}.
processors,mas,cat([])).
metatheory,fem,cat((]}).

pn('language translation and linguistics',fem,cat([]))
pn('artificial intelligence applications',fem,cat{ [] })
pn(logic,fem,cat([])).
pn('forma 1 languages',fem,cat( [] )) .

pn('computational logic',fem,cat([])).
pn('mathematics,science,and engineering aids',

fem,cat( [ ] ) ) .

pn('authomatic theorem proving',fem,cat([]}).
pn(robots,mas,ca t( [] )) .

pn('machine vision',fem,cat( [] } ) .
pn ( 'natural language systems' ,nias, cat ([])).
pn('information processing psychology',fem,cat([])).
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pn('artificial intelligence tools',mas,cat([])) .

pn('theory of heuristic methods',fern,cat([])) .

pn('modelling and representation of knowledge',
fem,cat([] ) ) .

pn('common-sense reasoning,deduction and
problem solving',mas,cat([])).

pn('artificial intelligence systems and languages',
fem,cat( [ ])) .

pn(compilers,mas,cat([])).
pn(interpreters,mas,cat([])).'
pn('induction and hypothesis formation',fern,cat([])).
pn('learning and adaptive systerns',fern,cat([])).
pn('frame systems',mas,cat([])).
pnCpredicate calculus', mas, cat( [] ) ) .
pn('puzzle solving',fern,cat( [])) .

pn('question answering',fern,cat([])).
pn('common-sense reasoning',mas,cat( [])) .

pn(planning,mas,cat([])).
pn('pop-2',mas,cat([])).
pn(planner,mas,cat([])).
pn(qlisp,mas,cat([])).
pn(conniver,mas,cat( [ ] )) .

pn(prolog,mas,cat([])).
pn('resolution principle',mas,cat([]]).
pn('ad hoc methods',mas,cat([])).

pn(I,_; ):-integer(I).

/* Verbs: definitions */

verb(L,0) —> [verb(L,0)].

verb![(G-N)-D-X,noun-A-D-Y1,pr(set_equa1(X,Y))} -->
ve(ser,N).

verb([(G-N)-Dl-X,uir-A-D2-Y],pr(have(Dl,X,D2,Y))) —>
ve(ter,N).

verb([A-D-X,noun-Al-Dl-X],t) --> copula(A).
verb([A-XL],O) —> copula(A), adj([A-X,..L],O).
verb([A-D-X,Y],O) —> copula(A) , noun ( [A-D-X,Y],O) .

verb([A-D-X,noun-A1-Dl-X],t) , [um,titulo] — >
ve(haver,sin).

verb([A-D-X,noun-Al-Dl-X],t),[titulos] — > ve(haver,plu) .

verb([(_-N)-D-X],t) --> ve(haver,N).
verb([(_-N)-D-X],t), [ind_art(_-N)] —> ve(haver,N).

verb([(G-N)-typ(V)-X,dir-A-tit(W)-Y],
pr(author(X,Y))) —> ve(esc,N).

verb([(G-N)-typ(V)-X,prep(para)-_-typ(pub([]))-Y],
pr(pub_of_aut(Y,X))) —> ve(esc,N).
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verb([(G-N)-tvp(V)-X,prep(para)-_~typ(pub([])) -Z,
dir-_-tit(VI)-Y] ,

pr(aut_for_pub(X , Y , Z ) ) ) --> ve(esc,N).

verb( [ (G-N)-Dl-X,dir-A-D2-Y] ,
pr(publisher(Dl,X,D2,Y))) —> ve(pub,N).

verb([(G-N}-tvp(aut( [] ))-X, prep (em) -_-typ(pub([]) )-Y] ,
pr(pub_of_aut(Y, X)) ) —> ve(pub,N).

verb(L,0) --> ve(aux,sin), verb(L,0).

verb([dir-A-tit(V)-Y] ,pr(category(X,Y))) — >
ve ( ca t, imp, s in)
ve(cat,inf,_).

verb([(G-N)-cat([])-X,dir-A-tit(V)-Y],
pr{category(X, Y) )) —> ve(cat,pres,N) .

verb( [ (G-N)-tit(V)-X,prep(em) -A-cat( [])-Y],
P"(category(Y,X))) --> ve(cat,pres,N).

verb([dir-A-cat( [] )-X J,pr(category(X) )) — >
ve(cri,imp,sin);
ve (cri, inf,_) .

verb([dir-A-V-X],pr(destroy(X))) --> ve(apa,imp,sin);
ve(apa,inf,__) .

verb([dir-A-tit(V)-X] ,pr(archive(X))) --> ve(arq,imp, sin) ;

ve(arq,inf,_).

verb([prep(sobre)-A-tit(V)-Y],pr{info(X,Y))) -->
ve(inf,imp,_).

verb([ (G-N)-cat([])-X, prep(de)-_-cat( [])-Y],
pr(under(X, Y)) ) --> ve(aep,N).

verb( [(G-N)-cat([])-X,dir-_-cat([])-Y] ,

pr(upon(X, Y)) ) —> ve(dom,N).

verb{[ (G-N)-cat([] )-X,dir-_-cat( [] )-Y] ,

pr(cat_labei(X, Y))) --> ve(sig,N).

verb([(G-N)-cat([j)-X,prep('\a')-_-cat([ ] ) -Y] ,
pr(cat_label(X,Y))) —> ve(atr,N).

copula(_-K) —> ve(ser,N).
copula(_-N) — > ve{estar,N).

/* List of verbs */

ve(V,N) --> [ve(V,N) ] .
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ve(Tvpe,K) -_> [Verb], {vel(Verb,Type,N)}.
ve(Type,N) --> [Verbl,Verb2], {vel(Verbl-Verb2,Type,N)}.
ve(Type,Time,N) —> [Verb], {vel(Verb,Type,Time,N)}.

vel('e"',ser,sin) .

vei(foi,ser,sin).
vel(sao,ser,plu).
vel(for am,ser,plu) .

vel('esta''',estar,sin).
vel(estao,estar,plu).

vel('ha''',haver,sin).
vel(existe,haver,sin).
vel(conhece,haver,sin).
vel(exis tern,haver,plu) .

vel(tem,ter,_).
vel(tenho,ter,sin).

vel(escreve,esc,sin).
vel(escreveu,esc,sin).
vel(es crevem,esc,plu) .

vel(escreveram,esc,plu).

vel(publica,pub,sin).
vel(publicou,pub,sin).
vel(publicam,pub,plu).
vel(publicaram,pub,plu).

vel(depende,dep,sin).
vel (dependem, dep, plu) .

vel(domina,dom,sin).
vel(dominam,dom,plu).

vel(significa,sig,sin).
vel(diz,sig,sin).
vel(quer-dizer,sig,sin).

vel(atribui,atr,sin).
vel(chama,atr,sin).

vel(quero,aux,sin).
vel(conheco,aux,sin).

vel(coneordo,afir,sin).
vel(V,afir,sin):-vel(V,aux,sin);

vel(V,ter, _) ;
vel (V,estar,_) .

vel(desisto,des, _) .

vel(deixe,des,_) .

vel(mude,des, ).



vel(sei,sei,sin).

vel(arquive,arq,imp,sin).
vel(arquivar,arq,inf,_).

vel(apague,apa,imp,sin).
vel(destrua,apa,imp,sin).
vel(esqueca,apa,imp,sin).
vel(apagar,apa,inf,_).
vel(destruir,apa,inf,_).
vel(esquecer,apa,inf,_).

vel(classificar,cat,inf,_).
vel(classifique,cat,imp,sin).
vel(class ifica,cat,pres,sin) .

vel (crie,cri,imp,sin) .

vel(criar,cri,inf,_).

vel (informe, inf, imp,_) .

/* Adjectivs: definitions */

adi ([A-tit(V)-X,prep(em) -_-tvp(pub([]))-Y] ,

pr(pub_of_tit(Y,X))) --> ad(edi,A).

[A-typ(aut([]))-X,prep(por)-_-typ(pub([]))-Y],
pr(pub_of_aut(Y,X))) --> ad(edi,A).

[A-tit(V)-X,prep(por)-_-typ(pub([]))—YJ,
pr(pub_of_tit(Y,X))) --> ad(edi,A).

[A-tit(V)-X],pr(title(X))) --> ad(pub,A).
[A-typ(aut( []))-X,prep(em)-_-yea{[])-Y] ,

pr(year_aut(X,Y))) --> ad(pub,A).
[A-tit(V)-X,prep(em)-_-yea([])-Y],

pr(year_of(X,Y))) --> ad(pub,A).

[A-tit(V)-X,prep{em)-_-yea([])-Z,
prep{por)-_-typ(pub([]))-Y],

pr(year tit pub(Z,X,Y))) --> ad(pub,A).

[A-tit(V)-X,prep(apos)-_-yea([])—Y],
pr(published_after(X,Y))) --> ad(pub,A).

[A-tit(V)-X,prep(apos)-_-yea([])-Y],
pr(published_a f ter(X,Y))) --> ad(pub,A).

[A-tit(V)-X,prep(desde)-_-yea( [])—Y],
pr(published_from(X,Y))) --> ad(pub,A).

lA-tit(V)-X,prep(e)-_-yea([])-Z,
prep(entre)-_-yea([] )-Y] ,

pr(pub 1ished_between(X , Y , Z)) ) --> ad(pub,A).
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adj([A-tit(V)-X,prep(por)-_-typ(aut([]))-Y],
pr(author(Y,X))) --> ad(esc,A).

adj([A-cat(V)-X,dir-_-tit(VI)-Y],
pr(category(X,Y))) --> ad(cat,A).

adj([A-tit(boo((]))-X,prep(em)-_-cat(V)-Y],
pr(book_cat(X,Y))) --> ad(cat,A).

adj([A-tit(art([]))-X,prep(em)-_-cat(V)-Y],
pr(paper_cat(X,Y))) --> ad(cat,A).

adj([A-tit(boo([]))-X,prep(com)-_-tit(V)-Y],
pr(book_ref(X,Y))) —> ad(rel,A).

adj([A-tit(art([]))-X,prep(com)-_-tit(V)-Y],
pr(paper_ref(X,Y))) --> ad(rel,A).

adj([A-tit(bco((]))-X,prep(com)-_-tit(V)-Y],
pr(ref_bock(X,Y))) —> ad(ref,A).

adj([A-tit(art([]))-X,prep(com)-_-tit(V)-Y],
pr(ref_paper(X,Y))) --> ad(ref,A).

adj([A-tit(boo( []))-X,prep(em)-_-tit(V)-Y] ,

pr(book_ref(X,Y))) --> ad(ref,A).

adj([A-tit(art( []))-X,prep(em)-_-tit(V)-Y] ,
pr(paper_ref(X, Y) ) ) --> ad(ref,A).

adj([A-cat([])-X,_-_-cat([])-Y],
pr(link(X,Y))) —> ad(lig,A).

adj([A-cat([])-X,prep('va')-_-cat([])-Y],
pr(link(X,Y))) —> ad(lig,A).

ad j([A-cat( [j ) -X , prep(com)-_-cat( [])-Y],
pr(link(X,Y))) —> ad(lig/A).

adj([A-cat([])-X,prep(de)-_-cat([])-Y],
pr(under(X,Y))) --> ad(dep,A).

adj([A-cat([])-X,prep(ae)-_-cat{[])-Y],
pr(upon(X,Y))) --> ad(dom,A).

adj ( [A-cat ( [] ) -X, prepC "a') -_-cat ( [ ] ) -Y] ,
pr(near(X,Y))) --> ad(jun,A).

adj([A-tit(V)-X],pr(reference(X,[]))) --> ad(ato,A).

/* List of adjectives */

ad(Type,GN) —> [Adj], { adl(Adj,Type,GN) }.
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autonomo,ato,mas-sin)
autonomo,ato,mas-plu)

editado,edi,mas-sin).
editada,edi,fem-sin).
editados,edi,mas-plu)
editadas, edi ,fem-plu)

publicado,pub,mas-sin) .

chamado,pub,mas-sin).
publicada,pub,fern-sin).
publicados,pub,mas-plu).
arquivados,pub,mas-plu).
publicadas,pub,fem-plu).

escrito,esc,mas-sin).
escritos,esc,mas-plu).

conhecido,cat,mas-sin).
classificado,cat,mas-sin).
classificada,cat,fem-sin).
classificados,cat,mas-plu)
classificadas,cat,fem-plu)

referenciado,ref,mas-sin).
referenciada,ref,fern-sin).
referenciados,ref,mas-plu)
referenciadas,ref,fem-plu)

re lacionado,rel,mas-sin) .

relacionada,rel,fern-sin).
relacionados,rel,mas-plu).
relacionadas,rel,fem-plu).

ligada,lig,fern-sin).
ligadas,lig,fem-plu).

dependente,dep,_-sin).
abaixo, dep,_) .

dependentes,dep,_-plu).

dominante,dom,_-sin).
acima,dom,_).
dominantes , dom,_-plu) .

adl(junto,jun,_-sin).

-end.
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dbms .

/* Access to the data base */

/* search of all individuals */

f ind_a 11 - +elem ( ' Stop' , 0 ) , fail,
find_ail([X, D ],not(0)/_/_): -

! , find_all_non(X,D,not(0)) .

f ind_a 11 ( [ [X] ,_] ,01,02/B) :-verify(Ol,v) , e lem2 (X , N) ,
incompatible(02,N,B),!, -all(elem(_/_))•

find_all([X,_],02,B):-calcul(X,[]),1,
(compa tible(X,02,B) , !; B-f) .

/* for cases where negation is involved */

find_a1l_non( [X],D,not(0) ) :-domain(_,D,X) ,

verify(not(0), v),
+elem(X,_) , fail,

find all non(X, , ):-calcul(X, []),!.

/* calcul of all found individuals */

calcul(X,Y):- -elem(A,_),
( A='% top',X=Y, ! ;
member(A,Y),calcul(X,Y),I ;

calcul(X,[A,..Y]) ).

/* compatibility tests */

incompatible(if(0,_),N,u):-incompatible(O,N,_),!.

incompatible ( card (X) , f) : -var (X) , I , fai 1.
incompatible(cardequa1, 0) , N,f) :-N= =0.
incompatible(card(_, equa1,1) , N, f} :-N==l.

compatible(X,if(01,02) ,B) :-presuppose(X,01,02, B) .

compatible! [],card(_,equal,0) , t) .
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compa tible( [X] ,card(_,equal, 1) , t) .

compatible( [X|L] ,card(_,greater, 0) ,t) .

compatible(X, card(_,equal,J) , t) :-length(X,J) .

elem2(X,N):- ?elem( , M) , i,N is M+1, +elem(X,N).

/* getting individuals satisfying a relation */

pick__up (A, R) : - P=..[R,A], ( P ; domain ( R, A) ) .

pick_up(A,B,i(R) ) :- I,pick_up(B,A,R) .

pick_up(A/B/R):- P=..[R,A/B], P.

pick_up(A,B, C,R)P=..[R,A,B,C], P.

/* Primitives */

/* numeral of a set */

card(X,equal,Y) :-card(X,Y) .

card(X,greater,Y):-card(X,Z), Y<Z. ,

card([],0).
card([A,..L],C):-card(L,CI), C is Cl+i.

/* operations upon sets */

member(A,[A,.._]).
member(A, [ , ..L] ) :-member(A, L) .

equal_lists( [ ] , [ ] ) .
equal_lists([X,..Ll],L2):- delete(X,L2,L3),

equal_lists(Ll, L3) .

delete(X , [X, ..Y] ,Y) .
delete(X, [Y, ..Ll], [Y, ..L2]) delete(X,Ll,L2).

get_till_n( [] , [] , .

get_till_n([X,..L],[X,..P],C,N):-(var(C),C=1;true),
C = <N,C1 is C+ l,
get_ti1l_n(L,P,Cl, N) .

get_till_n([].
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ge t_ti 11_5 ([]/[], _,C).
get_ti11_5([X/..P],[X,..L],R,C):-(var(C),C-1;true),

C < 6, Cl IS C+i,
get_till_5(P,L,R,Cl).

get_ti11_5([],R,R,_).

compact([L,[]]/L).
compact([L],L).
compact([Ll/[L2]],L):-conea tena te(L1,L2,L) .

compact( [Ll,L2, ..LN],L) :-coneatenate(J] ,L2,X),
compact([X,LN],L).

concatenate( [X, ..LI],L2, [X, . .L3]) :-concatenate(Ll,L2,L3) .

concatenates[],L,L).

simplif y (L,NL) :-compac t(L,Ll) ,simplifyl(Ll,L2) ,

simplify2 (L2,NL) .

simplifyl ([X, ..Lj,NL) :-member(X,L), !,simplifyl (L,NL) .

simplify1 ( [ X, . . L ] , [ X, . .NL] ) :-simplifyl (L,NL) .

simplifyl ([],[]).

simplify2 (L,NL) :-simplify3 (L,Ll) ,subtract(L,Ll,NL) .

3implify3([X,..L],NL) :-compare(L, X , [ ] ) , simplify 3(L,NL) .

simplify3([X,..L], [Y,..NL]):-compare(L,X,Y),
simplify3(L,NL).

simplify3 ([],[]).

compare(_, [] , []) :-i.
compare([Y,..L],X,[Z,..NL]):-(linked(X,Y),Z=X;

linked (Y, X) , Z^--Y) ,
compare(L,X,NL) .

compare([Y,..L],X,NL):-compare(L,X,NL).
compare([],_, L]).

subtract (L, [] » L) :-i.
subtract( [H, ..T] ,L,U) :-member(H,L), !,subtract(T,L,U) .

subtract! [H, ..T] ,L, [H, ..U] ) :- I,subtract(T,L,U) .

subtract (,/[]).

/* logical operations */

and(_,u,u):-!.
and(u,u):-!.
and(t,and(t/t),t)
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and(t,t,t):-!«
and(f,t,f) :- ! .
and(t, f , f) :-i.
and (01, u) :-verify(01,u), !.
and(_/02,u) :-verify(02,u),!.
and(01,02,t) :-verify(0l,t) ,verify(02,t).
and( , , f) .

presuppose(X,0l,02,B):-compatible(X,Ol,_),!,
verify(02,B).

presupposeu) .

if(Ol,02,B) :-verify(01,t) , 1,verify(02,B).
i f( , , u) .

set_equal(X,X):-!.
set_equal(X,Y) :- equal_lists(X, Y) .

t.

not(f,t). not(t,f). not(u,u).

ifnot(not(_)):-fail.
ifyes(B):-var(B);B=t.

/* Verification routines */

/* logical verifications */

verify_d(X,and(Bl,B2),B):-look(Bl),and(B2,Bl,B),!;
and(B1,B2,B).

look(pr(P)):-P=..[_,X,Y],var(X),var(Y).
look(and(_, and(_,_))):-fail.

look(and(X,Y)) :-look(X) ;look(Y) .

verify(t, t) : - ! .

/* for singular treatment */
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verify(for([X, D] ,01,if(card(X,equal,1) ,02)),B) : -
and(01,if(card(X,equal,l),02),B).

verify(for{[X,D],and(01,02),card(X,greater,0)),B):-
ifnot(02),1,
and(and(01,02),card(X,greater,0),B).

/* for plural treatment */

verify(for(X,01,02),B)find_a11(X,0l,02,B).

/* for the treatment of general cases */

verify(not(O),B2):-!,verify(0,Bl),!,not(B1,B2).
verify(if(01,02),B):-!,if(0l,02,B).
verify(and(Ol,02),B):-!,and(01,02,B).
verify(pr(Q),B):-!,pr(0,B).
verify(O,t):-O,!.
verify(_,f).

/* verification of relations */

pr(P,B)P=..[R,X],(var(X),X=[A];X=coord(disj([A]));
X=coord([A]);
X=dis j( [A] ) ; X = [ A ] ) , 1, (pick_up (A, P.) , B=t; B = f) .

pr(P,B):- P=..[R,L1,L2],!,
(nonvar(LI),Ll=coord(disj(X)),L3=disj(X),L4=L2 ;
L 3 =L1,L4=L 2 ) , !,
prl(R,L3,L4,B).

pr(P,B)P=..[R,Ll,L2,L3],I,prl(R,Ll,L2,L3,B).

pr(P,B):-definition(P,NP),pr(NP,B).

prl (_,_, X,u) :-nonvar(X) ,X=[] , !.
prl (_, X, u) :-nonvar(X) ,X=[] , i.
prl(set_equal,X,X,t)
prl(set_equal,L,X,t) equal_lists(X,L) .

prl(R,[E],L,B):-var(L),i,relate_with(E,L,R,B);
L=coord(LI),I>relate_with(E,Ll,R,B);
L=dis j (Ll) ,rela te_or(E,Ll,R,B),i.

prl(R,[H,..T],[E],B):-nonvar(H),nonvar(E),i,
relate_with(E,[H,..T],i(R),B).

prl(R,Ll,[E],B):-var(Ll),»,relate(Ll,[E],R,B);
Ll=dis j(L),relate_or(E,L,i(R),B), !;
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Ll=coord(L), !,relate_in(E,L, i (R) / B} .

prl(R,Ll,L2,B):-relate(Ll,L2,R,B).

prl(R,[Ll],[L2],[L3],B):-relate_with(Ll,L2,L3,R,B>.

relate( [E],L,R,B) : — i , re la te_in (E , L, R, B) .

relate([El,..E],L,R,B): - !,relate_in(El,L,R,Bl),
relate (E, L, R, B2) , and (Bl, B2 , B)

relate_with(E,[El],R,t):-var(E),var(El),!,
pick_up(E,El, R);
pick_up(E,El,R).

relate_with(E,[El,E2,..L],R,B):-ifyes (B),
pick__up(E,El,R),pick_up(E,E2,R),
( L=[], B=t , i; relate_with(E, L,R,B) )

relate_with(_,_,_,f).

relate_with(Ll,L2,L3,R,B) :-pick_up(Ll,L2 , L3,R) .

relate with( , , , ,f).

relate_in(E, L,R,t) :-member(El,L),pick_up(E,El,R)
relate in( , , ,f).

relate_or(E, [El, ..L] ,R,t) :-( pick_up(E,El,R),i;
relate_or(E,L,R,t)).

relate or( , , ,f).

/* Routines for the archive of new facts */

archive_cat(X,Y, Z,W) :-assert.a(cat(X, Y, Z,V^) ) .

archive_doc(livro,X,Y,Z,T,U,V,W)
asserta(book(X,Y,S,T,U,V,W)).

archive_doc(artigo,X,Y,Z,T,U,V,W):-
asserta(paper(X,Y,Z,T,U,V,W))

archive_pn(N,G,D):-asserta(pn(N,G,D)).

erase_cat(X) :-integer(X) , retract(cat(_,_,_,X)) ;
retract(cat( , ,X, )).

erase_doc (X) : - retract (book (_,_, X, ) ;
retrac t(paper(_, ,X,_ ,,))
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/* Routines for the .internal data base management */

+T: - recorda(T).

-all(T)-T,fail.
-all(J.

-T:- recorded(T,P),erase(P).

:-end.

dbase.

/ * ++T+++ + +++ +++++ ++ +++++++++++++ +++ +++ -r+ -r+++ -t-+ -f-+ +++ ++ ++ * /
/* DATA BASE */
/*+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*/

/* Declaration of the domains of the objects
participate in user sentences

domain(doc,doc(V),X):-domain(typ,V,X);
domain(tit,V,X);
domain(yea,V,X);
domain(cat,V,X);
domain(ref,V,X).

domain(typ,typ(aut(v)),X):-domain(aut,aut(V),X).
domain(typ/typ(pub(v)),X):-domain(pub,pub(V),X).

domain(tit,tit(V),X):-domain(boo,boo(V),X);
domain(art,art(V),X).

domain(aut,aut([]),X):-author(X).
domain(pub,pub( [ ]),X) :-publisher(X).
domain(yea,yea([]),X):-year(X).
domain(cat,cat([]),X):-category(X).
domain(ref,ref([]),X):-reference(X,_).

domain(boo,boo([]),X):-class(1ivros,X).

which
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domain(art,art{ [] ) ,X) :-class(artigos,X) .

/* Definition of properties */

title(X) :-book (_,_, X ; paper (_,_, X .

tit_of_book(X) : -book (_, X _) .

tit_of_paper (X) : -paper X .

author(X):-author(X,_).

publisher(X) :-pub_of_tit(X, _).

year(Y) : -year_of (Y) .

class(X) :-class(X,_) .

category (X) : - (integer (X) , (cat(_,X,_,_) ; cat X ) ) ) ;
cat (X, cat (_#_# X, _) .

destroy(X) :-erase_cat(X);erase_doc(X) .

archive(X):-title(X).

number(N):-book(_,Nl,, paper (_, N2 ,

(Nl>N2,N is N1+1;N is N2+1).

/* Definition of relations */

doc (N,T) : -book (_, N, T, ; paper (_/ N, T, .

class (livros,X) :-book(_,_, .

class(artigos,X) ;-paperX, _/_»_»_) •

ca t_label (X, Y) :-cat(X, Y,_, _) ; ca t (_, X, Y) .

info(K-N-X-Y-Z-W-V,T):-book(X,N,T,Y,Z,W,V),K=livro,!;
paper(X,K,T,Y,Z,W,V),K=artigo.

category(X,Y):-var(X),
(book (_, Y, X, _) ; paper {_, Y, X , _) ; i , fai 1) .

book_cat(X,Y):-(integer(Y),L=Y ;
cat(Y,L,J ;
cat(_,Y,L)),

book X,__,_,C,__) , member (L/C) .

paper_cat(X,Y):-(integer(Y),L=Y;
cat (Y, L,_,_) ;
cat(_,_,Y,L)) ,

paper (_,_,XC, _) , member (L, C) .
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reference(X,Y):-var(X),
(book (_/ _r Y X ) ;
paper (_, YX ) ;
2 / fail) .

book_ref (X/Y) : - (integer(Y) , book (_, Y R) ;
book (_/ _/ Y, R) ) /
book (_, N, X »_/_»_/ _) / member (N, R) .

ref_book (X, Y) : - (integer (Y) , Z =Y; book (_, Z, Y»_/_/_»_)) /
book (_/ _/ X , R) , member ( Z , R) .

paper_ref (X , Y) : - (integer ( Y) , paper (_, Y, R) ;
paper (_, Y, R) ) ,
paper (_, N ,X, member (N,R) .

ref_paper (X, Y) : - (integer ( Y) , Z = Y ; paper (_, Z , Y, ,

paper (_, X, R) , member ( Z , R) .

author (X, Y) : -book(XY; paper(XY.
aut_of_book(X,Y):-book(XY.
aut_of_paper(X,Y):-paper(XY.
aut_for_pub(X,Y,Z) :-book(X,Y,Z,;

paper (X,_,Y,Z,_,_,__) .

pub_of_book(X,Y) :-book(_,_, Y,X, .

pub_of_paper(X,Y):-paper(_,_,Y,X.

pub_of__tit (X/ Y) : - book (_,_,Y,X, ; paper(Y, X, _) .

pub_of_aut (X, Y) :-book (Y, X , ; paper (YX.

year_of(T,Y):-book(T,Y,_);paper(T,Y,_).
year_aut(X,Y) :-book (Y, X, _) ; paper (_,YX .

year_tit_pub(X,Y,Z) :-book(Y,Z,X,_);
paper (_,_, Y, Z , X , _) .

published_after(T,Y1):-year_of(T,Y), Y>Y1.
published_from(T,Yl):-year_of(T,X), Y>=Y1.
published_between(T,Y,Z) :-year_of(T,W), W >Y, W<Z.

definition(publisher(typ(pub([])),X,tit(V),Y),
pub_of_tit(X,Y)) :- 2 .

definition (publisher (_, X,_, Y), pub_of__t.it (Y, X) ) .

definition(have(typ(aut([]))/X/tit(V),Y),author(X,Y)):-!.
definition(have(tit(V),X,typ(aut([])),Y),author(Y,X)).

definition(have(typ(pub([])) ,X,typ(aut([])) ,Y) ,

pub_of_aut(X , Y) ) : - 2 .
definition (have (typ (a ut ( [] ) ) ,X.- typ(pub( [] ) ) ,Y) ,

pub__o f_aut {Y, X) ) .
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link(X,Y)(linked(X,Y), +Iig(t);
linked(Y,X), +lig(b)).

linked(X,Y):-cat(X,_,Y,_).
linked(X,Z) :-cat(X,Y,_) ,linked(Y, Z) .

above([X,. . R], Y):-cat(X,_,Y,_),above(R,X).
above([], ).

down ( [X, . . R] , Y) :-cat(Y,-,X,__) , down (R, X) .

down ( [ ] , )'.

upon (X,Y) :-cat(X_,Y,_) .

upon(X,Z) :-cat(X,_, Y,_),upon(Y,Z) .

under(X,Y):-cat(Y,X,_).
under(X,Z) :-cat(Y,_,X,_),under(Y,Z) .

near (X, Y) :-cat(X,_,Y,_) ; integer (Y) , cat(X,_, Y) .

/* File of documents: books and papers */

book(charniak,45/'computationa 1 s emantics',
'north-holland',1976, [1215,312], [3,6,9,26,28,31,43]).

book(wins ton,1,'psychology of computer vision',
'megraw hill'", 1975, [1214,121 6,1222], [3,4]).

book(nilsson,2,
'problem solving methods in artificial intelligence',
'mcgraw hill',1971, [1222,1223], [15,34]).

book(winograd,3,'understanding natural language',
'academic press',1972,[111,1215,312],[22,31,34,43]).

book(schank,4,'computer models of thought and language',
freeman,1973,[1215,1222],[2,3,7,9,19,31,47]).

book(wins ton,5,
'learning structural descriptions from examples',
'mit ai lab',1970,[12162],[]).

book(s us sman,6,
'a computational model of skill and acquisition',
elsevier, 1975, [12162,1222], [5,7,22]).

book(newe11,7,'human problem solving','prentice hall',
1972, [1223] , [34] ) .

book(bach,8,'universaIs in linguistic theory',
'hoit,rinehart and wins ton', 1 968, [ 111,1215] , [ ]) .

book(charniak,9,
'toward a model of children" s story comprehension',
'mit ai lab',1972,[111,1215],[43]).
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book(weizenbaum,10, 'computer power and human reason',
freeman,1976,[1215],[3]).

book(schank,11,'scripts,plans,goaIs and understanding',
'lawrence erlbaum',1977,[1222,1223],[2,9,21,27]).

book(winston,12, 'artificial intelligence',
'addison-wesley',1977, [12] , [2,6,7,10,23,25,27,31] ) .

book(allwool,13,'logic in linguistics','Cambridge press',
1977, [111,311] , [14] ) .

book(tarski,14,'introduction to logic','oxford press',
1965, [3111] , [15] ) .

book(mendelson,15,'introduction to mathematical logic',
'van nostrand reinhold', 1964, [ 3111] , [ 14] ) .

book(loveland,16,
'automated theorem proving:a logical basis',
'north-holland', 197 8, [1212,3111], [2,15,19,34,43]).

book(shortliffe,17,
'computer-based medical consultations:mycin',
elsevier, 1 97 6, [1211,1222,1223], [2,4,23,33,34]).

book(bursta11,18,'programming in pop-2','edinburgh press',
19 71, [12241], [43]).

book(slagle,19,'ai:the heuristic programming approach',
'mcgraw hil1',1971, [ 1221] , [ ]) .

book(lehnert,20,'the process of question answering',
'yale university',1977, [12232] , [3,4,9,17,21]).

paper(coelho,46,'geom:a prolog geometry theorem prover',
lnec, 197 6, [1212,12222,1223], [36]).

paper(minsky,21,'a framework for representing knowledge',
'mit ai lab', 1 974, [1214, 1 2221] , [ 31] ) .

paper(hewitt,22,'description and tneorectical
analysis (using schemata) of planner',
'project mac mit',1972, [1213,12242] , []) .

paper(fikes,23,
'strips:a new approach to the application of theorem
proving to problem solving',ai,
1971,[1212,1223],[2,43]).

paper(schank,24,
'identification of conceptualization underlying
natural language',freeman,1973, [111,1215], []).

paper(mcdermott,25,'the conniver reference manual',
'mit ai 1ab', 1973, [ 12244] , [ ]) .

paper(simmons,26,
'semantic networks:their computation and use for
understanding english sentences',
freeman, 1973, [1215,12221], [31]).

paper(sacerdoti,27,
'planning in a hierarchy of abstraction spaces',
.ijcai,1973, [1 2 234], [22,23]).

paper(s chank,2 8,
'margie:memory analysis response generation and
inference on english',ijcai,1973,
[111, 1215,12232], [3,26]).
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paper(rulifson,29,
'qa4:a procedural calculus for intuitive reasoning'
sri, 1972, [12243] , [22,23, 2 5]) .

paper(reboh,30,'a preliminary qlisp manual',
sri, 1973, [12243] , [29] ) .

paper ( fi llrnore, 31,' the case for case',
'hoit,rinehart and winston', 1 968, [ 111 ] , [ ] ) .

paper(fikes,32,
'learning and executing generalized robot plans',
ai,1972, [1213,12234], []).

paper(bobrow,33,
'new programming languages for artificial
intelligence research','acm survey',
1974 , [1224] , [22, 25, 2 9, 3 0] ) .

paper(robison,34,
'a machine oriented logic based on the resolution
principle','journa1 of acm',1 965, [122331, 3111] , [ ]) .

paper(brown,35,
'artificial intelligence and learning strategies',
bbn, 1978, [12162], []) .

paper(kowa1ski,36,
'logic for problem solving',sai,1974,
[1223,3111], [2,6,22,23,29,30,34]).

paper(tate,37,
'project planning using a hierarchic non-linear
planner',dai,1976, [12234], [6,23,25,27,33]).

paper(eder,38,
'a prolog-like interpreter for non-horn clauses',
dai, 1976, [12245,222,3111], [34,36]).

paper(wilks,39,
'making preferences more active',dai,
1977,[111,1215,312],[4,21]).

paper(warren,40,
'implementing prolog-compiling logic programs',
dai', 19 77, [12245,221,3111], [18,34,36]).

paper(warren,41,
'logic programming and compiler writing',
dai, 19 77, [221,3111], [34,36,41,42]).

paper(colmerauer,4 2,
'les grammaires de metamorphose',gia,
1975, [111,1215,312], [34]).

paper (hewitt, 4 3,
'planner:a language for proving theorems in robots'
ijcai,1969, [1212,1213,12242], []).

paper(bundy,44,
'exploiting the properties of function
to control search',dai, 1977, [1 221, 1223] , [ 23, 40]) .

/' KNOWLEDGE BASE
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/* Document classification method */

classify(N,LR,C,M):-dialogue(clas,3,N,R),
?fr(u,N,aceita),Nl is N+l,
classification(Nl,LR,C,M),
+cv(M),(var(C),!;test_cat(C,CI,_),
write('0 documento ficou classificado '),
write('nas categorias:'),
nl,output(cat([]),CI)) ,nl,!.

classification(N,LR,Cl,0)
write ( 'Vamos classifica"-lo!') , nl,
M is N+l,+dial(M),converse(clas-1,A,LR,LC,B),!,
continue(LC,A,O,Cl).

continue([],A,O,Cl):-(var(A),!, fa i 1;
write('Como nao consegui obter nenhuma referenda,'),
write(' nao sei dar-lhe qualquer sugestao!'),nl,
N is A+l,dialogue(clas,3,N,_),Nl is N+l,
( ?fr(u,N,aceita), +cv(Nl),
converse(clas-4,Nl-O,_,Cl,_,_) ; 0=N1, true),! ).

continue(LC,A,0,C1) :- simplify(LC,C) ,method,
output(_,C),nl,nl,D is A+l, +cv(D),
converse(clas-2, D-0,_,Cl, , ).

test_cat(C,C1,C2):-accept(C,Cl,C2),(C2=[],!;
length(C2,N),(L=l,write('A categoria '),output(_,C2),
writeC nao existe, e portanto e" rejeitada!') ,nl;
write('As categorias '),output(_,C2),
writeC nao existem, e portanto sao r e j e i tadas ! ' ) , n 1) ) .

accept ([],[],[]).
accept([X,..P],[X,..L],R):-category(X),accept(P,L,R).
accept([X,..P],L,[X,..R]):-accept(P,L,R).
accept([]/_/_)•

method:-write(
write(
write(
write(
write(
write(
-rf (K)
write(
write(
write(

Vamos utilizar o metodo de classificacao'),
que consiste em sugerir'),nl,

como categorias para '),
o documento em questao,'),nl,
as obtidas das '), ?rf(K),write(K),
referencias fornecidas pelo utilizador!'),
nl,
Assim,proponho que o documento fique'),
classificado nas'),nl,
categorias seguintes: ').
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/* Archive of new documents */

archive(N,T):-diaiogue(clas,5,N,T),Nl is N+l,
( ?fr(u,N,aceita),number(D)/
converse(Nl,Z,d(A,D,L,Y,C,R))/
archive(Z,A,D,T,L,Y,C,R), ! ;

order(Ul,clas,[T],f) ).

archive(P,T,C,R):-dialogue(arq,3,P,S),
( ?fr(u,P,aceita),Pi is P 1,
number(M),convers e(Pl,d(M,A,L,Y,Z)),
archive(Z,A,M,T,L,Y,C,R) ; true).

archive(Z,A,M,T,L,Y,C,R):-archive_doc(Z,A,M,T,L,Y,C,R),
write('0 novo documento no.'),
write(M),write(', e a restante informacao'),
write(' adicional, foi arquivada:'),nl,
write(documento(Z,d(A,M,T,L,Y,C,R))) , nl.

/* Generation of new categories */

generate_cat(N,C,M):-Nl is N+l,dialogue(crie,1,Nl,_),
? f r (p , N1, ti 11 e (_, Y) ) ,

catY,P),K is P*10,
down(L,Y),length(L,S),W is K+S+l,
archive_cat(Y,P,C,W),
write{'A nova categoria ficou inserida no sistema'),
writef de classificacao, e recebeu c numero '),
write(W),write('.'),nl.

/* Classification system for Artificial Intelligence */

cat('computer sciences',0,
'computer sciences applications',1).

cat('computer sciences',0,software,2) .

cat('computer sciences',0,'mathematics of computation',3).
cat('computer sciences applications',1,hummanities,I1).
cat('computer sciences applications',1,

'artificial intelligence',12).
ca t(s of tware,2,'programming languages',21) .

cat(software,2,processors,22).
cat('mathematics of computation',3,metatheory,31).
cat(humanities,ll,

'language translation and 1inguistics',111).
cat('artificial intelligence',12,

'artificial intelligence applications',121).
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cat('artificial intelligence',]^,
'artificial intelligence tools',122).
metatheory ,31, lo:ic,311) .

meta theory,31,'forma 1 languages',312).
logic,311, 'computations 1 logic',3111).
'artificial intelligence applications',121,
'mathematics,science,and engineering aids',1211).
'artificial intelligence appliestions',121,
'automatic theorem proving',1212).
'artificial intelligence applications',121,
robots,1213) .

'artificial intelligence applications',121,
'machine vision',1214).
'artificial intelligence applications',121,
'natural language systems',1215).
'artificial intelligence applications',121,
'information processing psychology',1216).
'artificial intelligence tools',122,
'theory of heuristic methods',1221).
'artificial intelligence tools',122,
'modelling and representation of knowledge' , 1222) .

'artificial intelligence tools',122,
common-sense reasoning,
deduction and problem solving',1223).
'artificial intelligence tools',122,
'artificial intelligence systems and languages',1224).
'programming languages',21,
'artificial intelligence systems and languages',1224).
processors,22,compilers,221).
processors,22,interpreters,222).
'information processing psychology',1216,
'induction and hypothesis formation', 12161) .
'information processing psychology',1216,
'learning and adaptive systerns',12162).
'modelling and representation of knowledge',1222,
'frame systerns',12221).
'modelling and representation of knowledge',1222,
'predicate calculus',12222).
'common-sense reasoning,deduction and problemsolving',
1223,'puzzle so1ving',12231).
'common-sense reasoning,deduction and problem
solving',1223,'question answering',12232).
'common-sense reasoning,deduction and problem
solving',1223,'common-sense reasoning',12233).
'common-sense reasoning,deduction and problem
solving',1223,planning,12234).
'artificial intelligence systems and languages',1224,
'pop-2', 12241) .

'artificial intelligence systems and languages',1224,
planner, 12242) .

'artificial intelligence systems and languages',1224,
qlisp, 12243) .
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cat('artificia1 intelligence systems and languages',1224,
conniver,12244).

cat('artificial intelligence systems and languages' /1224,
prolog,12245).

cat('common-sense reasoning', 12233, 'resolution principle',
122331).

cat('common-sense reasoning',12233,
'ad hoc methods',122332).

-end.
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APPENDIX 4: EXAMPLES OF DIALOGUES

SIMPLE QUESTIONS

! Qual e' o autor da "Psychology of computer vision"?
[Who is the author of "Psychology of computer

vis ion"?]
wins ton.

1 Qual o livreiro da "Logic in Linguistics"?
[Who is the publisher of "Logic in Linguistics"?!

"Cambridge press".

! E' "Human problem solving" um livro ?
[Is "Human problem solving" a book?]

Sim.

[Yes.]

! Quern e' o autor da "Artificial Intelligence" ?
[Who is the author of "Artificial Intelligence"?!

winston.

! Por quern e' editada a "Computational Semantics"?
[Who is "Computational Semantics" published by?!

pela "north-holland".
[By "north-hoiland".]

! Onde esta' editada a "Introduction to logic" ?
[By whom is "Introduction to logic" published?!

na "oxford press".
[By "oxford press".]

! Cnde foi editada a "A machine oriented logic based on
the resolution principle" ?

[By whom was "A machine oriented logic based on the
resolution principle" published?]
no "journal of acm".

[By "journal of acm".]

Quando foi publicada a "Logic for problem solving" ?
[When was "Logic for problem solving" published?]
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em 1974.

[In 1974.]

J "Psychology of Computer Vision" tem como autor Winston.
["Psychology of Computer Vision has as publisher

Winston.]
Concordo.

[I agree.]

I "Mcgraw hill" e' o iivreiro da "Psychology of computer
vis ion".

["Mcgraw hill" is the publisher of "Psychology of
computer vision".]
Concordo.

[I agree.]

! 0 "The case for case" e' um

Fillmore.

["The case for case" is a

Fi1lmore.]
Concordo.

[I agree.]

I O "The case for case" nao e' um livro escrito pelo
Fi1lmore.

["The case for case" is not a book written by
Fillmore.]
Concordo.

[I agree.]

! O "The case for case" nao e' o livro do
["The case for case" is not the book

Concordo.

[I agree.]

I Weizenbaum e' o escritor do "Computer power
reason".

[Weizenbaum is the writer of "Computer
human reason".]
Concordo.

[I agree.]

I Quais os titulos da "Cambridge press"?
[What are the titles of "Cambridge press"?]

"logic in linguistics".

! Quais os titulos da Elsevier?
[What are the titles of Elsevier?]

"A computational model of skill and acquisition" e

"computer-based medical consultations:MYCIN".

I Ha' algum livro escrito por Hewitt ?
[Is there any book written by Hewitt?]

Nao.

artigo escrito pelo

paper written by

Schank.
of Schank.]

and human

power and
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[ No. ]

! Em que ano foi publicada a
[In what year was

published ?]
em 1977.

"Artificial intelligence ?
"Artificial intelligence"

I "Scripts,plans,goals and understanding" e' um livro do
"Lawrence Erlbaum".

["Scripts,plans,goals and understanding" is a book
of "Laurence Erlbaum".]
Concordo.

[I agree.]

! Quern publicou a "Understanding Natural Language"?
[Who published "Understanding Natural Language"?]

"academic press".

! Que livro escreveu NiIs son ?
[What book wrote Nilsson?]

"problem solving methods in artificial intelligence".

I Que livro escreveu Nilsson que foi editado pela
Elsevier?

[What book wrote Nilsscn that was published by
Elsevier?]
Nao compreendo esta frase.

[I don't understand this sentence.]

| Que livro do Nilsson foi editado pela "Mcgraw hill"?
[What book by Nilsson was published by "Mcgraw

hill"?]
"problem solving methods in artificial intelligence".

! Que livros publicou a "Mcgraw Hill"?
[What books published "Mcgraw Hill"?]

"psychology of computer vision"/ "problem solving methods
in artificial intelligence" e "ai:the heuristic
programming approach".

! E' "The case for case" um artigo ?
[Is "The case for case" a paper?]

Sim.

[Yes.]

! Qual o titulo do Back ?
[What is the title of Back?]

"universals in linguistic theory".

! Quern e' o autor de "Logic programming and compiler
writing" ?

[Who is the author of "Logic programming and
compiler writing"?]
wa rren.
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! A "Artificial Intelligence" e' um livro do Schank .

["Artificial Intelligence" is a book by Schank.]
Nao concordo.

[I don't agree.]

I Quais os livros da Elsevier ?
[What are the books of Elsevier?]

"a computational model of skill and acquisition" e
"computer-based medical consultations:MYCIN".

I "A framework for representing knowledge" e' um artigo
do Fikes .

["A framework for representing knowledge" is a paper
by Fikes.]
Nao concordo.

[I don't agree.]

! "Artificial intelligence and learning strategies" e' um
artigo do Brown .

["Artificial intelligence and learning strategies"
is a paper by Brown.]
Concordo.

[I agree.]

I A "Artificial intelligence" e' um livro do Nilsson que
fci publicado em 1971 .

["Artificial intelligence" is a book by Nilsson that
was published in 1971.]
Nao concordo.

[I don't agree.]

! Quais sao as publicacoes?
[What are the documents?]

livros e artigos.
[books and papers.]

! Qual a classe da "MARGIE:memory analysis response
generation and inference on english"?

[What is the type of "MARGIE:memory analysis
response generation and inference on english"?]
artigos.

[papers.]

! Quais os titulos de Rulifson, Mcdermott e Burstali?
[What are the titles of Rulifson, Mcdermott and

Burs ta11?]
"QA4:a procedural calculus for intuitive reasoning", "the
CONNIVER reference manual" e "programming in POP-2".

I Quais sao os titulos publicados em 1978?
[What are the titles published in 1978?]

"automated theorem provingra logical basis" e "artificial
intelligence and learning strategies".
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! Que artigos foram publicados em 1976?
[What were the papers published in 1976?]

"GEOM:a PROLOG geometry theorem prover", "project
planning using a hierarchic non-linear planner" e "a
PROLOG-like interpreter for non-horn clauses".

Quantos titulos estao arquivados?
[How many titles are stored?]

4 6.

Quantos livros estao arquivados?
[How many books are stored?]

21.

Quantos livros existem?
[How many books are

21.

! Quantos artigos existem?
[How many papers are1

25.

! Qual e' o autor ae "Artificial Intelligence" e
"Computer models of thought and language"?

[Who is the author of "Artificial Intelligence" and
"Computer models of thought and language"?]
A sua pergunta e' indefinida!
Nao encontro nenhuma entidade que a satisfaca.

[Your question is undefined!
I don't find any appropriate entity.]

J Qual e" o autor de "Learning structural descriptions
from examples" e "Artificial Intelligence"?

[Who is the author of "Learning structural
descriptions from examples" and "Artificial
Intelligence"?]
wins ton.

! E' "Holt,Rinehart and Winston" o livreiro da "Learning
and executing generalized robot plans"?

[Is "Holt,Rinehart and Winston" the publisher of
"Learning and executing generalized robot plans"?]
Nao.

[No. ]

! Quais os livros publicados apos 1976?
[What are the books published after 1976?]

"scripts,plans,goaIs and understanding", "artificial
intelligence", "logic in linguistics", "automated theorem
proving:a logical basis" e "the process of question
answering".

! Diga-me se "Logic for Problem Solving" e* urn livro?
[Tell me if "Logic for Problem Solving" is a bock?]
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Nao.

tNo. ]

! Quais sao os livros cujo livreiro e' a "North-Holland"?
[What are the books whose publisher is

"North-Ho 1land"? 3
"computational semantics" e "automated theorem proving:a
logical basis".

! Qual a data da "Exploiting the properties of function
to control search "?

[What is the date of "Exploiting the properties of
function to control search"?]
1977.

I "Logic in linguistics" e "Artificial intelligence" sao
livros.

["Logic in linguistics" and "Artificial
intelligence" are books.]
Concordo.

[I agree.]

! A "Artificial intelligence" e a "A machine oriented
logic based on the resolution principle" sao artigos.

["Artificial intelligence" and "A machine oriented
logic based on the resolution principle" are papers.]
Concordo.

[I agree.]

I Quais os livros publicados entre 1976 e 1978?
[What are the booKs published between 1976 and

1978?]
"scripts,plans,goaIs and understanding", "artificial
intelligence", "logic in linguistics" e "the process of
question answering".

! Quais os artigos publicados entre 1974 e 1976?
[What are the papers published between 1974 and

1976?]
"les grammaires de metamorphose".

! Nilsson nao escreveu a "Psychology of computer vision".
[Nilsson did not write "Psychology of computer

vision".]
Concordo.

[I agree.]

I Elsevier nao escreveu a "Artificial Intelligence".
[Elsevier did not write "Artificial Intelligence".]

Concordo.

[I agree.]

! Ninguem escreveu
[Nobody wrote

a "Artificial Intelligence".
"Artificial Intelligence".]
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Nao concordo.

[I don't agree.]

! "Planning in a hierarchy of abstraction spaces" nao e'
um artigo.

["Planning in a hierarchy of abstraction spaces" is
not a paper.]
Nao concordo.

[I don't agree.]

1 "Computational semantics" e "The process of question
answering" sao dois livros.

["Computational semantics" and "The process of
question answering" are two books.]
Concordo.

[I agree.]

J Qual o livro que foi escrito pelo Nilsson?
[What is the book that was written by Nilsson?]

"problem solving methods in artificial intelligence".

! Quais os titulos cujo autor e' Slagle?
[What are the titles whose author is Slagle?]

"ai:the heuristic programming approach".

I Sera' que Charniak e' um livreiro?
[Is it the case that Charniak is a publisher?]

Nao.

[No.]

I A "Artificial intelligence" foi publicada pela "Mcgraw
Hill" em 1971.

["Artificial intelligence" was published by "Mcgraw
Hill" in 1971.]
Nao concordo.

[I don't agree.]

! "Computational Semantics" tern a "North-Holland" como
livreiro.

["Computational Semantics" has "North-Ho1land" as
publisher.]
Concordo.

[I agree.]

! Quais os livros publicados desde 1977?
[What are the books published after 1977?]

"scripts,plans,goaIs and understanding", "artificial
intelligence", "logic in linguistics", "automated theorem
proving:a logical basis" e "the process of question
answering".

I Quais sao as categorias da "Artificial intelligence"?
[What are the categories of "Artificial

intelligence"?]
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12—"artificial intelligence".

I Classifique-me "Les grammaires de metamorphose"!
[Classify to me "Les grammaires de metamorphose"!]

"les grammaires de metamorphose" e'
classificado nas categorias:

["les grammaires de metamorphose"
is classified under the categories:]
111—"language translation and
1215—"natural language systems"
languages".

conhecido,e esta'

is known, and it

linguistics",
e 312--"formal

J Classifique a "Artificial intelligence"!
[Classify "Artificial intelligence"!]

"artificial intelligence" e' conhecido,
classificado nas categorias:

["artificial intelligence" is known,
classified under the following categories:]
12--"artificia1 intelligence".

and

esta

it is

J De-me a classificacao de "Logic for problem solving"!
[Give to me the classification of "Logic for problem

solving"!]
1223—"common-sense reasoning,deduction and
problemsolving" e 3111--"computational logic".

J Quero classificar "Psychology of computer vision"!
[I want to classify "Psychology of computer

vision" !>]
"psychology of computer vision" e' conhecido, e esta'
classificado nas categorias:

["psychology of computer vision" is known, and it is
classified under the following categories:]
1214—"machine vision", 1216—"information processing
psychology" e 1222—"modelling and representation of
knowledge".

I Existe alguma classificacao para "The case for case"?
[Is there any classification for "The case for

case"?]
Nao.

[No.]

! Conhece alguma classificacao para "The CONNIVER
reference manual" ?

[Do you know any classification for "The CONNIVER
reference manual"?]
Nao.

[No. ]

I Crie PROLOG !
[Generate PROLOG !]

"prolog" e' conhecida!
["prolog" is known!]
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I Quero criar CONNIVEP. !
[I want to generate CONNIVER 1]

"conniver" e' conhecidai

["conniver" is known i]

! Qual e' a classificacao de "Artificial intelligence"?
[What is the classification of "Artificial

intelligence"?]
12—"artificial intelligence".

! Como classifica a "Computational semantics" ?
[How do you classify "Computational semantics"?]

no 1215— "natural language systems" e 312— "formal
languages".

I Qual e' a bibliografia de "Computational semantics" ?
[What is the bibliography of "Computational

semantics"?]
Os cinco primeiros sao:

[The five first ones are:]
livro no. 3--"understanding natural language",
livro no. 6--"a computational model of skill and
acquisition",
livro no. 9--"toward a model of children's story
comprehension",
artigo no. 26—"semantic networks:their computation and
use for understanding english sentences" e
artigo no. 28--"MARGIE:memory analysis response
generation and inference on english".
Existem mais 21

Quer mais?
[There are more two!
Do you want more?]

Sao.

^ [No.]
Esta' beml

[All rightl]

I Qual e' a bibliografia para a "Artificial intelligence"
•?

[What is the bibliography for "Artificial
intelligence"?]
Os cincc primeiros sao:

[The five first ones are:]
livro no. 2--"problem solving methods in artificial
intelligence",
livro no. 6—"a computational model of skill and
acquisition",
livro no. 7--"human problem solving",
livro no. 10—"computer power and human reason" e

artigo no. 23—"STRIPS:a new approach to the application
of theorem proving to problem solving".
Existem mais 3!

Quer mais?
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[There are more 3!
Do you want more?]

Nao.

[No. ]
Esta' bem!

[All right!]

i Quais os livros classificados em 1224 ?
[What are the books classified under 1224?]

A sua pergunta e' indefinida!
Nao encontro nenhuma entidade que a satisfaca.

[Your question is undefined!
I don't find any appropriate entity!]

I Quais os artigos classificados em 1214 ?
[What are the papers classified under 1214?]

"a framework for representing knowledge".

! Quais os artigos classificados em prolog ?
[What are the papers classified under prolog?]

"a PROLOG-like interpreter for non-horn clauses'
"implementing PROLOG-compiling logic programs".

relacionados com "Computational

books related with "Computational

! Quais os livros
Semantics" ?

[What are the
S emantics"?]
"understanding natural language", "a computational model
of skill and acquisition" e "toward a model of children's
story comprehension".

"Logic forI Quais os artigos referenciados em
solving" ?

[What are the papers referred in "Logic for
solving"?]
"description and theorectical analysis (using schemata)
of planner", "STRIPSra new approach to the application of

problem

problem

theorem proving to problem solving' 'QA4"a procedural
calculus for intuitive reasoning", "a preliminary QLI3P
manual" e "a machine oriented logic based on the
resolution principle".

! Quais os artigos referenciados com "Logic for problem
solving" ?

[What are the papers referred with "Logic for
problem solving"?]
"GEOM:a PROLOG geometry theorem prcver", "a PROLOG-like
interpreter for non-horn clauses", "implementing
PROLOG-compiling logic programs" e "logic programming and
compiler writing".

! Quais os artigos sobre prolog ?
[What are the papers about prolog?]

"a PROLOG-like interpreter for non-horn clauses" e



"implementing PROLOG-compi1ing logic programs".

! Qual o nome de 1224 ?
[What is the name of 1224?]

"artificial intelligence systems and languages".

! O que signifies 1214 ?
[What means 1214?]

"machine vision".

! O que diz 1222 ?
[What says 1222?]

"modelling and representation of knowledge".

[ O que quer dizer 111 ?
[What means 111?]

"language translation and linguistics".

I 0 que atribui *a 1223 ?
[What do you assign to 1223?]

"common-sense reasoning, deduction and problem solving1''..

I Que nome atribui *a 12222 ?
[What name do you assign to 12222?]

"predicate calculus".

! O que chama *a 111 ?
[What do you call to 111?]

"language translation and linguistics".

J Existe alguma categoria para prolog ?
[Is there any category for prolog?]

Sim.

[Yes.]

! E' prolog uma categoria ?
[Is prolog a category?]

Sim.

[Yes.]

I E' 1214 uma categoria ?
[Is 1214 a category?]

Sim.

[Yes.]

I 1214 e' uma categoria ?
[Is 1214 a category?]

Sim.

[Yes.]

! Estao "Artificial intelligence systems and languages"
prolog ligadas ?

[Are "Artificial intelligence systems and languages
and prolog linked?]
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Nao compreendc esta frase.
[I don't understand this sentence.]

! Estao ligadas "Artificial intelligence systems and
languages" e prolog ?

[Are "Artificial intelligence systems and languages"
and prolog linked?]
Nao compreendo esta frase.

[I don't understand this sentence.]

! Esta' logic ligada com Prolog ?
[Is logic linked with Prolog?]

Nao compreendo esta frase.
[I don't understand this sentence.]

I Logic esta' ligada com Prolog ?
[Is Logic linked with Prolog?]

Nao.

[No. ]

I A Logic esta' ligada *a "Computational logic" .

[Logic is linked to "Computational logic".]
Concordo.

[I agree.]

J Quais as categorias dependentes de "Artificial
intelligence systems and languages" ?

[What are the categories under "Artificial
intelligence systems and languages"?]
pop-2, planner, qlisp, conniver e prolog.

\ Quais as categorias abaixo de "Common-sense reasoning"
•p

[What are the categories below "Common-sense
reasoning"?]
"resolution principle" e "ad hoc methods".

! Quais as categorias dominantes de Processors ?
[What are the categories above Processors?]

"computer sciences" e "software".

! Quais as categorias acima de Prolog ?
[What are the categories above Prolog?]

Os cinco primeiros sao:
[The first five ones are:]

"computer sciences", "computer sciences applications",
software, artificial intelligence" e "programming
languages".
Existem mais 21

Quer mais?
[There are more two!
Do you want more?]

S im.

[Yes.]
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Os restantes sao:"artificial intelligence tools" e
"artificial intelligence systems and languages".

! Quais as categorias que dominam Processors ?
[Which are the categories that dominate Processors?]

"computer sciences" e software.

Quais as categorias ate' "frame systems" ?
[What are the categories till "frame systems"?]

"modelling and representation of knowledge"/- "computer
sciences"/- "computer sciences applications"/- "artificial
intelligence" e "artificial intelligence tools".

! Qual a categoria que domina "computational logic" ?
[Which is the category that dominates "computational

logic"?]
"computer sciences".

! Qual a categoria que esta' acima de Metatheory ?
[Which is the category that is above Metatheory?]

"computer sciences".

[ Qual a categoria que esta' junto va "computational
logic"?

[Which is the category that is next to
"computational logic"?]
logic.

I Inforrne-me sobre "Psychology of computer vision" I
[Inform to me about "Psychology of computer

vision"!]
"psychology of computer vision" e' conhecidof e possui a
seguinte informacao:

["psychology of computer vision" is known/
has appended the following information:]

livro no.1,
autor: winston,
livreiro: mcgraw hill,
ano de publicacao: 1975,
classificacao:
1214--"machine vision", 1216—"information processing
psychology" e 1222--"modelling and representation of
knowledge"
re ferencias:
livro no. 3—"understanding natural language" e
livro no. 4~-"computer moaels of thought and language"..

[ Qual a informacao sobre "Computational semantics" ?
[What is the information about "Computational

semantics"?]
livro no.45,
autcr: charniak,
livreiro: north-holland,
ano de publicacao: 1976, classificacao:
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1 21 5--" na tura 1 language systems" e 3.1 2--" formal
languages".,
re ferencias:
livro no. 3--" understanding natural language",
livro no. 6--"a computational model of skill and
acquisition",
livro no. 9—"toward a model of children's story
comprehension",
artigo no. 26—"semantic networks: their computation
and use for understanding english sentences"/
artigo no. 28—"MARGIE:memory analysis response
generation and inference on english",
artigo no. 31--"the case for case" e

artigo no. 43—"PLANNER:a language for proving theorems
in robots"..

! Qual e' a informacao sobre "PLANNER:a language for
proving theorems in robots" ?

[What is the information about "PLANNER:a language
for proving theorems in robots"?]
artigo no.43/
autor: hewitt/
livreiro: ijcai,
ano de publicacao: 19 6 9,
classificacao:
1212—"automatic theorem. proving", 1213—"robots" e
12242—"planner".

I Qual o titulo de Back ou Schank ?
[What is the title of Back or Schank?]

"universals in linguistic theory".

! Qualquer autor publica na Freeman .

[Any author publishes at Freeman.]
Nao concordo.

[I don't agree.]

! Nem todos os autores publicam na "Academic press" .

[Not all authors publish at "Academic press".]
Concordo.

[I agree.]

! Todos os autores sac editores .

[All the authors are editors.]
Concordo.

[I agree.]

J Todos os autores sao livreiros .

[All the authors are publishers.]
Nao concordo.

[I don't agree.]

! Qual o titulo cujo autor e' Slagle ?
[What is the title whose author is Slagle?]
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A sua pergunta e' indefiniaa!
Nao encontro nenhuma entidade que a satisfaca.

[Your question is undefined!
I don't find any appropriate entity.]

! Kowalski e' o autor cujo artigo foi publicado em 1974 .

[Kowalski is the author whose paper was published in
1974.]
A sua frase pressupoe outros factos,logo urn contexto.

[Your sentence presupposes other facts,- therefore a
context.]
Como nao possuo informacao sobre o que foi dito
anteriormente, a sua frase e' ambigua.

[As I have no information about what was said
previously, your sentence is undefined.]
E, portanto, nao consigo responder-Ihe1

[And, therefore, I cannot answer you!]

J Xowalski e' urn autor o qua! escreveu "Logic for problem
solving" .

[Kowalski is an author who wrote "Logic for problem
solving".]
Nao compreendo esta frase.

[I don't understand this sentence.]

I Qual o livreiro onde foi editado "Artificial
Intelligence" ?

[Who is the publisher where
"Artificial Intelligence" \^u.SjU&Ue.a ? 3
Nao compreendo esta frase.

[I don't understand this sentence.]

I Que livros nao estao publicados na "Mcgraw Hill" ,

Elsevier , "North-Holland" e "Academic Press" ?
[What books are not published at "Mcgraw Hill",

Elsevier, "North-Holland" and "Academic Press"?]
Nao compreendo esta frase.

[I don't understand this sentence.]

! Que livro tern 1974 ?
[What book has 1974?]

Nenhuma entidade satisfaz a sua pergunta.
[No entity satisfies your question.]

! Cada livro tern um autor .

[Each book has an author.]
Nao concordo.

[I don't agree.]

! Cada pessoa tern um titulo .

[Each person has a title.]
Concordo.

[ I agree.]
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! Back nao tern nenhum titulo .

[Back has no title.]
Nao concordo.

[I don't agree.]

! Todos os livros tem um autor .

[All the books have an author.]
Nao concordo.

[I don't agree.]

! Todos os livros tem autores .

[All the books have authors.]
Nao concordo.

[I don't agree.]

A data que "Logic for problem solving" tem e' 1974 .

[The date that "Logic for problem solving" has is
1974 . ]
Nao concordo.

[I don't agree.]

! Quem publicou "Psychology of computer vision" ,

"Understanding Natural Language" e "Programming in
POP-2"?

[Who published "Psychology of computer vision",
"understanding Natural Lanquage" and "Programming in
POP-2"?]
"mcgraw hill".

! Quem publicaram "A preliminary QLISP manual" , "A.
framework for representing knowledge" e "Human problem
solving" ?

[Who publish "A preliminary QLISP manual", "A
framework for representing knowledge" and "Human problem
solving"?]
sri, "mit ai lab" e "prentice hall".

! Quem e' o autor de "Artificial .intelligence" ou
"Computational semantics" ?

[Who is the author of "Artificial intelligence" or

"Compute tiona1 s emantics"?]
wins ton.

! Lehnert escreveu "The process of question answering" ,

e Charniak escreveu "Computational semantics" .

[Lehnert wrote "The process of qiiestion answering",
and Charniak wrote "Computational semantics".]
Para a primeira proposicao: Concordo.

[For the first sentence: I agree.]
E, para a segunda proposicao: Concordo.

[And, for the second sentence: I agree.]

! Que informacao tem sobre "Logic for problem solving" ?
[What information have you about "Logic for problem
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solving" ? ]
Nao compreendo esta frase.

[I don't understand this sentence.]

! "Logic for problem solving" tern um autor .

["Logic for problem solving" has an author.]
Nao concordo.

[I don't agree.]

1 Alguns autores publicam na Elsevier .

[Some authors are published by Elsevier.]
Concordo.

[I agree.]

! Alguem publica na "Edinburgh Press" .

[Somebody is published by "Edinburgh Press".]
Concordo.

[I agree.]

! Conhece algum titulo para Slagle ?
[Do you know any title for Slagle?]

Nao compreendo esta frase.
[I don't understand this sentence.]

! Todos os autores publicados tern um livro .

[All the published authors have a book.]
Nao c. mpreendo esta frase.

[I don't understand this sentence.]

! Foi o livrc escrito pelo Back ?
[Was the book written by Back?]

Nao compreendo esta frase.
[I don't urderstand this sentence.]

Fikes ?

by Fikes?]

! O livro foi escrito pelo Winston .

[The book was written by 'Winston.]
Concordo.

[I agree.]

! A "Academic press" e' a livreira do artigo .

["Academic press" is the publisher of the paper.]
A sua frase pressupoe outros factosflogo um contexto.

[Your sentence presupposes other facts, therefore a
context.]
Como nao possuo informacao sobre o que foi dito
anteriormente, a sua frase e' ambigua.

[As I have no information about what was said
previously, your sentence is undefined.]
E, portanto, nao consigo responder-lhei

, Foi escrito o livro pelo'
[Was written the book

Nao.

[No. ]
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[And, therefore, I cannot answer you!]

! O livreiro e' a "Macgraw Hill" .

[The publisher is "Mcgraw Hill".
Nao compreendo esta frase.

[I don't understand your sentence.]

J Colmerauer nao escreveu um livro .

[Colmerauer did not write a book.]
Concordo.

[ I agree.]

! Brown e' o autor do artigo .

[Brown is the author of the paper.]
A sua frase pressupoe outros factos,logo um contexto.

[Your sentence presupposes other facts, therefore a
context.]
Como nao possuo informacao sobre o que foi dito
anteriormente, a sua frase e' ambigua.

[As I have no information about what was said
previously, your sentence is undefined.]
E, portanto, nao consigo responder-lhe!

[And, therefore, I cannot answer you!]

! "Computational semantics" e' o livro .

["Computational semantics" is the book.]
Concordo.

[I agree.]

! Quern e' o autor do artigo ?
[Who is the author of the paper?]

A sua pergunta e' indefinida!
[Your question is undefined!]

Nao encontro nenhuma entidade que a satisfaca.
[I don't find any appropriate entity.]

J 0 livro foi publicado em 1978 .

[The book was published in 1978.]
Concordo.

[ I agree.]

! Sacerdoti e' o tipo que
solving" .

[Sacerdoti is the man

solving".]
Nao concordo.

[I don't agree.]

! A pessoa que escreveu "Logic for problem solving" e' o
Kowalski .

[The person who wrote "Logic for problem solving" is
KowaIski.]
Concordo.

[I agree.]

escreveu "Logic for problem

who wrote "Logic for problem
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! Sacerdoti e' um autor ?
[Sacerdoti is an author?]

S im.

[Yes.]

2. DIALOGUES

I :-ola.

Ola' .

[Hello.]
Vamos iniciar a conversa!

[Let us start the dialogue!]
Por favor/- escreva factos, ordens ou perguntas.

[Please/- write facts, commands or questions.]
I Michie e' um autor?

[Is Michie an author?]

Nao compreendo esta frase porque a palavra michie e'
aesconhecida!

[I don't understand this sentence because the word
michie is unknown!]
Por favor/- preste atencao Na frase que escreveu!

[Please, observe with care the sentence you have
typed!]
Existe algum erro sintatico na escrita da sua frass?

[Is there any syntactical mistake?]

! Nao existe.
[There is none.]

Esta' bem!

[All right!]
A palavra desconhecida e' um nome proprio?

[Is the unknown word michie a proper noun?]

: e'.
[It is.]

Qual e' o genero de michie ?
[What is the gender of michie?]

! Masculino.
[Masculine.]

A qual dos tipos, autor, titulo, J.ivreiro, ou categoria,
pertenee a palavra michie ?

[To which type, author, title, publisher or

category, does the word michie belong?]
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1 autor.
[author.]

A resposta Ka sua pergunta sobre michie e':
[The answer to your question about michie is: ]

Nao.

[No. ]
E que mais?

[And what else?]

I Adeus.
[Goodbye.]

Ok,esta conversa terminou!
[Ok, this dialogue ended!]

Adeus, e ate' 'a vista!
[Goodbye, and see you soon!]

I :-ola.

Ola'.
[Hello.]

Vamos iniciar a conversa!

[Let us start the dialogue!]
Por favor, escreva factos, ordens ou perguntas.

[Please, write facts, commands or questions.]

! Qual e' a bibliografia para "Artificial Intelligence"?
[What is the bibliography of "Artificial

Intelligence"?]

Os cinco primeiros sao:
[The first five are:]

livro no. 2--"problem solving methods in artificial
intelligence",
iivro no. 6--"a computational model of skill and
acquisition",
livro no. 7—"human problem solving",
livro no. 10—"computer power and human reason" e

artigo no. 23—"STRIPS:a new approach to the application
of theorem proving to problem solving".
Existem mais 3 documentos!

[There are three more documents!]
Quer mais documentos?

[Do you want any more documents?]

! Quero mais dois documentos.
[Yes.I want two more documents.]

Os restantes sao:

[The remainder are:]
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artigo no. 25--"the CONNIVER reference manual" e

artigo no. 27--"planning in a hierarchy of abstraction
spaces".
E que mais?

[And what else?]

! Adeus.
[Goodbye.]

Ok,esta conversa terminou!
[Ok, this dialogue ended!]

Adeus, e ate' 'a vista!
[Goodbye, and see you soon!]

J :-ola.

Ola'.
[Hello.]

Vamos iniciar a conversa!

[Let us start the dialogue!]
Por favor, escreva factos, ordens ou perguntas.

[Please, write facts, commands or questions.3

! Arquive "Experimental learning model"!
[Archive "Experimental learning model"!]

"experimental learning model" e' desconhecido!
["experimental learning model" is unknown!]

Gostaria de o arquivar!
[I would like to archive it!]

Por favor, conhece a classificacao de "experimental
learning model" ?

[Please do you know the classification for
"experimental learning model"?]

! Sim, conheco.
[Yes.I know.]

Por favor, quais sao as categorias do documento?
[Please what are the categories of the document?]

I 111 e 1214.

Por favor,de-me o titulo de uma referenda do documento
em questao.

[Please give me the title of one reference from the
document in question.]

! "Psychology of Computer Vision".

"psychology of computer vision" e' conhecido,e esta'
classificado nas categorias:
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["psychology of computer vision" is known, and it is
classified under the categories:]
1214--"machine vision", 1216--"information processing
psychology" e 1222--"moaelling and representation of
knowledge".
Por favor, de-me o titulo de outra referenda do documento
em questao.

[Please give me the title of another reference from
the document in question.]

I Nao tenho mais nenhuma.
[I have no more.]

Esta' beml

[All right.]
Por favor, qual o nome do autor do documento?

[Please what is the name of the author of the
document?]

! brazdil,dai e 1978.

Por favor, qual e' o tipo do documento?
[Please what is the type of the document?]

I Artigo.
[Paper.]

0 novo documento no.47, e a restante
adicional, foi arquivada:

[The new document no.47, and the
information has been stored!]
documento(artigo,d(brazdil,47, experimental
mode1,dai, 1978, [111,1214], [1]))
E que mais?

[And what else?]

1 Apague "Experimental learning model"!
[Delete "Experimental learning model"!]

"experimental learning model" e' conhecido, e foi
apagado!

["experimental learning model" is known and was
deleted!]
E que mais?

[And what else?]

informacao

additional

learning

! Adeus.
[Goodbye.]

Ok,esta conversa terminou!
[Ok, this dialogue ended!]

Adeus, e ate' 'a vista!

[Goodbye, and see you soon!]
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! :-ola.

Ola' .

[Hello.]
Vamos iniciar a conversa!

[Let us start the dialogue!]
Por favor/ escreva factos.- ordens ou perguntas.

[Please write facts, commands or questions.]

! Classifique "Explorations in cognition"!
[Classify "Explorations in cognition"!]

"explorations in cognition" e' desconhecido!
["explorations in cognition is unknown!]

Quer classifica'-lo?
[Do you want to classify it?]

! Sim.
[Yes.]

Vamos class ifica'-lo!
[Let us classify it!]

Por favor,de-me o titulo de uma referencia do documento
em questao.

[Please give me the title of one reference from the
document in question.]

! Desisto.
[I give up.]

Ok.Vamos desviar-nos desta conversa!

[Ok. Let us shift from this dialogue!]
E que mais?

[And what else?]

! Adeus.
[Goodbye.]

Ok,esta conversa terminou!
[Ok, this dialogue ended!]

Adeus, e ate' 'a vista!
[Goodbye, and see you soon!]

I : - o 1 a .

Ola' .

[Hello.]
Varnos iniciar a conversa!

[Let us start the dialogue!]
Por favor, escreva factos, ordens ou perguntas.

[Please write facts, commands or questions.]
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I Classifique "Explorations in cognition"!
[Classify "Explorations in cognition"!]

"explorations in cognition" e' desconhecido!
["explorations in cognition" is unknown!]

Quer classifica'-lo?
[Do you want to classify it?]

I S im.
[Yes.]

Vamos classifica'-lo!
[Let us classify it!]

Por favor, de-me o titulo de uma referencia do docuinento
em questao.

[Please give me the title of one reference from the
document in question.]

! "Artificial intelligence".

"artificial intelligence" e' conhccido,e esta'
classificado nas categorias:

["artificial intelligence" is known, and is
classified under the categories:]
12—"artificial intelligence".
Por favor,de-me o titulo de outra referencia do documento
em questao.

[Please give me the title of another reference from
the document in question.]

I Desisto.
[I give up.]

Ok.Vamos desviar-nos desta conversa!

[Ok. Let us shift from this dialogue!]

E que mais?
[And what else?]

! Classifique "Explorations in cognition"!
[Classify "Explorations in cognition"!]

"explorations in cognition" e' desconhecido!
["explorations in cognition" is unknown!]

Quer classifies'-lo?
[Do you want to classify it?]

! Sim.
[Yes.]

Vamos classifica'-lo!
[Let us classify it!]

Por favor,de-me o titulo de outra referencia do documento
em questao.
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[Please give me the title of one reference from the
document in question.]

J Nao tenho nenhuma.
[I have none.]

Esta' bem!

[All right!]
Ja' que nao consegui obter nenhuma referencia; nao sei
dar-lhe qualquer sugestao!

[As I could not get any reference, I don't know how
to give any suggestion!]
Quer classifica'-lo?

[Do you want to classify it?]

I Nao.
[No. ]

Esta' bem!

[All right!]
E que mais?

[And what else?]

! Adeus.
[Goodbye.]

Ok,esta converse ierminou!
[Ok, this dialogue ended!]

Adeus, e ate' 'a vista!
[Goodbye, and see you soon!]

! :-ola.

Ola' .

[ Ii e 11 o . ]
Vamos iniciar a conversa!

[Let us start the dialogue!]
Por favor, escreva factcs, ordens ou perguntas.

[Please write facts, commands or questions.]

! Classifique "Explorations in cognition"!
[Classify "Explorations in cognition"!]

"explorations in cognition" e' desconhecido!
["explorations in cognition" is unknown!]

Quer classifica'-lo?
[Do you want to classify it?]

I Esta' bem.
[It is ail right.]

Vamos class ifica'-lo!
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[Let us classify it!]
Por favor,de-me o titulo de uma referencia do documento
em questao.

[Please give me the title of one reference from the
document in question.]

I Nao tenho nenhuma.
[ I have none.]

Esta' bem!

[All right!]
Ja' que nao consegui obter nenhuma referencia, nao sei
dar-lhe qualquer sugestao!

[As I could not get any reference, I don't know how
to give you any suggestion!]
Quer classifica'-lo?

[Do you want to classify it?]

I Nao quero.
[ I don't want.]

Esta' bem!

[All right!]
E que mais?

[And what else?]

I Classifique "Computational Semantics"!
[Classify "Computational Semantics"!]

"computational semantics" e' conhecido,e esta'
classificado nas categorias:

["computational semantics" is known, and is
classified under the categories:]
1215—"natural language systems" e 312—"formal
languages".
E que mais?

[And what else?]

! Classifique "Explorations in cognition"!
[Classify "Explorations in cognition"!]

"explorations in cognition" e' desconhecido!
["explorations in cognition" is unknown!]

Quer classifica'-lo?
[Do you want to classify it?]

] Sim, quero.
[Yes, I want.]

Vamos classifica'-lo!
[Let us classify it!]

Por favor,de-me o titulo de uma referencia do documento
em questao.

[Please give me the title of one reference from the
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document in question.]

I "Computational semantics".

"computational semantics" e' conhecido/e esta'
classificado nas categorias:

["computational semantics" is known, and is
classified under the categories:]
1215— "natural language systems" e 312--"formal
languages".
For favor, de-me o titulo de outra referenda do documento
em questao.

[Please give me the title of another reference from
the document in question.]

I "Computer models of thought and language".

"computer models of thought and language" e' conhecido,e
esta' classificado nas categorias:

["computer models of thought and language" is known,
and is classified under the categories:]
1215—"natural language systems" e 1222—"modelling" and
representation of knowledge".
Por favor,de-me o titulo de outra referenda do documentc
em questao.

[Please give me the title of another reference from
the document in question.]

J Nao tenho mais.
[I have no more.]

Esta' bem!

[All right!]
Vamos utilizar o metodo de classificacao que consists em
sugerir
como categorias para o documento em questao,
as obtidas das 2 referencias fornecidas pelo utilizador!

[Let us adopt as classification method the one that
consists of suggesting as categories of the document in
question, the ones obtained from two references given by
the user!]
Assim, proponho que o documento fi.que classificado nas

categorias seguintes: 312, 1215 e 1222.
[I therefore propose that the document be classified

under the following categories:]
Por favor,faca a sua escolha tenao em atencao as

categorias sugeridas e as que julgar mais apropriadas.
[Please cnoose according the suggested categories

and the ones you think most appropriate.]
De-me 3 categorias no maximo!

[Give me a maximum of three!]

1 312 e 1215.
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O documento ficou classificado nas categorias:
[The document has been classified under the

categories:]
312--"formal languages" e 1215--"natura1 language
systems".
Por favor, deseja arquivar este documento na Base de
Dados ?

[Please do you want to store this document in the
Data Base?]

N ao.

[No. ]

Esta' bemi

[All rightl]
E que mais?

[And what else?]

, :-ola.

Ola' .

[Hello.]
Vamos iniciar a conversa!

[Let us start the dialogue!]
Por favor, escreva factos, ordens ou perguntas.

[Please write facts, commands or questions.]

! Classifique "Experimental learning model"!
[Classify "Experimental learning model"!]

"experimental learning model" e' desconhecidol
["experimental learning model" is unknown!]

Quer c1assifica'-lo?
[Do you want to classify it?]

I Ok.

Vamos classifica'-lo!
[Let us classify it!]

Por favor,de-me o titulo de uma referenda do documento
em questao.

[Please give me the title of one reference from the
document in question.]

*

! "Artificial intelligence".

"artificial intelligence" e' conhecido,e esta'
classificado nas categorias:

["artificial intelligence" is known, and is
classified under the categories:]
12--"artificial intelligence".
Por favor,de-me o titulo de outra referenda do documento



err. questao.
[Please give ir.e the title of another reference from

the document in question.]

! Nao tenho mais nenhum.
[I have no more.]

Esta' bemi

[All right!]
Vamos utilizar o metodo de classificacao que consiste em
sugerir como categorias para o documento em questao, as
obtidas das 1 referencias fornecidas pelo utilizador!

[Let us adopt as classification method the one that
consists of suggesting as categories of the document in
question, the ones obtained from one references given by
the user!]
Assim,proponho que o documento fique classificado nas
categorias seguintes: 12.

[I therefore propose that the document be classified
under the following categories:]
Por favor,faca a sua escolha tendo em atencao as

categorias sugeridas e as que julgar mais apropriadas.
[Please choose according the suggested categories

and the ones that you think most appropriate.]
De-me 3 categorias no maximo!

[Give me a maximum of three!]

i 12,111 e 1224.

O documento ficou classificado nas categorias:
[The document has been classified under the

categories:]
12--"artificial intelligence". 111—"language translation
and linguistics" e 1224— "artificial intelligence systems
and languages".
Por favor, deseja arquivar este documento na Base de
Dados ?

[Please do you want to store this document in the
Data Base?]

I Sim.
[Yes.]

Por favor, qual o nome do autor do documento?
[Please what is the name of the author of the

document?]

! Bradzil.

Por favor, qual o nome do livreiro do documento?
[Please what is the name of the publisher of the

document?]

! DAI.
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Por favor/ qual e' a data de publicacao do documento?
[Please what is the date of publication of the

document?]

I 1978.

Por favor/ qual e* o tipo do documento?
[Please what is the type of the document?]

! Artigo.
[Paper.]

O novo documento no.47/ e a restante informacao
adicional, foi arquivadai

[The new document no.47/ and the additional
information/ has been stored!]
E que mais?

[And what else?]

! Adeus.
[Goodbye.]

Ok/esta conversa terminou!
[Ok/ this dialogue ended!]

Adeus, e ate' 'a vista!
[Goodbye, and see you soon!]

! :-ola.

Ola'.
[Hello.]

Vamos iniciar a conversa!

[Let us start the dialogue!]
Por favor, escreva factos, ordens ou perguntas.

[Please write facts, commands or questions.]

! Classifique "Explorations in cogntion"!
[Classify "Explorations in cogntion"!]

Nao compreendo esta frase.
[I don't understand this sentence.]

Existem 2 casos possiveis para a incompreensao da frase:
[There are two possible cases for the

incomprehensible sentence:]
1)--erro(s) sintactico(s) na escrita da frase;

[syntactical mistake in writing the sentence;]
2)—construcao sintactica desconhecida do programa.

[unknown syntactical construction.]
Preste atencao 'a frase que escreveu, corrija a sua
sintaxe, e repita a pergunta, por favor.

[Take care to the sentence you wrote, correct its
syntax, and repete the question, please.]
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E que mais?
[And what else?]

! Classifique "Explorations in cognition"!
[Classify "Explorations in cognition"!]

"explorations in cognition" e' desconhecido!
["explorations in cognition" is unknown!]

Quer classifica'-lo?
[Do you want to classify it?]

I Sim.
[Yes.]

Vamos classifica'-lo!
[Let us classify it!]

Por favor/de-me o titulo de uma referencia do documento
em questao.

[Please give me the title of one reference from the
document in question.]

I Nao tenho nenhuma.
[I have none.]

Esta' bem!

[All right!]
Ja' que nao consegui obter nenhuma referencia, nao sei
dar-lhe qualquer sugestao!

[As I could not get any reference, I don't known how
to give any suggestion!]
Quer classifica'-lo?

[Do you want to classify it?]

! S im.
[Yes.]

De-me 3 categorias no maximoi
[Give me a maximum of three!]

! 111,1214 e 156.

A categoria 156 nao existe, e portanto e' rejeitada!
[Category 156 does not exist, and therefore it is

rejected!]
0 documento ficou classificado nas categorias:

[The document has been classified under the
categories:]
111--"language translation and linguistics" e
1214--"machine vision".
Por favor, deseja arquivar este documento na Base de
Dados ?

[Please do you want to store this document in the
Data Base?]
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! Nao.
[No. ]

Esta' beml
[All righti ]

E que mais?
[And what else?]

! :-ola.

Ola' .

[Hello.]
Vamos iniciar a conversa!

[Let us start the dialogue!]
Por favor, escreva factos, ordens ou perguntas.

[Please write facts, commands or questions.]

! Classifique "A structure for plans and behaviour"!
[Classify "A structure for plans and behaviour"!]

"a structure for plans and behaviour" e' desconhecido!
["a structure for plans and behaviour" is unknown!]

Quer clas sifica'-lo?
[Do you want to classify it?]

Sim, quero.
[Yes, I want.]

Vamos alassifica'-lo!
[Let us classify it!]

Por favor,de-me o titulo de uma referencia do documento
em questao.

[Please give me the title of one reference from the
document in question.]

! "Computer power and human reason".

"computer power and human reason" e' conhecido,e esta'
classificado nas categorias:

["computer power and human reason" is known, and is
classified under the categories:]
1215—"natural language systems".
Por favor,de-me o titulo de outra referencia do documento
em questao.

[Please give me the title of another reference from
the document in question.]

I "Understanding natural language".

"understanding natural language" e' conhecido,e esta'
classificado nas categorias:

["understanding natural language" is known, and is
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classified under the categories:]
111--"language translation and linguistics",
1215—"natural language systems" e 312—"formal
languages".
Por favor,de-me o titulo de outra referenda do documento
em questao.

[Please give me the title of another reference from
the document in question.]

! "Computational semantics".

"computational semantics" e' conhecido,e esta'
classificado nas categorias:

["computational semantics" is known, and is
classified under the categories:]
1215— "natural language systems" e 312— "formal
languages".
Vamos utilizer o metodo de clas sificacao que consiste em
sugerir como categorias para o documento em questao, as
obtidas das 3 referencias fornecidas pelo utilizador!

[Let us adopt as classification method the one that
consists of suggesting as categories of the document in
question, the ones obtained from three references given
by the user!]
Assim,proponho que o documento fique classificado nas
categorias seguintes: 111, 1215 e 312.

[I therefore propose that the document be classified
under the following categories:]
Por favor,faca a sua escolha tendo em atencao as

categorias sugeridas e as que julgar mais apropriadas.
[Please choose according the suggested categories

and the ones you think most appropriate.]
De-me 3 categorias no maximo!

[Give me a maximum of three!]

! Ill,1215 e 1214.

0 documento ficou classificado nas categorias:
[The document has been classified under the

categories:]
111--" language translation and linguistics",
1215—"natural language systems" e 1214—"machine
vision" .

Por favor, deseja arquivar este documento na Base de
Dados ?

[Please do you want to store this document in the
Data Base?]

; Ok.

Por favor, qual o r.ome do autor do documento?
[Please what is the name of the author of the

document?]
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! Sacerdoti.

Por favor, qual o nome do livreiro do documento?
[Please what is the name of the publisher of the

document?]

! Elsevier.

Por favor, qual e' a data de publicacao do documento?
[Please what is the date of publication of the

document?]

i 1977.

Por favor, qual e' o tipo do documento?
[Please what is the type of the document?]

I Livro.
[Book.]

0 novo documento no.47, e a restante informacao
adicional, foi arquivadal

[The new document no.47, and the additional
information, has been stored!]
E que mais?

[And what else?]

! Crie uma categoria.
[Create one category.]

Concordo.

[I agree.]
E que mais?

[And what else?]

1 Crie uma categoria!
[Create one category!]

Por favor, qual o nome da nova categoria?
[Please what is the name of the new category?]

! "Pattern recognition".

"pattern recognition" e' desconhecida!
["pattern recognition" is unknown!]

Por favor,debaixo de que categoria a pretende inserir?
[Please under what category do you want to insert

it?]

I "Machine vision".

"machine vision" e' conhecida!
["machine vision" is known!]

A nova categoria ficou inserida no sistema de
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classificacao, e recebeu o nurrtero 12141.
[The new category has been inserted in the

classification system and received 12141 as a number.]
E que mais?

[And what else?]

Crie "pattern recognition".
[Create "pattern recognition".]

Concordo.

[I agree.]
E que mais?

[And what else?]

! Crie "Pattern recognition"!
[Create "Pattern recognition"!]

"pattern recognition" e' conhecida!
["pattern recognition" is known!]

E que mais?
[And what else?]

I Crie "Speech understanding systems"!
[Create "Speech understanding systems"!]

"speech understanding systems" e' desconhecida!
["speech understanding systems" is unknown!]

Por favor,debaixo de que categoria a pretende inserir?
[Please under what category do you want to insert

it?]

! "Natural language systems". -

"natural language systems" e' conhecida!
["natural language systems" is known!]

A nova categoria ficou inserida no si sterna de
classificacao, e recebeu c numero 12151.

[The new category has been ins er ted in the
classification system and received 12151 as a number.]
E que mais?

[And what else?]
! Adeus.

[Goodbye.]
Gk,esta conversa terminou!

[Ok, this dialogue ended!]
Adeus, e ate' 'a vista!

[Goodbye, and see you soon!]



APPENDIX 5: GLOSSARY OF ABBREVIATIONS USED

PROGRAM IDENTIFIERS

A = variable for agreement

ad = adjective

adj = category of adjectives

adj_g = group of adjectives

adjs = adjectives

adver = category of adverbs

adverbs = adverbs

adv_g = group of adverbs

adv_m = mode adverb

adv_m_i = mode and interrogative adverb

adv_g = quantity adverb

affir = affirmation

arg = category of subjects (arguments)

arg_form = argument form

arq = archiving scenario

art = domain of papers

art = category of articles

aut = domain of authors '

aut_for_aut = author published by

aut_of_book = author of a book

aut of paper = author of a paper



B = variable for the truth value

boo = domain of books

book_cat = categories of a book

book_ref = references of a book

card = cardinality

cat - domain of categories

cat = category

cat_lab = label of a category

class = class of a document

class = cla ssification

comm = commencement

compls = category of complements

cond_output = conditional output

conj = conjunction of sentences

conj_c = coordenative conjunction

coord = coordination

crie = creating scenario

D = variable for documents and domains

def_art = category of definite article

def_mark = definite mark

dest = destroying scenario

disj = disjunction

d om = d omain

elem = element

exp = expressions
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fern = feminine

find_all = find all individuals

find_all_non = find all individuals belonging to a
domain, and verifies for each one

whether the logical structure is true

G = variable for gender

gen = gender

info = information scenario

info = informations about a document

impk = impress data

ind_art = category of indefinite articles

int_art = category of interrogative articles

int_pron = category of an interrogative pronoun

int_prons = category of interrogative pronouns

int_rel = category of interrogative/relative pronouns

interrog = interrogation

interrog_art = interrogative article

inv_mark = inversion mark

K = variable for case

L = variable for list

lex = lexicon call

lexi = lexicon call

mas ~ masculine

mov_arg = moving argument

N = variable for number

nb = number



neg - negation

nega = negation call

no = noun call

nom = noun call

noG = call of nouns

n_phrase = category of noun phrases

noun = category of nouns

paper_cat — categories of a paper

paper_ref = references of a paper

per_pron = category of personnel pronouns

plu = plural

pn = category of proper nouns

pns = proper nouns

pr = property

pre_loc = pre-locution

prep = category of prepositions

prin ~ principal sentence

pron = category of pronouns

pron_r_i = category of relative/interrogative
pronouns

pronq_r_i = category of relative/interrogative
pronouns

prop = main proposition

pub = domain of publishers

pub__of_aut = an author is published by

pub_of_book = a book is published by

pub_of_tit = a title is published by
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ref = domain of references

r_i_pron - relative/interrogative pronoun

rel = relative

rel_pron = relative pronoun

said = output scenario

sent = sentence

set_equal = set equality

sin = singular

s_nucleus - nucleus of a sentence

sub = subject

tit = domain of titles

tit_of_book = title of a book

tit_of_paper = title of a paper

todo_art = group of articles 'all the'

ve - verb call

verb = category of verb phrases

yea - domain of dates of publication

year_aut = date of publication of a document for an
author

year_of = date of publication of a document

year_tit._pub = date of publication of a title for a
publisher
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